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One voter’s decision ap­
parently made all tlie difference 
in the Central Saanich 
municipal election.
Following a recount Monday, 
incumbent Eric Lewis still stood 
a single vote ahead of challenger 
Ken Stanlake in the race to cap­
ture the third and final scat on 
council. Lewis captured 1,294 
votes; Stanlake garnered 1,293.
Incumbent Wayne Watkins 
topped the Nov. 15 poll with 
1,566 votes, followed by George 
MacFarlane, elected to his 
seventh term with 1,479 votes.
Stanlake said Monday he 
would seek a judicial recount, 
which would take place within 
the next two weeks. “! think 
I’m obliged to on behalf of all 
the people who voted for me 
and worked for me, said 
Stanlake.
Returning officer Gay 
Wheeler said there were 29 re­
jected ballots. “Most of them 
were blank ballots,’’ said 
Wheeler, adding that some w'ere 
rejected because they had notes 
scrawled on them. Others were 
rejected because voters chose 
too many candidates, he said.
If the recount ultimately ends
ERIC LEWIS
in a tie, Wheeler will be called 
upon to cast the deciding ballot. 
He declined to reveal how he 
will make his decision.
Wheeler noted a previous 
Central Saanich election ended 
in a tie. The municipal clerk 
who served before Wheeler was 
called upon to decide that race.
Stanlake said the close vote 
demonstrates a strong division
KEM STANLAKE
in the municipality on the issue 
of whether or not the 
Saanichton F'air should be 
allowed to move to Cumberland 
Farm. But, he added, “1 don’t 
think the results were entirely a 
r e f e r e n d u m o n t h e 
fairgrounds.’’
Voter turnout jumped 2.2 per 
cent from the previous election 
to 28.6 per cent.
LOOK INTO MY CRYSTAL BALL ...




Walt and Anne Norbury arc 
remarkably low key — con­
sidering they won $26,700 at 
Sandown racetrack Nov. 8.
They say it’s the nature of 
the track to accept the winn­
ings and carry on as usual.
4‘Wc’rc not going to jump 
the bit and start betting $100 
bills all over the place; it was a 
fun thing but I think anybody 
who has been involved with 
horses and played them 
realizes iiow inexact and un­
predictable they arc,’’ said 
.'\nne.
The winning formula was 
actually quite easy and cheap.
Tlie Norbtirys jilay the pick- 
six and “somehow we manag­
ed to come up with six winners 
in a row. Call it luck I guess,’’ 
explained Anne. The ticket 
cost them $96.
Their two sons received a 
percentage of the win because 
after three races their tickets 
were also “alive.”
“So we started to trade-off 
so that we might win either 
way.”
The Norbtirys have sup­
ported Sandown “for years” 
and breed thoroughbreds for 
racing at Exhibition Park in 
Vancouver, btU “in a modest 
way,” stressed Anne.
What did they feel as the 
horses came in winners one 
after one? “Well, I was just
thinking that I certainly hope 
that this carries on,” Anne 
recalled.
The largest single win they 
ever netted previously was an 
acceptable $1,600.
The reason this pur.sewas so 
high was becau.se it carried 
over from the previous Friday.
“But three or four years ago 
in Vancouver, the carry-over 
was in cxce.ss of $1 million and 
people were going crazy —- 
they were even coming up 
from Washington.”
Ha.s the win increased their 
racing fervor? “No, she says, 
“we’ll go right back to basics 
but we'll continue to support 
tlie track.”
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
Sidney council gave approval 
in principle to Jim Kelley’s $9 
^rnillion'’'^plam to develop the 
Sidney waterfront by a five to 
two vote Nov. 10.
However, the exact con­
figuration of the development 
still depends on whether or not 
additional federal money is 
available to build a large off­
shore breakwater.
“The negotiations are finish­
ed,” said Mayor Norma Sealey. 
“Council either has to fish or 
cut bait.”
She said the public had 
already seen the proposal. “On 
the whole, I think it was very 
well received.”
Aids. Gloria Stevens and Cy 
Relph opposed giving the 
Sidney Pier Holdings plan the 
nod.
“The whole thing has been 
rushed through council without 
any professional input,” said 
Relph.
On Friday, Aid. Stan Barn- 
ford said council is waiting to
see if additional federal money 
is available, so the version of 
the proposal displayed at the re­
cent public meeting can be ex­
ecuted:"' ;
‘ ‘ 1 f itvturns _ out the extra $2 
million is hot available, we’ll 
have to make a quick change, ” 
said Bamford.
He said if the added money is 
not forthcoming, instead of 
building a new breakwater, the 
existing breakwater would ? be 
lengthened, and the harbor 
dredged to make it deeper. In . 
that case, he said; die proposed 
retail centre Would probably be 
Continued on Page A3
soon
A Sidney landmark that has 
been around since the 1920s will 
disappear next month.
The Star Weekly sign outside 
Tanner’s Books and Gifts will 
be taken down.
“I think the old-time 
residents will be .sorry to sec it 
go,” said proprietor Glive Tan­
ner.
He has been leasing the sign 
from a .lim Paltison owned 
neon sign company for $54 a 
month. “I wouldn’t be .surpris­
ed if it’s Jimmy PattisoiTs
saidlongest running lease,” 
Tanner.
Now the lease is up. And 
although Tanner wants to buy 
the sign, he says the company 
won’t give him a reasonable 
price. Instead they want to lea.se 
it to him for an increased mon­
thly fee.
While the sign inspires 
nostalgia in some older Sidney 
residents, younger ones often 
draw a blank when confronted 
with it. The Star Weekly stop­
ped publishing in 1967.
FOCySEO ATTENTION NEEDED
ing at sexual abaso of A/f iw
changed to protect the idmliy
fencicn.
:Tlw Review acknowledges 
fended with parts of these ariichs, l>ut we real!m^
1
VV<* weleome letters orplidiie eaHs fronr ow
By SARAH THOMPSON
Review Staff Writer
Factt On the Pcnin.sula, It child sexual abuse cases have 
been investigated this year — double the number reported in 
1985. '
Fact: Approximately one-third of tlic total cases involved 
the three aica Indian reserves. According to oitc local reserve 
counsellor, it is easier to count the number of Native children 
on the reserves who itaye not been abused,
Fact: As of May, 1986, ntini.stry of srieial services and hous ­
ing iiivc.siig.utd‘L17 abase ca.scs in B.G,
Fact; One in five female and one iit 11 male children will be 
sexually abused by age 18.
Face Since 1967, B.C, , along with Yukoit and the Nor­
thwest Territories, has produced the fnghesi itumber ol 
danBer(mschildf;exoffendcr,s,
Fact: Eighty per cent of offenders ktiow their victitns and 
5tl per cent of child .sex abuse cases involve incest. Authorities 
believe the acpiiil liguics aie Itighet
Child sex abuse is ignored, hidden and largely 
misunderstood.
Offenders are not easily reeogni/.ed -• they ctiit be .sliangers 
but statistics prove they are more often your tteighbor, your 
doctor, and your cltild’s teacher. I'liey ate also yum luisbttiid,
“Ten years ago, when I first started as a social worker here, 
people didn’t think sex abuse was a crime -• nowwe’vc got 
double the cases and there arc real pedophiles in the com- 
tminiiy/’ said Riley I lent, diiecior for the local MSSH.
Local social worker Val London agreeSr “A very high 
iserecntage of children are al>uscd tind we kno\v alroni ti very 
.small proportion the lip of the iceberg.”
"Miavc seen too many people in high places “* inchiding, 
sctme doctors, politicians and psychifiirisis wlto are com­
mitted pedophiles,” said Mary Manning, director of the local 
Parents in Ciisi.s. “And if we clamp down on them, they 
might gel caught in their own laws.”
Mary Pritchett, director of the Victoria Child Sexual Alnisc 
Centre believes reform is necessary, “ rite medictit profession 
is protected from having to reiiori citses; instead of piddieiz- 
ing the issue, it is dcah witli internally by the College of Physi­
cian,sand Surgeons.”
Child sex abuse Is insidious and the, offcndcisiurc .tdcpi at , 
mnintnininga “normal’'environment, Manning sail,!.
The afmser can have sex wiili his wife, but it may not stitisfy 
him, explains Victoria p,sycltologi,sl Pave Stevyart. OIten itqt 
undersiniuling his own sexualily, an abuser also believes fiun- 
ly in the autlioritarian female role, Stewart said. ; ^
“They do sjot .vic'.v tl'ieir inccstuou':'behaviour a*" inug.oral 
or iriaceepiahle because it occurs in the family," (
Two priinary cqndilionH in the relationship Vuivvcc'n the 
jibiiscr and the victim appear to be enticement, more ebwipoii '
' ' ' Cunthuied orr Page AlO









8 oz. complemented with herbed 
butter, served with rice or potato, 
fresh vegetable, soup or house 
salad. All served on fine china. person
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
Alberta’s Finest Prime 
Rib of Beef
8 oz. charbroiied as you like it, 
served with sauteed mushrooms, 
house potato and fresh 
vegetables, soup or house salad.
All served on fine china. person
' WaifW Foster 
New Owner
,, I invite you to experience the
new Carrington Wyatt and 




I extend a hearty 
mm Invitation to all my 
friends to let me 













Hi & Lo Loop 
Carpet







5 colors to choose 
from.'
sq.yd. J














*350 12'x10’8” BROWN^ - LEVEL LOOP OO
RUBBER BACK.. 1 UW
12'x2'9” BEIGE
SAXONY................... .
*150 12’xnVfi” BEIGE $'*50111
BO oz. SAXONY .. TkJ Wyi
0’8”x2’B” BEIGE ' $/l
SAXONY.................... .
*200 T2’K12’ V/INE $HI "Tfl




PLUS MANY MORB TO CHOOSE FROM
A rKvii^lon Of 




977S - 3rcJ St., Sidney 655-1575 
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French immersion was the key issue in the Nov. 15 Saanich 
school board elections.
In North Saanich, Marilyn Grant, who charged the immer­
sion program is expensive and opposed expanding it, 
unseated 12-year incumbent Lois Walsh, a former District 63 
chairman.
Walsh argued that the disputed program cost the same or 
less than havirfg all students in the English stream and wanted 
to reinstate the program at the Kindergarten level.
In Central Saanich, incumbent Marilyn Loveless, who in­
stigated the controversial move to phase out Early French Im­
mersion last spring, fended off challenger and pro-immersion 
candidate Jan Garnett.
Loveless, who returns for a third term on the board, fought 
to cap existing EFI programs and slowly phase immersion 
out, to be replaced with a French as a Second Language pror 
gram.
Saanich incumbent Graham Hill, opposed to immersion at 
the Kindergarten level, was re-elected over challenger Bernard 




Sidney Aid. Cy Relph was 
blasted by fellow council 
members at a Nov. 17 meeting. 
The issue: a letter that appeared 
in the Nov. 12 Review in which 
the alderman criticized some 
aspects of the waterfront 
development proposal.
Aid. Herb Addison said he 
condemned Relph’s action and 
suggested Relph consider, 
resigning.
“A letter like this is strictly an 
inflammatory thing which pre­
judices us getting money from 
the federal government,” said 
Addison. “Do you have some 
high ideal that doesn’t permit 
you to go along with the majori­
ty of council?”
Aid. Ron Kubek added, “If 
you don’t like something at 
council, you don’t go running 
to the newspaper.”
Mayor Norma Sealey charged 
that much of what Relph had 
written was factually incorrect 
and said he should “decide if he 
is Alderman Relph or citizen 
Relph.”
Relph said that the suggestion 
he was opposed to the port pro­
ject as a whole was “totally 
preposterous.” He added that 
he thought the proposal con­
tained too much housing, and 
that council should seek profes­
sional help in making its deci­
sion.
Relph also noted that Sealey 
had used the newspaper in 1983 
to present her views on the 
Beacon Avenue couplet issue in 
a guest editorial.
Environment team eSecfed to N.S.
Conservationist candidates 
Eugene Bailin and Linda 
Michaluk topped the polls in the 
North Saanich council election 
Nov. 15.
Incumbent Chris Lott was 
also returned for a second term 
as alderman in a race that 
brought a large 51 per cent voter 
turnout.
On Monday, Bailin said 
voters sent a strong message 
that they want a slow pace o f 
development in North Saanich.
Bailin, seeking a second 
aldermanic term, led tlie can­
didates with 1,348 votes, 
followed by newcomer 
Michaluk with 1,304. Lott trail­
ed with 1,020 votes, followed by 
first-time candidates Bill Gor­
don with 768 votes and Alan 
MacGillivray with 721.
“There’s really a message 
there,” said Bailin. “They 
(voters) don’t want rapid ur­
banization.”
The 63-year-old engineer said 
the result was also a signal that 
residents don’t want to rush in­
to sewering certain areas of the 
municipality.
The election shifts the 
balance of power on council so
LINDA MICHALUK
the conservationists now have a 
majority, noted Bailin.
“It should have an impact on 
the way council reacts to rezon­
ing applications. We would tend 
to resist ad hoc development.
“The big development on 
Wain Road wouldn’t be allowed 
by this present council,” he ad­
ded.
EUGENE BAILIN
- - Bailin ' said he didn’t believe 
the hew council would tryoand 
stop the 75 townhouse develop­
ment on the former Aylard 
Farm: “I think you can’t 
unscramble that egg.”
However, he added, “I think 
council will try to fix the com­
munity plan to make sure it 
doesn’t happen again.”
Hospital striko civortacl
Elective surgery at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital was cancell­
ed Nov. 12 as a result of the 
scheduled strike by Health
Our Reputation 







9767 Fourth St. Sidney. B.C.
Sciences Association members. 
The aborted job action caused 
at least six people to rescedule 
operations, said hospital ad- 
minstrator John Bcnham,
The strike was due to start at 
6 a.m. last Wednesday as part 
of a 14 hospital B.C. picket lo 
protest the breakdown in 
negotiations.
The strike was averted when 
USA went back to the bargain­
ing table.
Six lo eight operations arc 
performed at SPH daily which 
means .surgery is now backlogg­
ed.
“Wc will deal with the 
overload in the next couple of 
weeks as wc go along,” Bcnham 
said.
DISCOVER US
WE’RE WORTH LOOKING FOR!
Who is? What is? Where is?
PIRJG-LIISA FASHIONS
You may not know how to spoil it or pronounco It (pooryo'leoan) but you| 
will want to know whoro tho store la. . ■
wo opijclatlzo In volume 
and discount purchasing 
of quality ladiM fashions 
and pasB the savings 
on lo you
wo color to woman of all 
ages and lifestyles, from 
Sl20 5t0 44x
9775—3rd ST aiDNKV. B.C." ■
.Join the thousands o( Canadians 
who shop Plrjo-Lllsa and save 
10% to 50% off and more from 
manufacturer's Ruggostod 
selling prices.
WHERE ONLY THE 
LOOK IS EXPENSIVE 
PHONE655-3133; ' ; ; -
20 mlnuloR from VIctorlfl 
B rninutoa trom the forry lormlnalo
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PORT OF SIDNEY, the proposed plan by Sidney Pier Holdings.
Port pion opproved
to
Continued from page A1 
moved from the east shore 
the north shore.
Sealey said Monday night a 
proposed floating ampitheatre 
would likely be scrapped in that 
case. “It’s my understanding 
there would not be major 
changes,” she said.
“The condominiums would 
stay in close to the same place,” 
said Bamford.
At Monday night’s special 
council meeting, a federal 
government deadline to submit 
a plan in order to get the initial 
$2 million in funding from the 
oceans ministry was just days 
away.
Council decided to submit a 
“double-barreled” application 
to the federal government: one 
plan, with an outside 
breakwater, assuming addi­
tional federal money is 
available; the other, including 
an inside breakwater, for if ad­
ditional federal funding is not 
available.
Stevens objected that council 
had nothing in writing about 
'ivwhat form the:.v development . 
h would take if there is no addi­
tional federal money.
Council also decided to ask 
developer Kelley for a written 
version of his altered plans 
before the Friday deadline.
Lawrence Lambert, a 
member of the Sidney Pier 
Holdings group, was asked 
after Monday night’s meeting if 
the group had time to supply a 
written version of the changed 
plans in by Friday.
“No comment,” he replied. 
Local MP Pat Crofton has 
approached DRIE and other 
federal sources about more 
money for the breakwater, but 
has had no firm word yet, 
Sealey said Saturday.
Monday she added that DRIE 
had asked for a formal applica­
tion which could take three 
months.
Bamford, one of the two 
council members negotiating 
with the developer, .said no 
changes had been made to the 
proposal .since the public 
meeting.
The motion by Aid. Ron 
Kubek to give Kelley and his 
group approval was sitbject to tt 
number of considerations, in­
cluding agreement with Canada 
Customs, Canada Post, and 
tho.se federal ministries funding 
tiic breakwater.
Final approval is also subject 
to “satisfactory documentation 
pertaining to lease agicements, 
land exchanges and wtiter 
leases ... it will also be stibjeci 
to zoning changes, detailed 
design and accurate cost 
estimates.”
Scldey .said the motion of ap­
proval in principle would allosv 
Kelley to begin negoiitnions 
with Canada Post about possi­
ble relocation of the Sidney post 
office.
At the Nov. 10 meeting, 
Relph was angered that council 
members had no advance time 
to study the motion of approval 
and were not provided with 
written copies so they could 
work on the e.xact wording.
“It was presented to council 
in a very poor manner,” said 
Relph. “It’s been done without 
any legal advice.”
Relph said he was opposed to 
the plan because of the quantity 
of private housing planned for 
the waterfront.
Stevens said she felt council 
should have professional plann­
ing help before making the deci­
sion.
“I don’t, think anybody’s sat 
down and said this is what you 
need five or 10 years down the 
road,” said Stevens. “I’m not a 
specialist and l don’t think any 
member of council has the ex­
pertise to deal with this.”
Referring to Victoria’s 
Cadillac Fairview development 
she said there were subcom­
mittees- carefully working out 
every aspect of the .project. 
“They’re not letting the 
developer have a free hand.”
Stevens added, “I don’t think 
the public is getting the access to 
the proposal they should. It’s 



































NOW is the time! 













☆ INSIDE STORM WINDOWS
☆ OUTSIDE STORM WINDOWS
☆ THERMAL CONVERSION
IN SIDNEY






















































Briaitert plttue itlflce Ihii inble 
on your ad) reaiuer
1. Fresh Oysters, Orondod & Ponfriod...,.®7.25
2. B.C. Salmon Steak Dili Souoo........®7.95
3. Stuffed Fillet of Sole Emoraid isio........®6.95
4. Halibut Picasso n «ruo dollghf...................®8.95
5. Alaskan Smoked Cod Fillet
fl dotlcacy from Iho Northorn Wotors.........
6. Trout Almondine ....... —®7.50
and many more
All itiUM r.pwGlAiii inclMil# 0111 fioiip til (ho i)«y or ■ ml«»rt (liaoo Tlni.fid S«l«tJ, 
DInnot lloll# X. riMllai. Iil.in Piur or ymii Chiilco of Poluto »n(,l Fieith Vnoolubl®*
Our Ch&fs Luncheon Sp&cMc chmgo dally, tor
mamph:' '
Z Varlallua Oulchii, fihophwriJ'is Wo, Otilll, ttwl «low, )iit»l U> iiiiirm






20” Tall-he’s soft and 



















Asst’d. 750 mL Bottle ...... . Plus Deposit
Skylark Wide Loaf
Sesame; 595g Sliced Loaf.:.. . ...
Royale





FREE TSO htL Bottle
when you buy a freshly made
8” DELI PIZZA OR LARGER
DOES NOT INCLUDE BOHLE DEPOSIT
Indian River
White or Red





1.08/kg. y....... ....... ........... lb.
AdvortiBotl Prices In Effect 
_ Nov, ,17 t0 23,“988. ■: 
Wo roliorvo tho right to limit guaiitltios f(n rotnil saloa.
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Act as if the whole election depended on your single 
vote, and as if the whole Parliament (and therein the 
whole nation) on that single person whom you know 
choose to be a member of it.
John Wesley 
A word to a Freeholder
1748
Residents in at least two B.C. communities learned 
first hand the power of the individual last Saturday.
A neck and neck race for the third vacant aldermanic 
seat in Central Saanich resulted in a one vote lead 
awarded to incumbent Eric Lewis over challenger Ken 
Stanlake.
Sort of throws a kink into that age-old excuse “Why 
should I vote. What good will it do? ’ ’
The results of a mayoralty race in Ladysmith will also 
likely be challenged after that community cast a mere 
three votes more for their incumbent mayor.
In both cases, the future direction of the community 
could have been altered substantially if two or three 
people had made the effort to vote.
Suicide bikers
Dark, winter nights are upon us, but that hasn’t 
deterred many bicyclists from navigating local roads 
without benefit of lights or reflectors.
These kamikaze pedallers may be willing to risk their 
life and limbs through this stupidity, but it is the un­
fortunate motorist who will wear the guilt should car 
and bike lock horns.
It’s even sadder to note a number of these illegal 
night-riders are young children. So, come on parents, 
let’s see a little more after-dark supervision please — 
before your child becomes another statistic.
P&f ®wn bilk
If you weren’t aware the Canadian government has a 
legal aid plan for Cabinet members, join the club.
The news that the Progressive Conservative Party 
decided to pay up to $350,000 in favor of Sinclair 
Stevens’ defence at his conHict of interest inquiry is 
disturbing^ to say the least.
If Mr. Stevens is guilty of mixing government and 
company business^ the body now investigating his cori- 
diict will let^us know the verdict in due course. To com­
ment on the outcome of the proceedings would be inap­
propriate, other than to say that if he is guilty, he’s not 
the kind of guy who should have that kind of public 
money spent on his behalf. If he’s not guilty, surely he 
can pay his own way like the rest of us.
The high level legal aid Mr. Stevens seems to need to 
conduct his defence doesn’t come cheap — $175 per 
hour for his counsel — but do taxpayers have an obliga­
tion to pay it?
Surely there is enough cash left in the coffers of one 
of his ventures to pay his own legal bills.
The Conservatives have been quick to point out the 
Liberals were too generous in helping beleaguered 
Cabinet colleagues who got into legal treacle but that is 
history. To compound the mistake by helping out a 
Cabinet minister once again only gives the practice 






Unfortunately, to a very large 
extent RVers are treated as 
second-class citizens simply 
because they choose to enjoy 
the freedom and comfort of 
sleeping in their own beds and 
not forever wondering if the 
next bed down the road will be 
lumpy and/or overpriced.
What most city fathers and 
merchants ‘’see” when they see 
an oversized RV parked on the 
streets is someone they think 
“too cheap” to patronize local 
businesses and what is worse 
take up two parking spaces 
depriving regular, traders of ac­
cess.
Nothing could be further 
form the truth. RVers do not 
use their disposable income on
hotel/motel rooms, but’they do 
partonize every other im­
aginable commerical outlet, not 
the least of which is gasoline 
stations, the grocery stores and 
restaurants. No sane woman on 
holiday is planning to cook 
seven days a week.
Coming to the Saanich Penin­
sula, what do we find? Two ma­
jor ports of entry onto the 
Island, Swartz Bay and the 
Anacortes ferry; one major, 
world-renown tourist attraction 
in the Butchart Gardens. We 
were astounded to meet 
Americans who could barely 
pronounce Canada, let alone 
tell you. where B.C. was, but an 
astonishing number expressed a 
wish to visit Butchart Gardens 
and plied us for practical in­
i’
J-i'."
VICTORIA — Thanks to 
television, the great entertain­
ment medium, we don’t have 
Bob Skelly to kick around 
anymore,—• at least not for 
much longer.
Taking u hint from his 
caucus, svhich would have 
dumped him without any 
hesitation, Skelly announced 
that he will not seek re-election 
as leader of the provincial 
NDP at the next party conycn- 
tion, expected sometime in 
May. What’s television got to 
do with it? I'll come to that 
later,
Skelly made the best of a 
very bad situation, bowing out 
as gracefully as possible for 
.someone who is widely blamed 
for the defeat of the New 
Democrats at last month’s 
election.
He told rcparter.s he’s proud 
of the party’s renewal. Rather 
than being represented ex­
clusively by the leftover from 
the NDP'.s 1972 victory, peo­
ple elected 13 new NDP MLAs 
to the legislature, he .said.
Skelly said his dccisloit to 
step down ns leader w.ts in 
keeping with a previously 
stated position. As far back a.s 
two ycar.s ago, he had s-aid he 
would give it one shot and ti 
he lost, he would step down as 
leader, None of iihe reporters, 
however, recalled that occa­
sion.,,.
From his remarks, it wa.s 




member had asked him to .stay 
on and take the NDP into 
another election battle. And 
lhat’.s something which bears 
closer examirtation.
Turning on leaders who 
have lost an election has 
become the norm in Canada, ■
The Tories have always had 
a reputation for dumping their 
un.successful leaders with the 
ballots barely counted. The 
Liberals arc doing their best 
right now to emasculate their 
leader, .Iohn Turni«r. And here 
in British Columbia, Skelly 
has been sent packing with on­
ly one defeat to his mune,
Dave Barrelt was given two 
more chances after hl.s 1975 
defeat before iltc NDP looked 
for IX nw lender. Skelly h out 
after one unsuccessful try.
Whni’.s even.more .surpris­
ing was the nltcmpt to gel rid 
ol Skelly betuu! he even had a 
chance to prove liimscif. He 
survivetl a caucus vote on 
whiSther he should stay on as 
leader by a mere 11 to H 
margin. That was a few weeks 
before Ihcmter Vander Zalm
called the election.
NDP insiders say they saw 
the writing on the wall at tliai 
time. The same problems that 
bc.sct Skelly during the election 
campaign — extreme ner­
vousness and uncoriainty — 
had already .surfaced during 
the taping of some pre-election 
commercials.
Commercials that should 
have taken half an hour to 
tape, they .say, took the better 
part of a day because .Skelly 
was nervous and kept tripping 
over his tongue.
Whni happened later was 
for everyone to see. Skelly diti 
well on the campaign trail, us 
long as he was able to .speak (o 
rallies, meet folk.s In the street 
. tuul gnv,' Impromptu inter­
views, nil the tliitigs poliiicans 
traditionally bad to be good 
at, ■
But he (cIMIul oil his lai^e 
every lime he had to make a 
prepared statement on I'V. 
He’d get nervous and .start 
hyper* vent hating. 1 hs voice 
would break and he svonld 
panic ..- With hnndrcds of
thousands of television 
viewers looking on.
It wa.s TV that made Skelly 
nervous, and it was TV that 
showed Vander Zalm at his 
best, Television has become, 
the medium that crcatc.s and 
de.siroys politietms. Politicians 
who are at homo in from of a 
camern win elections now. 
Look at Ronald Reagan,
It is lelevi.sion, therefore, 
that has given the world the 
one-,shot political leader. The 
warts — imagined or real — 
.show up to well on TV for a 
loser to salvage his pride, leave 
alone his politictd career,
With TV cameras around, 
Sir ,lohn A would probably 
have been unable to become 
dog catcher of Upper Camida, 
and Mackenzie King might 
have been lucky to gel elected 
ton school board.
Skelly has simply become 
another viciini of the TV age 
in which image counts more 
Ihnn snhslanee and Dallas 
draws belter ratings than any 
newscast,
All of whicli the NDP had 
hotter keep in mind wheix the 
lime comer, to choose the next 
lender,
MikcMurcoun wotild seem 
to Inlliii die ie(|utreinenis ot a 
Tuoilcrn leadei wlio ctm handle 
himself before television 
cameras. If lie can ilcliver 
some sub.sl.'incc to go .tiong 
with his .style luul image, uli 
the belter,
formation as to how to do it,
i.e. do we have paved roads?
In terms of facilities to serve 
this incredibly large, often well- 
to-do market, what do we have 
to offer in terms of ac­
commodation and amenities? 
One arch-typical B.C. provin­
cial park with 30 viewless camp­
sites, buried in the trees com­
plete with pit-toilets, but free 
firewood for $10 per night; or 
the KO.A which are acceptable 
when there is no alternative or 
the Saanich Peninsula RV Park 
which, 1 was coyly told by a 
volunteer, can only be used or 
recommended when all other 
RV facilities nearby were full. 
None of these are within walk­
ing distance of the town of 
Sidney business community. 
The only other RV related ser­
vice available is a sani-dump, 
well-hidden and unadvertised in 
a local boat dealers for which lie 
charges $3 per use. And yet — 
there arc now six businesses in 
the area that sell and service 
RVs...
The most likely spot for a 
park that comes to mind is the 
area recently vacated by Slegg 
Lumber in town, or there is 
open parkland near the 
Anacortes ferry and behind I lie 
sewage pumping .station.
Sidney could copy the exam­
ple of many, many eommimitics 
ill the U.S. We soon learned to 
locate the nearest chamber of 
commerce and ask for tlic
nearest county park. This was 
almost always a clean, simple, 
central area for RVs. Usually a 
time-limited stay of 5 to 8 days, 
always reasonably priced, 
sometimes with proper hook­
ups, electricity and sewer con­
nection available at an extra 
charge. Most offered hot 
showers, metered or otherwise.
Some were dreams, like St. 
Petersburg, Florida which could 
rival the finest commercial 
establishment with lagoon, 
magnificent fishing, bird- 
watching and beaches while of­
fering coin-operated washers 
and dryers with a view of St. 
Petersburg on the horizon. All 
were in the $8 to $10 (US) 
range,
Sidney has the potential to do 
something similar — preferably 
visible form the highway with 
grass, trees, flowers, hanging 
baskets etc. Word of moutli 
advertising is, of course, the 
best, but even investing in a sign 
on the road into Victoria which 
says something like “Yon mis.s- 
cd Sidney — and our own har­
bour seal. Catch us on the way 
home to the Mainland or 
Anacortes. I'rce sani-dump sta­
tion. RVs welcomeWith .special 
free (ea.'iy) overnigin parking in 
town. All Sidney nierclmms of­
fer best rate of exchange of U.S. 
currency. Visit our whale 
museum and conic say hi to 
Sidney, the seal.




Premier Bill Vander Zaliii's 
suggestion that the export of 
pre-fnbrieatcd homes to South 
Africa will aid the bkick majori­
ty is misguided.
The .sale of pre-fab homes to 
live South African govcnmieiu 
will not help bccnn.sc!
1, South Afriea is bulldozing 
tens of thousands of liosnes as 
part of their ’rcniovaki" pro 
gram, tinder vdiich they have 
transported more than three 
million blacks from urban 
townships to tuwet ly-sincken 
reserve,s or Biminsian.s. The in­
fant mortality rate in the Ban- 
(iisum.s is as high as in Ethiopia.
2. fiousing projects provided by 
(he South African government 
are rare, and arc tnovliletl as 
part of tlie security control ap­
paratus, i.e. wide sirceis and 
spaceil houses f*u the eoiive- 
niciieeof military vehicles,
3. riic legitimate representatives 
of the black population have 
called for economic sanctions to 
end apartheid, An increase in 
trade will only prolong the 
agony and daily deaths in Soinh 
Africa,
There arc ways of assi.siing 
the majea'ity population, of 
South Africa. Organi./aiiom! 
,sItch as the United Church and 
Oxfam are supporting Itealdi 
a s .s t .s t a n c c, a g r i c u 11 ft r j» I 
cooperatives, and education 
programs put logeilicr by 
representative women's and 
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I’ve got albums loaded with clippings of events long past; a 
drawer stuffed with worn-down but not quite worn-out socks; 
folders full of potentially useful facts clipped from magazines 
and papers whose remaining parts are stacked in the base­
ment; shelves loaded with books too important to part with 
but not good enough to reread; files crammed with old letters 
no one will ever glance through again.
A tin can sits on my desk. Pencil stubs, dry ball point pens, 
tiny little erasers aitd enough paper clips to make necklaces 
for every member of the Royal Family live in there — or tum­
ble out to mix with the scraps of paper 1 keep for making lists 
on.
I still have my Teddy Bear but 1 don't cuddle it as often as 1 
did last year. Six feet of National Geographies are piled in a 
corner (does anyone ever throw those things out?), and I’ve 
got a pocketful of American pennies in case 1 ever go to Reno.
I also save questions for which 1 have yet to find satisfac­
tory answers.
In a five-by-eight, three-ring binder are dozens oi sheets 
filled to all edges with scribbled queries picked up during a 
lifetime of nosiness.
Let me share with you a dozen picked at random from 
those tear-stained and coffee-ringed pages. Tentative answers 
appear below. I welcome your suggestions.
1. If South Africa is the miserable, rotten, oppressive country 
our electronic and print media lead us to believe it is, then 
why are so many blacks trying to go there to live?
2. Why do we continue to elect politicans who promise us one 
thing and, upon assuming office, do the opposite after 
deducting 10 per cent for themselves and their friends?
3. Why is it so difficult to fire teachers who have passed the 
point of usefulness?
4. Why are no two snowflakes alike? Who has proved this?
5. Why do Canadian motorists continue to patronize Petro 
Can service stations, the fronts for an oil company we never 
asked for, do not want, do not need, serves no useful 
economic or social purpose and which gobbles our tax dollars 
like a sow with a belly full of piglets to feed?
6. Why do otherwise intelligent union members tolerate the 
handing over of a portion of their compulsory union dues to 
political parties which, are individuals, they oppose?
7. When are the Oilers going to douse the Flames?
8. When is the electorate going to demand that politicians at 
all levels be prohibited from serving more than two con­
secutive terms?
9. When will Ronald Reagan announce his retirement?
10. When will we be told that Soviet Scaler electromagnetic 
weapons sabotaged the Challenger space shuttle? These 
weapons which made it look like metal stress were the cause.
11. When w'ill Hugh Cambell go back to the U.S.A. and give 
the rest of the C.F.L. a break?
12. We each start with 10 million brain cells. Each day 
100,000 cells die. Is there no way we can reverse this?
Possible answers:
1. We’re being lied to by left-leaning opportunists.
2. Because we’re suckers.
3. Beats me.
4. There is only one snowflake shape - cold.
5. A boycott is beginning to take hold.
6. They’re scared.
7. When the Canucks make the top 10.
8. When they realize career politicans are leeches.
9. February or March 1987.
10. We won’t. The consequences would be too horrendous.
11. After he pockets the next five Grey Cups. 
f2. Huh?'
More scenic RV park needed
Editor:
Having lived in the Sidney are 
for nearly 30 years, like the 
tourists, I enjoy the simple 
charm of the town. I enjoy the 
waterfront uncluttered with 
over-development. I am also an 
active boater.
There is nothing attractive 
about a breakwater at the best 
of time, especially a rubble 
breakwater which, at low tide, 
can amount to a two-storey wall 
of rock and slime, interrupting 
clean water flows and blocking 
light breezes on hot summer 
days. Worst of all, from the 
boaters’ point, ..ih^ocks.:,the 
' view. ""'‘'h''
These are semi-protected 
waters and a massive rock 
breakwater is not required to 
adequately protect our seasonal 
marine visitors. We do, 
however, need ample, inexpen­
sive, protected berthage for 
summer boaters.
A basic 2,000 capacity boat 
marina with an adequate 
floating breakwater could be in­
stalled for under $1 million and 
be easily expanded at a relative 
cost. The cost of the proposed 
rock breakwater only is S4* 
million to $5 million.
A floating breakwater allows 
free flow of water and the low 
profile allows free uninter­
rupted view, and are in use in 
San Francisco, Chicago, Friday 
Harbour, etc. for such good 
reasons. Sidney should learn 
from them.: y
We don’t rieed aqua theaters, 
mof^,;.|:qncips or retail s^aceiop, 
tovvh property. A green strip, 
launching ramp and marine 
facilities are more in keeping 
With the needs of the area.
The charm of Sidney is ample 
to attract the boaters. All they 
require is ample, accessible ber­
thage so they can leave their 
boat knowing it is moored safe­
ly. They can then browse 
leisurely through the town spen­
ding their dollars on groceries, 
marine supplies, souvenirs, etc. 
— dollars which are sorely 
needed.
Once again council seems to
have become side-tracked into 
upland development — and you 
can be sure the developer will be 
the only one laughing on his 




As a one-time columnist, arti­
cle writer, and photographer for 
the Review, but now only the 
occasional letter writer, T must 
say I like your new concept of 
longer ppinion articles for those 
people, (myself included) who 
would prefer more space in 
which to shoot off our mouths.
And T must congratulate 
Sidney Aid. Cy Relph for his 
opener of this opportunity, 
though 1 hope this won’t mean 
that aspiring politicians will be
given preference, as seems so 
often prevalent in most 
newspapers.
However, I don’t much care 
for the heading. Insights and 
Outbursts, and since you show 
an upturned soapboxwith the 
heading, don’t you think that 
this would be a more ap­
propriate title?
After all, why let Hyde Park 
in London keep all the fame of 
the game with its soapbox 
orators? Reg Davis
North Saanich
Clean up doggy doo
Editor:
Please allow some space to 
vent my anger over a local 
“condition.”
I’m referring to the un­
mitigated gall of local dog 
owners, who it seems bring their 
pets downtown to deficaic. I'm 
sick and tired of .seeing doggy 
doo doo on the sidewalks in 
front of my store, and on the 
sidewalks up and down Beacon 
Avenue.
If dog owners insist on br­
inging their pets downtown they 
.should be responsible for them 
and have the courtesy to clean 
up after them.
Consider this a warning, dog 
owners. If I catch your dog do­
ing his business in front of my 
business and you tlon’t bother 
to clean up after him, 1 will. 
And then, I'll follow you home, 
and dump your doggy's doo 
doo on your dqprsicp,
That takes care of the 
brickbats, tmd now for the bou*
quet. Congratulations to Clive 
Tanner, our local candidate, for 






As a person with children in a 
school providing bolh the 
regular and I’rench immersion 
programs. I sincerely thank you 
for your clear presentation of 
the relevant statistics in last 
week's editorial.
Regardless of varying biases 
and interests, each of its has 
been well-served by your provi­
sion of the actual figures, for all 
voters to consider. You have 




TOP OF THE PILE
ROSS WELLWOOD
' ‘Mr. Wellwood was very helpful 
and courteous and I shall 
recommend him to others. Yours 
very truly.''
Mr. & Mrs. J.R. Cameron
one of many satisfied customers.


























Hours: Monday - Friday 8a.m. - 4:30p.m., Saturday 9a.m. - noon







2 farm fresh eggs, any style 
with 2 slices of bacon or 
sausages and choice cl 2 but­








OPEN EVERY DAY 
For Reservations 
652-0212
I SYSTEM 4 VALET CARRY-ON
t » World’s Greatest Carry-on
• A compact carry-on bag that holds suits and long garments wrinkle-free - while pro­
viding protected packing space for accessories and bulky items.
• Designed to fit under most airline seats or in the overtiead compartment. No more
struggling for airplane closets! .
• The Valet Carry-On has the benefits of a garment bag but, unlike a garment bag, it
is able to stand upright. ^ ^ u
• Top door hook doubles as a closure. Quick and easy to open and close and has
three latching positions.
• Two carrying options - an adjustable, removable shoulder strap and center carry
• Two exterior pockets for folded clothing plus a smaller interior pocket for ties or
underwear. ^
You'!! be surprised at the price!
PENINSULA LUGGAGE





Wa are also a Sears sgent. 
Pleca your Sears order with tss j 
arKl pick up Haro, too.
65^7442
ii'. 1*’' Hrzr jlfUlfHE W/NNErl'bF TlHE ROBERT^At
Framed limited edition Print : 
Streambank - June (Value $335.00)
was MARK CAMERON, Saanichton
The urinner of the art poster vitas 
DOUG FOWLES
Mariner Village Mall 
9810 7ihSl., Sidney




'•Now Ihiiil ALL th© olocllons ar© over, can wo look for- 
v/ardtosomo EOIBLEgnrbngo '
THE PENINSULA is getting into the festive season. A few 
stores and homes are now sporting holiday decorations. Looks 
great, but oh, is it that time already?. . . . .CONGl^ATS lo Sidney 
resident Jim Tremblett who picked the winners in last week’s 
Review hockey contest. . , . .IT’S GOOD TO SEE conservative 
spending in our provincial government. It must have been a full 
moon that prompted tiie ministry of fore,sis and lands to send the 
Review not one but six copies of the ,saine glossy quarterly report 
rc.splendcnt', with two colors. Thanks for doing a thorough
job..........MORE FROM THE GOVERNMENT, New coins will
begin replacing our SI bills. These coins are 11-sided and by 1990 
will have completely replaced the dollar hill. MP Pat Crofton tells 
us the change will save the federal government $175 million because 
the coins liavc a 20-ycar life span compared to tlic bills’ 12 mon­
ths, ... .URGENT PERSONAL MESSAGE FOR Bob Trickey: 
would you please contact vour son about an important family mat­
ter. UNIVERSITY OF’ VICTORIA honored .several local 
achievers icccntly. Colcen Galdicott took home (he UVic 
fellow.ship for $8;500, Kim Bryant was awarded a $2,5(X) T.S, 
McPherson Scholarship renewal, LindaHammill won a $I,4(X) 
R.T, Wallace Commemofativ'c Scholarship and a $2,5(X) T.S. 
McPherson Scliolarslup renewal, and a $,1D(X) Ecsvis J. Clark 
Memorial l•elIowship was awarded to Flarold Quesncl. Saanichton 
resident James Cowling took liome $2,500 for the Joiin Locke 
Malkin Entrance Scholarsliip, Andrea Sigurd.son won Sl.SfX) and 
Victoria Clarke wa.s prcsenlcd with $8,500, . , . .A FIAPPIER 
XMAS for many local needy family thanks to a $120 contribution 
to tlie Sidney Llons-Review Chrisitmas Fund by the Sidney Associa­
tion of Merchants. The money was raised througli the recent Gc-
toherfest.......... IF YOU’RE WONDERING about the absence of
Flanders Field, traditionally printed for Nov. II, the Review 
editorial staff would like lo stress it had nothing to do with our 
front office gal Sandy Burchill vvlio is rumored to liave .spent Nov, 
13 pleading on bended knee not to create a mass phone-in by screw­
ing up the poem, We all know tlie famous verse was written by
John McCrac, or was it?------ .HERE’S A TYPO from a daily
newspaper classified ad that should get tlie boner of the year 
award: Day I :”Hcv, A.J, Garven lias a TV set for sale, Tcl. 42.3571 
after 7 p.m, and ask for Mrs, Donnelly who lives with liirn cheap.” 
i;Xty 2; "We regrci any cmbarassmcni to Rev, Garven cau.sed by a 
fvpogrnplilcal error in yesterday's paper. It should have read: Rev. 
A J, Garven has a TV set for sale elieap. rd, 423571 and ask for 
Mrs. IXmndly who lives wiili him aiiei 7 p.m.’ Day 3; "Rev. 
Garven informs us he has received several annoying telephone calls 
because of an incorrect tul in ycsierdiiy’s paper, It should have 
rend Pc'’ A t f5»irv<»n tun; n TV/set fnr sfile i'*hf!tp. T(*I4?357I iift(M‘ 
7 p.m, and ask for Mrs, Donnelly wlio loves with liim,” Day 4: 
“Please note, that I, Rev, A..L Garven, have no TV set for sale. 1 
have smashed it • don’t call 423571 anymore. I have not been car­
rying on wffhMrs, Donnelly who mull yesterday was my 
housekeeper,’'' Day 5; “'Wanted, housekeeper, good p,iy, love in. 
Contact Rev, A.J, Garven Td. 423571." It could only luiplHm in n 
..'daily! ■ , .
Don't Be Disappoin ted 
For Your Special 
Lady
Order Your Family Ring Now
20% OFF




A Four Wook Mini SoHes on 
INVE,STING , 
Starting Wod., Nov, ath 
Wad., Nov. 5 Inlorost Incomo - Taxnllofi & Hbtw to
W©d., Nov,T2 Dividend Incomo -Taxation a How to 
maximizo your ylold
Wod., Nov.TO Mutual Funcla - Capltaf Gaino a How to pick 
Bultablo funda
Wod., Nov. 26 Common Stocks - Tho markot a what It 
holds for the Investor
JOHN QOWANS or JOHN DOWN 3B4-0321
maxlmlzo your yield
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by Bruce Hirtie, one of Canada’s Leading Experts 
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOUR 
R.S.P. MATURES?
Pemberton Houston Willoughby would like to invite you to 
a seminar on Annuities, Registered Retirement Income 
funds and their tax consequences.
Sidney Hotel Annex 
Wed., December 10,1936 7:00 pm












Figures likely will go up, not down
Editor:
Congratulations on you 
report (Review, Get. 22) on the 
“secret” meetings of council 
regarding tlie port development. 
Take no notice of the “15- 
ininute disertation” by Mayor 
Norma Sealey castigating you 
for having the temerity to keep 
the public informed. You have 
to take into account the fact 
that the mayor is a little testy 
these days after assuring voters 
she would not be a member of a 
political party as long as she was 
in civic politics (Review, Nov. 
13 1985) and then joining the 
Socreds only to be beaten in her 
ambitions by Mel Couvelier.
Now to the port. Your 
euphoric editorial (Oct. 29) 
needs a little correction. You 
.refer to the “hefty investment” 
by the de\ eloper and “the 
minimal amount of taxpayers 
money involved”. The facts are 
a little different. The 
developer’s costs are listed as 
$9.08 million and you appear lo 
think the “taxpayers” cost is 
$1.3 million. In fact of course
MORE FROM THE MAILBOX
the so-called “minimal” cost to 
the “taxpayer” is over $6.5 
million. The property was $1.5 
Million (not $1 Million) and to 
date we have paid 316,000
dollars in interest on this loan 
with wads of interest still to be 
paid. Costs of work done last 
summer on the breakwater have 
not been disclosed and 1 tinders-
Numbers incorrect
Editor:
In a recent letter to the editor 
of the Review, regular cor­
respondent Bob Ward com­
mented on various aspects of 
the provincial election cam­
paign.
While 1 have no comment on 
the main thrust of his remark, 1 
note his reference to “B.C. debt 
of somewhere over two billion 
dollars” (in this fiscal year).
There’s something about be­
ing carele.ss with numbers which 
I’m sure troubles many in­
dividuals and Bob Ward has 
certainly erred in this instance.
If he were to have checked 
any government reports during 
1986, he would have easily 
learned that the 1986/87 budget 
deficit estimate was $875 
million. If we were to assume a 
slippage of, say. 10 per cent. 
Ward’s number would still be 
wildly out of range.
No government deficit can be 
a source of comfort. What is 
reassuring to note is that 
“somewhere over two billion 
dollars” is fortunately not cor­
rect by any stretch of the im­
agination.
Hugh Curtis
land that between 1983 and 
1985 some $300,000 was spent 
in dredging etc. Add the 
estimate released of $342,000 
for Sidney’s future share plus $4 
million federal contribution and 
your well over $6 million from 
the “taxpayer” with Sidney’s 
share at least $2.5 million. 
Hardly a “minimal” contribu­
tion!
With this sort of public sub­
sidy involved we are entitled to 
full disclosure of facts and a 
referendum. The financial state­
ment given out at council’s open 
house contains the following 
paragraph. “It must be 
understood that any figures be­
ing discussed are of a 
preliminary nature, and may 
therefore be subject to a degree 
of fluctuation, one way or the 
other.”
If you have followed the re­
cent history of B.C. Rapid tran­
sit, Expo, North East Coal and 
their “preliminary” costs you 
can guess which way the figures 



















952 SteSlys X Rd. (West off W. Saanich Road)
If career doors are closing due to your lack of com­
puter experience, our course may fit your needs!
lOI SYSTEMS
Is ottering an introductory course in BUSINESS APPLICA­
TIONS OF COMPUTERS students will learn computer tun- 
damentals required in today’s competilive job market, classes 
from Nov, 25 (7 pm - 9:30) every lues, & Thuis. lo Dec. 17 (20 
hrs.)
» WEEK 1 - Introduction to MS DOS 
* WEEK 2-Word Processing (Multi Mate)
* WEEK 3 - Spread Sheet (Lotus 123)
• WEEK 4-Data Base(D.Base3)
Course Fees: $200.00
This cGUfso allows hands on experience, one person per 
machino, Students completing couise will be comtortable with 
a computer and aw>aro of the applications of the 3 basic pro­
grams Certificate awarded. Advanced courses available soon,
START 1987 WITH A BETT ER WORK SKILL PROFILE 
CALL 652-1622
7819 Last Saanich Rd. Saanichton, B.C,
5 spaces loft, students accepted on a 
1st come, 1st serve basis 
Deposit of $50, required lo reserve seat.
35 yeors service eoriis silver medol
How much is one-quarter pound of silver worth? For 
Brentwood resident Jim Sabourin, the price was 35 yeas of 
service to the federal government.
Sabourin, 59, was presented with a large silver medallion 
Nov. 12 honoring his long and efficient service to Queen and 
country.
Earning this.prestigious award culminated a diverse and in­
teresting career.
In the Canadian Armed Forces for two decades, Sabourin 
attained the rank of Petty Officer Second Class with the con­
struction engineering branch of the Navy. “1 really enjoyed 
myself. It was a good career.” '
The forces also provided some once-in-a-lifetime op­
portunities. One particular highlight for Sabourin was atten­
ding Queen Elizabeth IPs coronation in 1953. “It showed you 
exactly what royalty is all about. It was really something to 
see.” ^ ■
Lots of spectacular pomp and ceremony, he recalls. “1 
could see such exuberance in the people. I could also see why 
Britain won the war.”
While stationed in Britain at this time, Sabourin visited his 
brother’s grave in Huntington, northeast of the famed Sher­
wood Forest. “That really meant a lot to me.”
Sabourin also served on board the HMCS Sioux during the 
Korean War, although he’s loathe to talk about that “police 
action.” .
When he left the service in 1969, he Worked for a while for 
Canada Post, then ran a crane at the graving dock. In 1971 he 
was among the first hired to staff the local Institute of Ocean 
Sciences near Pat Bay, where he is currently employed as 
superintendent of works.
“1 really appreciate having the opportunity to work with 
these people. It was a different experience working with scien­
tists — the brains and not the braiin.”
“You realize the scietitists are in their own different world, 
yet they’re very down to earth.”
When the lOS was created, he recalls, “we took over from 
the VU 33 Squadron, which was irsed as a drop-off point for 
flying navy trackers in and out and for training English
35 YEARS OF SERVICE to Quoen and country honored 
with engraved silver medallion.
SPECIAL on SCULPTURED 
NAILS Oh,y
10% OFFafullsetof fulls
Nails by Jackie 
QinilKlad Nnit Tochnician 
English & French Acrylics & Tips
3/.M:
rm KirriLN656-2233
Opon Moii.-Snl. 8 nm- 5 pm 108.2500 Boocon SMIOII
rF
(g) HITACHI,;,







When the department of National Defense land was turned 
over to Fi,sheries and Oceans. Sabourin helped arrange move 
the Personnel Married Quarters (PMQs) to the nearby Indian 
reserve.
Set to retire next year, he looks back on the past 35 years 
with fond memories. For Sabourin. working for Queen and 
country proved a wise career clioicc. Although known by his 
friends as “outspoken”, he doesn’t resent not being permit­
ted to voice political viewpoints while employed by the federal 
government. “It never really bothered me. At that time you 
joined the military knowing what you were getting into. You 
knew what you had to give up.”
Times have changed, or at least softened, that policy, he 
said. “Now they have more freedom of speech,”
Outside his job. Sabourin is active on Branch 37 Royal 
Canadian I..cgion’.s c.xccuiivc and i.s in charge of the brandi’s
The silver medallion, presented by Norman Todd, former 
chief adiiiinisiratioii officer for fi.sliciie.s and oceans, is not 
the first award he’s received, He was also given a 25-year pla­
que by former prime niinister Joe Clark. ■
And the heavy piece of silver? Sabourin plans to sink it imo 
a burl for an unusual keepsake of an inleresting career.
1987 Dodge Dakota 
.,om =9,400
For poi'BonaliKod sorvico 
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Stolen ear recovered
A brand new sports car stolen downtown three days later and 
from outside the Brentwood Inn gave chase, capturing the driver 
was recovered after a high- after a short pursuit.
CHURCHES TARGETED 
The thief not only stole com­
munion wine from a local 
church, but made off with 
change from the collection box.
Sidney RCMP are still in­
vestigating a break-in at a 
Sidney church last week, the 
latest in a series of attacks on 
area churches. The pastor said 
the recent burglary spree forced 
the church to take increased 
security measures.
$4,000 ROBBERY 
Thieves climbed through a 
bathroom window and made 
off with more than S4,000 
worth of sterling silver and anti­
que watches from a Wallace 
Drive home Sunday afternoon.
Central Saanich police are in­
vestigating the theft.
OFF THE WALL 
A brazen thief stole the fram­
ed nautical map right off the 
wall from Sidney Hotel last 
week.
The three-foot by four-foot 
map of local waters, which 
hung outside the dive shop, was 
reported missing Friday morn­
ing.
TWO FAILURES 
Inept burglars came away 
with nothing in two failed at­
tempts last week. Someone 
entered the Sidney Sailors Ex­
change Nov. 13 but was scared 
off by an alarm.
And another prospective thief 
failed in repeated attempts to 
pry open the door of a West 
Saanich Road home Friday.
THREE STRIKES 
Local boatowners had three 
strikes against them them last 
week.
A $2,500 motor was reported 
missing from a boat moored at 
North Saanich Marina Nov. 10. 
Two days later another boat 
was reported broken into at the 
marina and a $350 cassette deck 
taken.
The same day a $9,000 boat 





Thurs. Nov. 27th 'v 11 am 
Fri. Nov. 28th i J- - 
Sat. Nov. 29th J 9 pm 
Sun- Nov. 30th 11 am - 6 pm
LARGEST CRAFT FAIR
ON VANCOUVER ISLAND 
Featuring
GUEST DEMONSTRATORS 
4-day Admission Pass: $2:00
Jewellery Glass Pottery Carving 
Candles Wood Clothing Batik 
Weaving Toys Leather Quilting 
Soap Potpourri Art
Light Lunches & Desserts from 
Rattenbury'o Served on the 
Promenade overlooking 
Garden & Crafts





speed chase in Victoria.
The 1986 Pontiac Fiero, own­
ed by an Ontario women, 
vanished Nov. 13.
Victoria police spotted it
Charges of possession of 
stolen property, theft over 
$1,(XX) and dangerous driving 





• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C. 
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 656-4754 — 30 Years Experience
SPOONERS CHANGES
IMAGE FOR ’87
Originally, Spooner’s store 
was located on the corner of 
what is now the Patricia Bay 
Highway and Tanner Road in 
1924.
The merchandise was also a 
lot different, featuring home­
made ice cream and crates and 
crates of fresh strawberries 
grown on their own farm.
In those days, tour buses — 
known as the Victoria Flying 
Line — stopped there on their 
route up Tanner road to But­
chart Gardens.
The success of this store led 
to the opening of a second 
shop in 1927 at the corner of 
East Saanich and Central 
Saanich X Road. This later 
became known as the Fireside 
Inn.
The second store also 
featured groceries but in addi­
tion offered gas and oil sup­
plies. For the customers, a tea 
room and dance floor was a 
favourite haunt, especially for 
the berry pickers during the 
long, hot summer months.
The second location also 
allowed the Spooners to begin 
their candy-making business. 
Just think, a four ounce 
chocolate coated candy bar — 
caramel or cream center — 
sold for five cents.
The depression years of 
1929 and 1930 slowed their 
business drastically so the 
owner, Frank Spooner started! 
up Spooner’s Chocolates in; 
the 700 block of Yates Street 
in Victoria.
Again the famous Spooner 
strawberries were sold during 
the summer and a good 
clientele built gradually.
The business fluorished for 
the next 10 years and allowed 
the Spooners growing family 
to prosper.
In 1940, Frank Spooner was 
affected by sugar rationing 
and the necessary flavourings 
were hard to come by due to 
World War 11. so he left the 
business and joined the Cana­
dian Army Service Corps.
In keeping with the family 
tradition of believing in 
private enterprise, Fran and 
Dick Spooner, Frank’s son, 
opened their first ladies’ wear 
store on September 3, 1975.
Fran and their youngest 
daughter, Carol, worked the 
store together.
For over eleven years now, 
customers have been coming 
from all over the Peninsula 
and even Victoria to choose 
clothes at Spooner’s Ladies 
Wear,
Carol, who dresses the win­
dows with an artistic flair, also 
helps out in the buying end.
On October 15, 1980, they 
opened their second location 
at Beacdn and T hird in Sidney 
which Carol ninnages,
About this same lime their 
oldest daughter, Debbie, 
started working on a part time 
basis which has since 
developed into a full time posi­
tion working alongside her 
mother.
Some time ago the family 
realized the need for a change 
in the stores. ’’Styles cluinge as 
well as decors and we want to 
be able to insure our 
customers have tlic best jiossi- 
blc service and product in at­
tractive surroundings,”
The Spooners are proud of 
their product selection of co­
ordinated sportswear, dresses, 
blouses, sweaters and ac- 
cessoties, and ovci tlie year.s 
have fjiaged many successful 
fnslrion shows. The latcsl of 
which will be a dinner fashion 
sliovv to be held at the Brent­
wood Inn on November 25ih.
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BBS Issues warning
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
If the Sidney man could have 
one wish, he might wish he’d 
checked with the Better 
Business Bureau first.
Of course, the company gave 
him a one-year guarantee, 
but . . .
The man is the latest victim in 
a local plague of home renova­
tion rip-offs.
All he and his wife wanted 
was to have their driveway 
repaved. Now they’re stuck 
with two large depressions in 
their driveway that flood with 
water every time it rains.
An asphalt ridge the pavers 
left was unstable and turned in­
to an unsightly mess.
But when the couple try to 
contact the paver who previous­
ly said he guaranteed his 
workmanship, all they get is an 
answering machine.
“The company won’t answer 
my complaint,’’ said Sylvia 
Horvath, managing director of 
the Better Business Bureau of 
Vancouver Island. “There real­
ly isn’t anything we can do.’’
Horvath says the solution to 
the growing problem lies in 
prevention. The customer 
should have phoned the BBB 
first. “We would have told him 
that company has an unsatisfac­
tory business performance 
record.’’
The victimized Sidney couple, 
who are currently pursuing legal 
action, are not alone.
Others have driveways that 
never set properly; when first 
driven on. deep lire marks are 
left behind. Or weeds grow 
through within weeks, cracking 
the pavement.
A litany of phone calls and 
other attempts to contact the 
contractors prove fruitless.
“We paid more than 
S4,000,’’ wrote one complai-
NOT JUST ANOTHER FRAGRANCE-REAL PERFUME SEIEGED 
FROM AROUND THE WORLD THAT AILOWS YOU TO DiSCOYER 
THE REAL YOU AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE.
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nani, “and we feel as if we have 
been ripped off.’’
“Every homeowner is a 
potential target for fly-by-night 
home repair rackets,” said Hor­
vath. Problems with faulty 
paving jobs tend to subside over 
the winter months, she added,
but often other complaints in­
volving home services such as 
siding sales, furnace oil and 
firewood delivery surface.
How can homeowners avoid 
being taken for a ride by an 
unscrupulous contractor?
“It is vital to get all 
guarantees, agreements, and 
warranties in writing,” recom­
mends Horvath. Homeowners 
should be sure to check the 
business performance record of 
any contractor before doing 
business with them.
“Obtain the contractor’s per­
manent address and check 
references,” said Horvath.
Clean-up procedures and 
what will be done with unused 
materials should also be clearly 
defined, she suggests, as should 
the question of liability if a 
workman is injured.
Homeowners should pay by 
cheque only, said Horvath, and 
should never pay in advance.
“Every homeowner is a 
potential target for fly-by-night 
home repair rackets.”
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North Saanich council is pro­
posing a structured, far- 
reaching local parks policy 
which could involve transferr­
ing some provincial parks to 
municipal jurisdiction.
Municipal architect George 
Atamanenko presented his pro­
posal to the committee of the 
whole Nov. 10.
A new policy was required 
becau.se of the 1985 Municipal 
Amendment Act (Bill 62) which 
changed the amount of 
parkland required through sub­
division procedure.
Atamanenko priorized ac­
quisitions which include 
neighborhood parks, communi­






The Victoria sales management takes 
pride In congratulating Marten Holst 
lor his sales achievements in the 
month of October. The Gold Plaque 
Avirard was established to recognize 
superior sales achievements In a 
single month.
Buying or Selling 
Call Marten 
at 656-5584
BLOCK BROS. REALTY 
LTD., SIDNEY OFFICE
and natural parks.
Among the suggestions, the 
southeast quadrant needs a trail 
from Cresswell Drive to John 
Dean Park, the further develop­
ment of parkland between 
Lochside and the Pat Bay 
Highway and the connecting 
paths in Reay Creek, he said. 
These items were listed as high 
priorities in the plan.
In the Land’s End/Wain 
Road area, Fisher Pond, an 
area rich in ecology and strong­
ly recommended by the En­
vironmental Advisory Commis­
sion, should be bought as soon 
as possible. Trails and a 
neighborhood park should be 
built, according to the plan.
Two high priorities in the 
Tatlow Road and Gloake •Hill 
vicinity is Gardner’s Pond and 
the placement of trails on the
::-:hiii.v,.':'; , ■.
Atamanenko also suggested 
,,cpuncil,lry. to attain Cloakq Hill 
from the provincial governinent 
becau.se it serves more as a 
municipal park.
The heritage oak trees in the 
Garry Oak Grove would also be 
protected and set up as 
parkland, if the plan is ac­
cepted.
Hiking and bridle trails are a 
priority on Wain Road to 
Munro Road and on Mills Road 
to John Dean Park, assesses the 
architect.
Ardmore is an area lacking 
parkland, according to 
Atamanenko, who said tlie 
municipality .should look at 
buying .some land in that area.
After the lengthy presenta­
tion, committee voted to refer 
the plan to the Advisory Plann­
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Track'S6 site 
up for debote
Should 41 acres near 
Parkland Secondary School be 
made into a community recrea­
tion and cultural centre? Is this 
the right location to build an all- 
weather running track? What 
else could, or should, go on this 
property?
These and many more ques­
tions will be answered tomor­
row night at a public informa­
tion meeting sponsored by the 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Memorial Park Society.
The meeting, scheduled for 
Nov. 22 at 7:30 p.m. at 
Parkland school, is the forerun­
ner to a referendum slated for 
Thursday, Dec. 4 which will 
seek public approval to acquire 
the 41-acre parcel from the pro­
vincial government for a 
nominal fee.
The proposed site will be 
substitute lands for property ex­
propriated by the highways 
ministry and the town of Sidney 
to construct the Bevan Avenue 
couplet.
Society president Gerry Ed­
wards; says members have 
agreed to lease 11 acres of the 
proposed site to Saanich School 
Board to house a rubberized all- 
weather running track and soc­
cer field. The society has also 
agreed to contribute $125,000 
towards its construction.
The remaining 30 acres could 
eventually house a variety of 
recreational and cultural ac­




Got a hot news tip for 
The Review?
For passing along a news 
idea, a photo tip or a 
feature story you could win 
a $25 gift certificate from 
Brentwood Smittys.
It’s easy. Just keep your 
eyes and ears open for 
newsy items. Look around 
your neighborhood for in­
teresting people^ or happen-, 
" irigs and phone The Review? 
”at 656-1151'."”'''' 'v‘' '
Tipsters must be 18 years 
or over to qualify. .
Give us your name, ad­
dress and phone number 
along with your tip, and the 
best idea of the week will 
earn a meal on the house at 
Smittys.
V.
believe the residents shouldn’t 
be in any incredible rush. The 
land won’t disappear. We don’t 
want to do anything premature­
ly.’’
The proposed site could 
house ‘‘all kinds of 
possibilities,” Edwards said, 
noting the society is looking at 
bowling greens, park areas, a 
cultural centre and community 
hall.
“We also have lo look at 
what’s going to happen with the 
trust land housing Sanscha 
hall.”
The entire proposal, which is 
currently on display at the 
McKimm and Lott law offices 
and will be available Thursday 
night, outlines the society’s 
overall plans. “We believe il is a 
sensible package,” Edwards 
said. “In the trustees’ judge­
ment, this agreement is ad­
vantageous to the citizens of 
this area.”
Joe Lott, spokesman for the 
Peninsula Athletic Club which 
is spearheading the Track 86 
project, also believes the ac­
quisition of the 41-acre parcel 
“is a wise move for the future” 
particularly since the society 
W'ill obtain it for a nominal fee.
In addition to the society’s 
contribution of $125,tXX), North 
Saanich and the school district 
will kick in about $50,000 in 
kind for labor and equipment. 
The track’s $300,000 price tag 
was further reduced through a 
B.C. Lotteries grant of 
$100,000.
About one-half of the re­
maining $25,000 has been raised 
through selling firewood, 
dances, garage sales and com­
munity bingo proceeds, Lott 
said. The bingo revenue will 
eventually pay off the debt, he 
added.
Once the proposed track is 
completed, the school board has 
agreed to pay for mainianance 
costs estimated to total $10,000 
to $15,000 every three years, 
Lott said.
If the referendum does not 
receive public support, Lott 
predicted, the track will be 
delayed at least one yearl
littJer than an 
elephant
but this ad porlorms bolore more than 
35,000 people. Call Display 656-1151.
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YOUNG SPECTATORS scale fence for a better view at 
field hockey game.
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Sex offences t© clilicireii still on rise
Continued from Page A1
with younger children 
under age 10; and threats, 
which rely on the victim’s guil­
ty conscience and fear of 
discovery.
Jane, a 40-year-old now liv­
ing on the Peninsula, was sex­
ually abused as a child. 
“Often, my father would say 
to me, ‘don’t tell your mother, 
it would kill her’, so I was 
forced into collaberation. The 
big fear of detection ex­
perienced by the abuser was 
transferred to me.
“I know that it was scary. 
There was a lot that I didn’t 
understand about it — like the 
looks on my father’s face 
when he climaxed.’’
SANTA'S
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Sexual intercourse with a 
child under 10 — like Jane — 
is less frequent, the Badgley 
report indicates. (The report 
was commissioned by the 
federal attorney-general to ex­
amine the impact of sex abuse 
on Canadian society.)
Much of the abuse will 
never be reported, according 
to Dr. Louis Sutker, a 
psychologist specializing in 
criminal behaviour, because 
very few men seek treatment 
themselves.
Sutker is co-ordinating the 
Victoria diversion centre for 
sex offenders. As of August, 
1986, he was counselling 20 
men.
Social service workers 
believe a contributing factor to 
the offence is the high percen­
tage of abuse the men were 
subjected to as children.
Stewart said the 
psychiatrist’s challenge when 
assessing an offender for the 
prosecutor is to construct a 
“specific assessment including 
the risk of reoffending.’’
For example, a treatment 
program must ensure a teacher 
does not continue teaching or 
enter a similar discipline with 
access to children.
“Society doesn’t want to 
believe it happens,’’ said 
Stewart. “A typical reaction is 
that sex abuse shouldn’t be 
allowed but please don’t tell 
me,” he explained.
A typical case is a 25-year- 
old man presently serving a 
six-month sentence in Wilkin­
son Road jail for sexually 
assaulting his 13-year-olci 
neighbor. Interviewed in 
prison, he maintains the girl 
was responsible for the of­
fence.
“I got probation for two 
years and I’ve got to see a pro­
bation officer. But I don’t 
think 1 really need counselling.
“I’ve been beaten up in here 
because they don’t like people 
who do things to little girls.”
On the Peninsula, social 
workers and probation of­
ficers recognize that Indian 
reserves conceal a high percen­
tage of child sex abuse.
“I am tired of damaged 
human beings,” said proba­
tion officer Susan Langlois 
shaking her head. She is 
caught in a Catch-22 situation. 
The . Natives don’t really* ’ 
understand the law, don’t lik’6' ^ 
dealing with white people and 
if the punishment requires 
them to leave the reserve, they 
may never return.
“1 have spoken to band 
leaders and told them they are 
obligated to report offences. 
The children need protection 
and they deserve the same 
rights as white people,” she 
said.
Langlois said if a sexual 
abuse case is brought off the 
reserve, something happens, 
but no one will ever see the of- 
fenderagain.
A 17-year-old Native was 
charged with sexual assault 
last November, said Langlois. 
“There’s another cousin who 
has agreed to sec him but I 
learned that the man has raped 
his sister and daughter.”
Next week the Review ev- 
aniines the victim's side in n 
sexual abuse case.
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CoSd speSI cuts 
cable service
Evidence eater foiled
A drug smoker wlio tried to 
swallow the evidence was foiled 
when Sidney RCMP pried open 
his mouth.
Russell Norbury, a 26-year- 
old landscaper, was caught 
smoking a marijuana cigarette 
outside the Sidney Hotel Aug. 
21.
“The accused very quickly
60 days
put the cigarette in his mouth,’’ 
Crown prosecutor Derek Lister 
said in Sidney provincial court 
last week. “Police attempted to 
pry open his mouth.’’
Lister said a short struggle 
took place before Norbury spat 
out the cigarette.
After pleading guilty to 
possession of marijuana. Nor­
bury was fined S50.
Interrupted cable service on 
the Peninsula is caused primari­
ly by the cold weather, says 
Cable 10 program manager 
Mike Stanlake.
American stations including 
channels five, seven and nine 
travel across water at different 
frequencies, he e.xplained. Cold 
weather causes them to drop 
closer to the water and if they
collide with the ocean, the 
transmission is intermittant, 
Stanlake said.
Central Saanich resident Ed 
Lorenz said he is annoyed he 
has to pay full price for the 
cable service when he doesn’t 
receive channel seven and five at 
all.
He added he is considering 
seeking legal advice.
A Sidney man was sentenced 
to 60 days in jail to be served in­
termittently for his fourth im­
paired driving charge.
John McPhail, 38, blew two 
readings of .25 after stopped on 
Resthaven Drive by Sidney 
RCMP.
When police asked him why 
he was swaying, the court was 
told, McPhail said he “had a 
bum leg’’ and couldn’t balance 
on it.
Judge Robert Metzger also 
prohibited McPhail from driv­
ing a vehicle for three years.
Hearing
scheduled
45 Bastion Sq. 
Victoria
385-3212
A Central Saanich man 
charged with sexually 
a.ssaulting a female minor 
faces a preliminary hearing 
early next year.
Timothy Pederson, 21, 
will appear in Victoria court 
Jan. 22 for a preliminary 
hearing. Pederson is cur­






NOT JUST ANOTHER FRAGRANCE-REAL PERFUME SElEntD 
FROM AROUND THE WORLD THAT ALLOWS YOU TO DISCOVER 
THE REAL YOU AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE.
you like the trogronce of... You should try...
Gioigio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MARILYN
k Oscar do lo Renlo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BARBARA
Chonel N° 5. . . . . . . . . . . . .  DONNA
Opium. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . JOAN
Joy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  OLIVIA
L’Air du Temps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ANNE
Speciat Christmas Gifts for 
Gardeners and Flower Lovers
One Hour Free Parking in Bastion Sq. Parkade
EXPERIENCE THE FANTASY AND RECEIVE AN ELEGANT PURSE ATOMIZER FREE* 






1175 Cook St. MASTER CUTS MASTER CUTS
Victoria 2021 Cadboro Bay Road 1324 Blanshard St.
Victoria Victoria
THE CAT’S WHISKERS 
103 Landmark Building 
2506 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney








WHILE STOCKS LAST 




QUADRA AND TILLICUM 
MON..SAT. fA.M.-1III>.M. SUN. >-7 
SAANICHTON
SUN. M SAT. i MON. FT, TUES.-FRI. 
SIDNEY: «ON., TUES., WED., SAT. M 
THURS., ERI. M, SUN. t-7
OAKCRESJ./1 - 3475 QUADRA ST.; OAKCREST tl2 - 3400 TILLICUM; OAKCREST #3 - 9819 5th ST. SIDNEY; OAKCREST #4 - 7816 E. SAANICH HD
Homeowners on the South 
Keating Ridge may face a very 
hefty bill for sewers needed in 
the area — because the provin­
cial government has changed its 
rules on sewering.
Residents of the 58 homes in 
the area between Highway 17 
and Central Saanich, Keating 
Roads have been 
about the smell 
fields. And the 
also be creating 
health problems, said Central 
Saanich Aid. Wayne Watkins.
Area residents presented 
council earlier this year with a 
petition asking for sewers.
But an engineers report said 
the tab for getting rid of the sep­
tic fields and putting in sewers 
would be $450,000:
Previously the province 
would cover three-quarters of 
the bill, said Aid: Ruth .Arnaud, 
the munici
Watkins said an informal poll 
of the area had shown 68 per 
cent of homeowners in favor of 
sewering.
He said overloaded septic 


























^ . ...the rest: .^But.,jUnder,,;ti
'' 'itrecently introduced system, 
will be the municipality who is 
responsible for three-fourths of 
the cost.
“It’s very, very expensive,’’ 
said Watkins. “The need is 
there. But it’s the first time 
we’ve had to approach a pro­
blem under the new rules.”
Watkins said sewering the 58 
homes could cost each 
homeowner $ 1,000 a year for 15 
years. “I think that would be 
very difficult for them as 
homeowners.”
“It’s far too much money,” 






Give thal special someone a 
Christmas treasure lo enjoy for 
many years. NOT only will they be 
able to appreciate its beauty . but it 







Council decided Oci. 27 to
"WE IMPORT DIRECT FROM 
ENGLAND AND PASS THE 
SAVINGS ON TO YOU" 
•Also tealuring Border Fine 
Arts hand crafted Animal 
figures from Scotland 
•We also specialize in the 
restoration ol fine china.
FRESH TURKEY SEGMENTS
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BEEF or CHICKEN qqc
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BEEFSHORT RIBS , ,99;
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115’s Mr
refer the i.s.sue to tlic municipal 
treasurer so he could come up 
with differeiil financing op­
tions.























Join jolly Mr. Claus on Saturday. Decernbor Y3th or 
December 20th at 9:00 am (or a Merry Chtistmas 
breakfast at Smitty's In Sidney.
095
puriioreun
3 Pancakes sniolheied in syiup atid 
butter, V strip of baccn, Pot 
chccototo (or children or ton or cof­
fee for adults.
■ti'ukuiia avaliabiu', wSiilu. tliuy Uu>l. at SmiUy’t*
Family RestaurariL 2302 Beacon Ave. phone 
650.2423-."'
SPONSOBEDBV:










































































































The controversial breakwater 
in Thompson Cove, which 
neighbors say ruined the beach, 
will have to stay put until the 
spring.
Doug McColl of the provin­
cial forests and lands ministry 
said winter high tides would 
make removal difficult, so 
owner Frank Towler has been 
granted a reprieve until the spr­
ing.
Towler built the 90-metre 
breakwater in July, when day­
time tides are much lower.
The breakwater’s size far ex­
ceeded the terms of Towler’s 
lease with the ministry, and pro- 
mpted an outcry from 
neighbours and council. His 






Welcome to Another Family 
Evening of Food and Fun!
Chinese Smorg. at the Peacock Restaurant, and 
Sing-A-Long with Joe Stebeck and his guitar. Hear 
the emazing story ot Harvey Cromylo local owner of 
J.C. Donut House tell it as It was and now Is; Ex- 
Chcmical and Ex-Orunk, 20 years thirsting for suc­
cess and happiness, from bottle to bottle, from 
Kenora to Victoria. Come let him tell his story to you. 
Nov. 22. S:30 p.m. Peacock Banquet Room, Sidney, 
$8.00; under 12 SS.OO. Reserve: Call 652-3239/556-7469. 
Sponsored M.H.O.T. Ministries. P.T.L.
FRIENDSHIP 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
7820 Central Saanich Road 




OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church
7728 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Assumption Sun.
8:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m.
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
Roman Catholic Church
, 10030 Third SI, Sidney 
852-1BOO
Saturday Maas 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Maas 10:30 a.m. J
HOLY TRINITY 
ANGLICAN CHURCH
VJ. Saanich and Mills Rd. 
Sunday Seivlces 8 a.m. and 10 a.m. 
THt: REV, O.L. MALIN8 - 656-3223
ST. ANDREWS NORTH 
PRESBYTERIAN , 
CHURCH
Cornar of 4ih and Sidney 
Service and Sunday School 0:30 a .m.
384-5734




We were sitting on a rough bark-ridged log north of 
Princeton, checking the talus slope above for pikas or rock 
rabbits. It seemed an ideal spot with myriads of small grey 
boulders, all set at a critical angle and ready to slide, but 
perhaps the season was a bit late. The margins of the slide 
area were resplendent in patches of rich scarlet vineleaf maple 
and poplar, in the distance, were yellow-gold against the 
autumn sky. The amber empty seed pods of fireweed were 
tightly curled at the summit of each slender stem. At foot, the 
ground cover of fall blueberry stippled last year’s brown fir 
needles and wasted cones with bright droplets of blood.
“It’s too late,” Mary said. “They’ve all gone to ground. 
But I’ve never before seen blueberry so red this early.”
“Nor I. There’s just nothing moving on the talus though.”
And with that remark, came the rains. From a dozen points 
above poured slender, long-tailed, bright-striped little 
fellows, streaming from rock to rock in a living cascade of 
eager furry rodents. The conspicuous stripes seemed to accen­
tuate the flowing motion as the wee members of the squirrel 
family converged upon us. They scurried from one of us to 
the other, sniffing our boots, sitting up on diminutive haun­
ches, their bright beady eyes searching for signs of a handout.
“They’re more spirit than earth!” 1 exclaimed, watching 
their quicksilver-like, sparkling movements.” What do we 
have that they might enjoy?”
“Peanuts, raisins, crackers. All right?”
“Couldn’t be better!” And we fed the little tykes for an 
hour. They suffed their cheeks until they appeared to have a 
severe case of mumps. Then up the slope to hide the treasure, 
only to return in a trice for more.
“Chipmunks are almost my favorite wild animal!” Mary 
'"offered. “T-hey are so lively, so intense in everything they do! 
You can always tell them by their striped faces, can’t you? 1 
was thinking of the golden mantled ground squirrel that so 
many people call “big chipmunk” but they don’t have striped 
faces. Just striped sides.”
Unlike ground squirrels, chipmunks store large quantities 
of buds, seeds, berries and shoots in their snug deep chambers 
and burrows under rocks, roots and logs for use during the 
winter. Several such caches that I have found consisted most­
ly of non-perishable seeds. I remember spending a couple of
Cy Hampson photo Chipmunk at lunch
hours one day watching a chipmunk peel the skins from 
dozens of rose hips in order to recover the round seeds which 
it stashed away below ground. Nor do chipmunks fatten up 
for a prolonged period of hibernation as do the ground squir­
rels and marmots. This is undoubtedly related to the fact that 
chipmunks, like red squirrels, consume quantities of stored 
food during the winter. However, chipmunks do spend 
periods of torpidity or semi-torpidity during this inclement 
season. The period below ground seems related to latitude 
and altitude and the associated climate; representatives far­
ther south or at lower altitudes are above ground for longer 
periods.
Fully grown chipmunks weigh but a few ounces. They mate 
in early spring and give birth to four to seven very minute 
youngsters, naked and blind. They communicate with one 
another by bird-like clucking sounds which remind one of the 
alarm calls of the white throated sparrow.
“Well, the peanuts are all gone,” advised Mary, stuffing 
the empty paper bag into her pocket. But the moment she 
withdrew her hand, two alert eager chipmunks popped into 
her pocket and began checking the bag.
“Hey, you little rascals, you’re tickling!”
Julie Del Monte, Thompson Place, reports an adult even­
ing grosbeak on the slopes of Mt. Newton. A bright yellow, 
black and white male. No wild turkeys, Julie?
Lachsici® resicleiifs con sp@iik l^ov. 26
Lochside Drive residents 
forced to hook up to the public 
water system will be given a 
chance to express their views at 
the Next Capital Regional 
District board meeting Nov. 26.
The topic was initially put 
beifore the board for discussion 
last week, but none of the 32 af­
fected residents turned up.
North Saanich Aid. Eugene 
Bailin won support for a mo­
tion to table the subject until 
area residents had been official­
ly notified of the health of­
ficer’s intention to force them 
off well water.
“The residents should then be 
afforded an opportunity to 
come before the board arid state
their objections”’ Bailin said. 
“In a democracy they ought to 
have their say.”
Anyone wishing to address 
the CRD board must fill out a 
form a few days before the 
meeting, he said. Individuals, or 
a delegation spokesman, will be 
given five minutes to address 
the topic.
“We’ve at least delayed the 
90-day (mandatory hook-up) 
action by a couple of weeks,” 
Bailin said.
The health officer’s recom­
mendation to force hook up to 
the public water system arose 
after officials discovered faulty 
septic systems which could epri- 
taminate local wells.







10:30 a.m. Family Sarvico
REV. ALISTAIR PETRIE • 6S2-3D80
MADE tN OUR DARKROOM ON PREMISES
9810-7lhSl.
iMPMWMMMp Mariner Village Mall 
g Reg. store Hours: iBiMI
I Mon.toSat.~-9-6 I
".IIarHBjcan church
. Cutiro Ava. Saanichton 
Sunday n^xl iwlor* Advent 
0:15 am Holy Communion
10:00 am FAMILY SERVICE
Soup A Sandwich Brunch 
7:30 pm MONTHLY EVENSONG 
Reelor Rev. Robeirl Sanuoni
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CHRISTADELPHIANS 
Mooan Hall 7025 E. Saanich Rd. 
Sunday School 0:30 a.m.
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Order Your Out of Town 
Christmas Flowiers Now!
No Shopping-No Wrapplng*No Mailing 
Just give us a call WE DELIVER
SIDNEY FLORIST
ST. ANDREW'S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
M66-3rd. St., Sidney 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
• am, » am and 11 am 
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Library budget increase
angers local councils
Peninsula taxpayers are being 
asked for too much money for 
the regional library system, say 
local council members.
The Vancouver Island 
Regional Library board voted 
Nov. 1 to limit its budget in­
crease in 1987 from 16 to 11 per 
cent, but it was not enough to 
satisfy area council members.
“The 11 per cent is still too 
high,” said Sidney Aid. Cy 
Relph. “It’s not tolerable what­
soever.”
Central Saanich Aid. Ruth 
Arnaud thinks that for the 
amount of money they con­
tribute, the Peninsula could 
have its own independent 
library system.
“I’m certainly going to ex­
plore it, and I think it’s a real 
possibility,” said Arnaud.
Although the budget increase 
is 11 per cent overall, the 
amount local taxpayers con­
tribute will jump considerably 
more than that. This is because 
the three local municipalities are 
being asked to bear more of the 
financial burden for the system.
This year, taxpayers in each 
of the three local municipalities 
contributed about $100,000 to 
the system.
Sidney council moved Nov. 3 
to write a strongly worded letter 
to the library board deploring 
the budget. They are also pro­
testing to the provincial
secretary, who is in charge of 
the library system, and the 
Association of Vancouver 
Island Municipalities.
Central Saanich council and 




Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey 
said the budget was vaguely 
drafted, and that reading it was 
“like trying to pick up a hand­
ful of mercury.”
She also questioned specific 
line items in the budget: “I’d 
like to have the contract to 
make $11,000 worth of nylon 
book-bags,” she said.
A library board press release 
issued last week noted the new 
budget represents an average 
per capita cost of $13.22 to 
regional taxpayers. “This is still 
substantially less than the pro­
vincial average of about $18,” 
the release said.
At the Nov. 8 board meeting, 
members voted 173 to 94 in 
favor of the hike.
An earlier motion to tax an 
additional 16 per cent went 
down to defeat. “That means 
the library will have to delay 
building up a capital reserve 
fund for the purchase of a badly 
needed new computer system,” 
the VIRL letter said.
However, the approved in­
crease will allow for more staff
hours required in various bran­




Sunday, November 23,198611:00-11:30 




Enloy an afternoon of live dixieland jazz and a great Sunday 
Brunch.
$9.50 per person




Saanich are being 
facelift.
At a recent Central Saanich 
Business Association meeting, 
members decided to spearhead 
three applications for provincial 
money to fund feasability 
studies to revitalize the Brent­
wood business core, Saanichton 
and Keating Crossroad areas.
Responding to guest speaker 
Martin Thomas, program ad­
ministrator for the provincial 
government’s downtown 
revitalization program, CSBA 
members voted to seek initial 
study funding for all three 
business areas rather than ar­
bitrarily pick one location.
“This is the very early em­
bryonic stage,” Thomas said in 
a later interview. “The funding 
application is the first step to 
get idea money to get the juices 
flowing.”
Thomas has been involved in 
a number of revitalization pro­
jects in B.C. towns including 
D u n c a n , N a n a i m o an d 
Ladysmith.
Duncan’s revitalization pro­
gram has. been particularly suc­
cessful, Thomas pointed out. 
“They have a slogan: ‘A dollar 
a day keeps the malls away.’”
If approved by Central ' 
Saanich council, he said, the 
local projects would be eligible 
for three $5,000 start-up grants.
CSBA also agreed to hire 
three different planning con­
sultants to handle the initial 
proposals.
“There arc some small hoops 
to jump through, Thomas said. 
“But they’re not very painful.”
At this point, he said, the 
local business community felt it 
was unfair to pick just one of 
the three sites.
If council approves the pro­
posal and .submits the funding 
applications, the next step is to 
ask the minister of municipal 
affairs to designate the three 
locations and look at specified
area zoning bylaws.
“But first, they have to 
decide if they’ll focus on one 
area, or if the three sites should 
be tied together and how,” 
Thomas said.
“The beauty of this program 
is that it comes from the grass 
roots up,” he said. “But the 
merchants will finally have to 
make the decisions as they’ll be 
the ones most affected.”
There are no deadlines at pre­
sent for applyirig for the start­
up grants, he said, and future 
revitalization loan funding has 
no minimum or maximum 
guidelines.
Loam lopreparo Christmas 
DIpnor the easy way.
......
/
The press release also noted 
book circulation has increased 
by 40 per cent during the past 
five years, while staff levels in 
branches increased by about 
four per cent.'
Golden (Sheaf 
Baker J (i980) Ltd.
The new budget will allow for 
a 12 per cent staff increase 
throughout the region and the 
production of a new microfiche 
catalogue.
1 "under tfte yellow awning'
DID YOU KNOW?
lou'l! see fast resull,s...up 
lo ID lbs. in 2 weeks.. .wilhoul 
drugs, shots, crash dicks, or 
expensive foods lo buy.Your 
first individual consiillalion 
with your own personal coun­
selor is free Call now.
Mon.-FrI. Sat.
S:30om-1 pm 8 am >11 ami
for appointment
656-9505■t1»r 1 pm plM>n« UMUt
|fl843.2ndSt. Marina Court
Oownlown ,10S-I146 
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We guarantee our products 100%. 
tf you are not satisfied, we will happily refund 
your money or replace the product.
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO UMIT QUANTITIES 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
SUPER FOOD SALE
SAVE AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS
FOODS
Sidney By The Sea
2531 Beacon Avenue





Daily 8'.30 - 6:00 
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PORTERHOUSE STEAK ......6.sTi,gs. lb.
FRESH




T-BONE STEAK ...,. .6.35 kg *. ib.
zn. FRESHCHICKEN DRUMSTICKS,.,... 1.2.18kg 99,?. FRESH SHOULDER BUTTPORK STEAK .. ..
GR. ‘A’ BEEFWING STEAK............6.i3kg^ S.
FRESH .44Q
CHICKEN THIGHS . 3.28 kg I S.
FRESH SHOULDER BUTT
179
.3.95 kg § lb.
|79
.3.95 kg e lb.
179
.3.95 kg 1 Ib.
FROZEN CORNISH Gr.‘A’
GAME HEN.... ...... ....3.06kg ■ ib.
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Expo 86 will have a se­
quel next spring.
Not the fair, that is, just 
the large floral sign on the 
Pat Bay Highway.
District highways 
manager Joe Jensen said 
the sign will be re-written 
“Explore B C ’ ’ a n d 
replanted with flowers next 
spring, courtesy of the 
highways ministry.
The sign has been fully 
repaired since a drunken 
man was found driving 
around on it in a pickup 
truck last summer.
EXPORTED. Expo is over and the signs have to come down. Contractor Bert 
Broughton and highways employees Blair Turner and Grant Milliken heave and 
hoist the cumbersome letters away.
After midriight londings illegal, 
airport firefighters charge
The union representing air­
port firefighters charges that 
747 aircraft are landing at Vic­
toria International Airport in 
violation of Transport Canada 






Union spokesman Fred Lang 
also charges that Air B.C. 
planes landing at the airport 
after airport firefighters go 
home at midnight could have 
“disastrous” results.
Lang says Transport Canada 
regulations state that 747s re­
quire an airport with a 
minimum of fiye firefighters on 
at any time. The Pat Bay airport 
has a minimum of four.
wifh ■ what firefighting equip­
ment is on hand, not the 
number of firefighters. Baker 
says recent 747 landings are not 
a breach of regulations.
Carl ^ Ni^seh^■-■ ■President of 
BlockfiSrosS Realty Ltd. and 
the Victoria Management take 
pride in congratulating Marten 
Holst for his ales acheivement 
for the month of October.
“Wardair 747s utilize the air­
port . . , thereby violating 
Transport Canada regulations 
and yet Transport Canada has' 
taken absolutely no action to 
correct the matter.”
However airport manager 
Gerry Baker says Transport 
Canada regulations only deal
Lang, speaking for the Union 
of Canadian Transport 
Employees, also charged that 
planes landing after midnight, 
when the airport’s professional 
crash fire rescue team goes 
home, create a dangerous situa­
tion.
The town of Sidney recently 
cancelled its mutual aid 
firefighting agreement with the 
airport after learning that 
Sidney volunteer firemen would 
be responsible for crash fires 
after midnight.
"0 05 va
North Saanich volunteer 
firemen are still supposed to
cover crash fires after midnight, 
and they have neither the train­
ing nor the equipment to fight 
crash fires, Lang said.
The firefighters’ represen­
tative recently wrote to local 
MP Pat Crofton to express his 
concerns.
Airport manager Baker says 
Air B.C. flights do land at the 
airport after midnight. They 
have the option of asking the 
crash fire unit to remain and 
paying overtime, he said, but 
sometimes they do not.
In the event of a crash, air­
port firefighters would be called 
at home, but North Saanich 
volunteers would likely be first 
on the scene as they are in the 
neighborhood and could be 
paged.
“There’s nothing illegal 




Local seniors searching for a 
place to a live will have a new 
choice by next May.
The Abbeyfield House on 
Fifth Street will give nine local 
seniors security and companion­
ship, but allow them to live in­
dependently in the community.
It’s all systems go for the long 
planned seniors residence, Ab­
beyfield society president 
Rebecca Vermeer said last 
week.
Construction will begin in 
January, 1987 and the society 
will interview applicants who 
want to live in the house in 
February.
The house should be ready to 
move into May 1, added 
Vermeer.
And a second Abbeyfield 
house is already in the works, 
added Vermeer.“The need is so
REBECCA VERMEER
great. We have more people e.x- 
pressing interest than we pro­
vide spaces for.”
“We have an eye on another 












The British Columbia Optometric Association wishes to 
announce that the following optometrists have been omit­
ted from the 1986 Yellow Pages,




DR. LORIE BRADLEY 
2379 Boavari Ave. 
Sidney 
656-7266
Five rookie MLAs were 
sworn into Premier Bill Vander 
Zalm’s new cabinet Nov. 6.
In all, the cabinet contains 
seven new ministers and 10 with 
previous experience.
Two ministries —- interna­
tional trade, science and invest­
ment and consumer and cor­
porate affairs •— were absorbed 
by other ministries in the shuf­
fle, The first comes under 
economic development and the 
latter is split with finance taking 
corporate relations and labor 
assuming consumer services.
The former ministry of post­
secondary is combined with the 
labor’s employment training 
branch and becomes the 
ministry of continuing educa­
tion.
The five rookies new lo the 
cabinet are: Stan Hagen, 
minister of continuing educa­
tion; Peter Dueck, minister of 
health; Mel Couvelier, minister
of finance; Bruce Strachan, 
minister of intergovernmental 
relations and Lyall Hanson, 
minister of labor and consumer 
services.
Brian Smith, attorney-general; 
John Savage, minister of 
agriculture and fisheries; Grace 
McCarthy, minister of 
economic development; Tony 
Brummet, minister of educa­
tion; Jack Davis, minister of 
energy, mines and petroleum 
resources; Stephen Rogers, 
minister of environment and 
parks; Jack Kempf, minister of 
forests and lands; Peter Dueck, 
minister of health; Lyall Han­
son, rhinister of labor and con- 
surner services; Rita Johnson, 
minister of muncipal affairs; 
Stan Hagen, minister of conti­
nuing education; Elwood 
Veitch, provincial secretary and 
government services: Claude 
Richmnd, minister of social ser­
vices and housing; Bill Reid, 
minister of tourism, recreation 
and culthre; Cliff Michael, 
minister of transportation.
Port info show nixed
A planned phone-in television 
program for Sidney council to 
discu.ss the coming Port of 
Sidney development was 
cancelled last week.
MEL COUVELIER
The 18-membcr cabinet in­
cludes:
Bill Vander Zalm, premier; Mel 
Couvelier, minister of finance;
Council decided after its Nov. 
10 meeting to try and reschedule 
the Cable 10 program, original­
ly slated for last Wednesday, to 
some time in December.
commission meeting; others had 
to go to a firewarden’s commit­
tee meeting.
“It was rather a slip-up,” 
said Bamford.
Aid, Gloria Stevens said 
“Obviously, the firewardens 
meeting was assigned after the 
meeting wa.s arranged.”
Aid. Stan Bamford said two 
council members had to attend 
an e.xiraordiiiary recreation
“Wc made the commitment 
twoWeeks ago,”






”Alway!i good and setting batter, ”













Ghdmp Qalod . ......... ............
tSANDWlCHES 
fiofttood Dolight • Nnnuk 
Gatfwn with Baby Shrimp 
Oraad ovon htollnd and rsorvod wllt\ 
Frosh Salmi arrd Fruit ,. fi.50
I’louahmana Lurreh - Ha,m aixl Ctwaso 
on trash broad and butter with picklad
aniop or Btanitlon ('ickia.. ..........3.75
Simon'* SorMAs'lflh • Coined Beet and 
TCMnatP, fivylwi Clwnmi and Mustnrd 
on French Rretui, Orllind and Bim/rMi
wllh rjrtifld, . ....... ........... ....
'' ENTnEES .
Stonelioutta Steak & Kldnrry------S 50
CtrlckonPolPlt>..............,.,5 50
Beiitood Oolche • served with Pcdaio 
nixJ Voealabiirtt or Salad and t-roan
. ..............,.,.,5.50
aervira with lice atxl 
6,W
pufJNinrtiES
Nachos Supremo * Shrimp, Sauaaoe. 
SalOA, Onlona, Guaoamolrj, Qhorkinis
and Sour Cream............... 5,95
Pepper Palo • saivetd with Bro.»d.
Pickles and CIrooHO....................3.05
Homemade Sausao^s (2) • with 
French Oread. Ploklon and 
Clwese . .................... ,.4,50
fjirautl 
Curry of the Day- 
cwidlmeriis
DINNERTIME FAVOURITES 
OrMst of Chicken • Tia Marla, FUet 
^ Dreastsi o( CTrIcken marlnolod lr> 
Oinijrsi Rixitis, Oatllc, Otartao Slices 
and TIs Marls and sauleod Served 
wliti Fnv&h HioncS, Voflateble, Rice or 
PotBloo*'.,.,,. ft.50 
Uiarbroilud Prlrtw Hib ol Ueel - A cut of 
Albtrria'a liparn orain tad beef nerved 
svilh Frenh Oread, Vegatable and
Potaipes....... ;.10ojr. 10,50
Salmon • P<»ached In White Wine, with 
House Uutlur. Potuioee and 
' Vegelablas ,,., : .ft.tiO
HOMEMADE OEBSERtS
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Highway status change affects locals
Long-term highways ministry 
plans to upgrade the Pat Bay 
highway to freeway status could 
have far-reaching consequences 
for neighborhoods bordering 
the highway'
The plans would mean setting 
up interchanges at key locations 
along Highway 17 and closing 
all other accesses to the
highway, said highways in­
formation officer Charlie 
Shave.
In turn, “collector roads” 
that funnel traffic into the inter­
changes would be developed in 
surrounding neighborhoods, 
said Shave.
“Beacon Avenue is proposed 
as an interchange,” said Norm
Ploiie club denied 
Expo byildirigs
The Commonwealth Military 
Aviation Museum Association 
had set its sights on obtaining 
some dismantled Expo 
buildings to house its vintage 
aircraft.
But museum spokesman 
Norm Dressier said Expo 
authorities have reversed an 
earlier decision and decided to 
sell all the buildings.
The museum can’t afford to 
buy or rent buildings and will 
have to apply for money from
the provincial secretary. 
Dressier said.
'Fhe association would like to 
find a site to permanently house 
the heritage pieces.
Dressier said he doesn’t ex­
pect to receive any buildings 
from Expo unless they are to be 
thrown out.
Gregg of the district highways 
office. Gregg added that Island 
View or Keating Crossroad or a 
combination of both was also 
being considered, as were 
Sayward and MacTavish 
Roads.
The plan would mean other 
access roads in between the in­
terchanges would be closed.
The idea is to speed the flow 
of traffic and avoid congestion 
when development on the 
Peninsula means the traffic 
builds up.
“It may take years to imple­
ment,” said Gregg.
“It could be five or 10 years 
down the road,” Shave agreed.
“Upgrading has been in the 
works for about six years,” he 
added.
BEACH FIRE
Careless people caused 
another big beach fire at Island 
View Beach Nov. 11, said Cen­
tral Saanich deputy fire chief 
Art Curry.
Although the damage is 
negligible, said Curry, 
firefighters were required to at­
tend and the equipment cleanup 
was time-consuming.
Two large logs were burning 
at the Remembrance Day bon­
fire.
This is the second fire at 
Island View Beach in as many 
weeks.
ALARMING INCIDENT
The Springwood Training 
Centre workers thought they 
had a large fire last week when 
all their smoke alarms went off.
Central Saanich deputy fire 
chief Art Gurrywsaidj^a-leakingj 
roof drippiri^> raln7 oirto ‘The^ 
alarm system caused it to 
sound.
PROPANE LEAK
A Central Saanich resident 
played with fire Nov. 14 when 
he drove to the fire department 
with a leaking propane tank in 
his trunk.
“He brought the bottle into 
the fire hall and captain Kerry 
Smith plugged it up,” said 
Curry.
“It’s just like throwing 
gasolene around.”
Curry said the best thing to 
do in event of a gas leak is to 
allow as much fresh air into the 
area as possible. .A.ny flame or 
ignited substance in the vicinity, 





1 UDY OWNER, 1976 DATSUN B210
2 door sedan 4 speed only 23,000 
orlfllnalrnlleo.AskSno • -•.,.$39915 
1078 TOYOTA SRS l.ong bok pickup 
wllh custom canopy only 51,000 
orloinol miles, Asking ,,.,,.. $3905 
1981 FORD GRANADA Gl. 4 dtjor, 6 
cyl. auto, air cond., low rniloa, lovely 
condition, Asking .. ......, $4495
1683 FORD ESCORT auto, 2 door, 
hatch back, red in color, nice clean 
condition.Asking ...$4405
1977 HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK, 4 
speed, nice clean conation, 0H;eitent 
fuel economy. Ors^y 6-1.W miles, hnk-
1978 FORD COURIER long box,
.automatic, white in color,, Nice clean 







from *ft** A Day
, 2310 Bfflflcon Awe. Deaiei 761J
Several members of Central 
Saanich council have gone on 
record opposing an interchange 
at Island View Road. “It means 
a terrific amount of traffic go­
ing straight past Keating 
School,” said Aid. Ruth Ar­
naud.
Arnaud added that proposed 
plans to extend Lochside Drive 
through Central Saanich as a 
collector road to funnel traffic 
into the highway are “a great 
idea.” She pointed out there 
may be complications if the 
plan includes extending the road 
through Indian reserve land.
Recent leaked plans to alter 
the road structure of Cordova 
Bay to upgrade the highway 
through that area have caused 
an outcry in that neighborhood.




8:00 pm to 1:00 am
CANNED MUSIC
$7.50 PER PERSON 
Includes Late Evening Snacks 
Door Prizes and Raffles 
TICKETS AVAILABLE 
From: Coaches, Managers 
Executive Members
656-6553
Support Your Communities Youngsters-Bring a Friend!
, ' . ' 'A . > .'-.J-' ' t,I
December 4 th
VICTQRfA AIRPORT -
: t y JKAVEIodg$
2280 B EACON AVE/ A . . ^ ^ . 656-117
OUR BEST QUALITY 





i ''r' Interio** 
Wall
White
A LO-LUSTRE FINISH FOR HARDWEAR AREAS 
LIKE KITCHEN OR HALLWAY. ARMOUR-LIKE 





THE BEST FOR LESS!
GOES ON CREAMY SMOOTH WITH LESS 
ROLLER SPATTER. DRIES FAST AND 






FOR THOSE “HARDWEAR” SURFACES - 
KITCHENS, BATHROOMS, DOORS, AND 









, A in RES
DURABLE. WASHABLE EGGSHELLS, 
LATEX FOR ANY ROOM OR HALLWAY^ \ 
CHOOSE FROM SATIN WHITE, SATIN 
ROSE. SATIN IVORY OR SATIN BEIGE.
rfgrCnamel 
„ ,. ^Trim ■
NOWONLY SCI k’‘Vi
4 Lilies




BEACON AND FIFTH 656*1126 
5/IONDAY TO SATURDAY
8:00-5:30
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fl DOG Med, Kmallor
« lblCr*SIITC flavour Snacks DiOOUl I O 450q.........
I BRUNSWICK
' b CAKE MIXES .
S VarlallAs





.| WjAMrtiMW«Wwv*wk<4«WU*iU>tnittiMHkI SUNRYPF. WHITE UBEL i DUNCAN HINES
I APPLE T ' : :
. JUICE?t“^^ .......WW I l®j|/^l.av....520fl i n IIVII WViVl«....355ml
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i? TMiSaCTV '/ ' ^
Zoaty Malian 
Catalina
aoldan Cawaar ... , Colnalaw ..., .250 ml
M VIP LIOUID ^ ^ ^ Ji OQ I FLEECY #<|0 O IMEODO BELLE CANADIAN
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STOUFFERS FROZEN LEAN CUISINE 
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I*
.lAVEX FRESH SCENT LIQUID
I « « t • t « k • 3a6 L
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War brides share stories about former lives1
By SARAH THOMPSON 
Review Staff Writer
Eve Mitchell didn’t recognize the man who grabbed her at 
the train station when she first arrived in Canada. It was her 
husband.
“I had never seen him in civilian clothes before,” a slightly 
embarassed war bride explained.
Mitchell is one of 23 Peninsula war brides belonging to the 
Victoria chapter of the Island War Brides Association. The 
organization’s total membership is 350.
At 19, and expecting her first child, Mitchell, left England 
to join her husband. She suffered through 10 days on a con­
verted hospital vessel living in the bottom hold with 50 others 
and feeling seasick every moment of the crossing.
“When we got off the train in Vancouver and my husband 
told me we had to take another boat trip to the Island I nearly 
died, but it wasn’t so bad — only seven hours,” she recalled.
What did she expect? Indians in headdress, wielding 
tomahawks “just like in the American movies.”
Instead, the mild climate and quasi-English town of 1945 
Victoria was a pleasant surprise.
“The thing that impressed me most was the fact that the 
houses here had their own little plot of land and weren’t join­
ed together like in England. ’ ’
Another well-known resident and war bride, Connie Rust, 
lived in Edmonton and the Yukon before discovering the 
pleasant Victoria town.
But her initial arrival was a little easier than most other war 
brides.
Rust served as a Womens Auxiliary Air Force sergeant in 
physical training and drill instruction at the Colerne air force 
base.
That’s where she met her husband David who was assigned 
to Squadron 46 of the Royal Air Force.
Three months later they were married in December, 1944 
and left for Canada four months later.
The notification of departure was a bit like a James Bond 
movie.
“You would get a letter saying ‘be at this house in London 
at such and such time and don’t tell anyone.’ So we had to
WAR BRIDE CONNIE RUST would never return to 
England and has never regretted leaving.
develop secret signs to let each other know what was going 
on.”
Rust was lucky in that she travelled on the same boat as her 
husband. They sailed on the French vessel Louis Pasteur 
which made the crossing in half the time.
But the ship sailed without an escort and those on board 
lived in constant fear of an air raid, she recalled.
And although Rust’s husband was on board, she only saw 
him in the morning on deck. At all other times the men and 
women were segregated.
“The first night was awful. Some of the brides were seasick 
before they even left the dock. I think only two of us weren’t 
ill and we spent the first night sleeping in the shower to get 
away from the moaning.
But the decision to leave their home and country was not 
paticularly traumatic, they remembered.
Rust said her mother wished her daughter had met and 
married an Englishman. Mitchell said her family was glad she 
had met someone she was happy with.
The association started in 1980 when two Parksville women 
put an advertisement in local papers Island-wide asking war 
brides to contact them.
“I am so glad the group formed,” said Rust. “But when I 
first read the ad I thought 38 years passed and now we’re go­
ing to get together. But if we’d started any earlier, most of us 
would have been occupied with raising children.”
When the group meets once a month for lunch, they sit 
around and talk about England.
None of the women previously knew each other, yet the 
bond was instant because of their common past.
Rust, however, still keeps in contact with a women she sail­
ed over with in 1945 who recently moved to the Island and 
joined the group.
Last week the Island group had its annual reunion where 
the war brides looked up their ship and the other women 
assigned to that vessel.
Do they have any regrets? Both say they’d never go back to 
England but being able to share their former lives with other 
women is important. “Every bride has her own tale to tell,” 
says Mitchell.




By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
How about a nice plateful 
of stinging nettle quiche?
Dr. Nancy Turner makes it 
for her family — along with 
stinging nettle lasagna. She is 
an ethnobotanist who has 
spent 17 years studying the 
edible wild plants that British 
Columbia’s native Indians 
once thrived on.
The Victoria scientist says if 
local food markets suddenly 
vanished, she would have no 
trouble subsisting on wild 
plants. There arc at least 100 
local edibles — everything 
from seaweed to wild 
strawberries, she says.
Peninsula residents may 
have a complete vegetable 
garden right outside their back 
doors. And if they want to 
find out just how lo cook cow 
parsnip so it’s edible (beware 
the pungent odor if you do it 
incorrectly) they can come to a 
free lecture by Turner the 
evening of Nov, 25, in the 
Sidney 1 lotcl’s Ilcvan .Menue 
annex.
Interviewing ntitive elders. 
Turner learned how to make 
natural tea - just go to a peat 
bog.
'That’s right — the Labrador 
'Tea plant found in hogs makes 
a tasty brew.
“Root foods are just tis 
good as potato, Intiian celery
is j.ust as good as spinach,” 
said Turner. And for a little 
spice, an approximation to 
pepper can be prod need from
tiger lily bulbs.
Many youngsters know 
first-hand how tasty wild ber­
ries are, coming;; home with
ETHNOBOTANIST NnncyTiimer
faces smeared after feasts of 
salal, salmon, thimble or 
huckleberries; Native people 
used to dry and store large 
quantities of salal.
Turner has worked closely 
with a nutritionist to evaluaie 
a wild plant diet. Although it 
lacks in protein (which Coast 
Salish people found in fish) 
the high fibre content cut 
down on natives’ chances of 
getting cancer.
In fact, wild plant foods 
may help solve some B.C., 
agriculture problems, says 
Turner. In her book A Gift for 
the 'Taking, the botany expert 
recommendfi that some wild 
edible plants such as- blue 
eamas, wild onions and Indian 
celery be cultivated as crops.
“They’re adapted to our 
particular climate,” she .says. 
“It would cut our dependence 
on importing from Califor­
nia.” '
Meanwhile, Turner says she 
tries to serve wild plant foods 
to her family wliencvei she 
can.
The stinging nettle quiche 
goes over well, sTic sttys. You 
just have to be careful when 
you arc picking it.
And it passes the iiltimaie 
lest: “Even my kids like it.”
For luore information on 
'Turner's lecture, plione (lie 
Sidney Museum at 656-1322.
Guy/Fawkes perisned in 1606, and again this Nov. 8, — but 
next year he’ll be back.
Thanks to the Saanich Historical Artifacts Society, an old 
English festivity has been resurrected on the Peninsulaf
Guy Fawkes Day commemorates the soldier of fortune who 
tried lo blow up the English parliament in 1605. Fawkes was 
found out shortly before he planned to light the fu.se, and 
eventually tried and executed.
Traditionally held Nov. 5, Guy Fawkes Day is marked by 
fireworks and a bonfire on which an effigy of the legendary 
saboteur is burned.
This year, the liisiorical society brought back the celebra­
tion. About 100 people turned out at Ihc .society’s grounds 
Nov. 8, crowding around a bonfire and sipping hot chocolate.
Spectators bid farewell to this year’s “Guy,” a creation 
stuffed with leaves w'ho met a fiery fate at the peak of the 
festivities. 'The festival was .scheduled for thc vvcckcnd instead 
of its normal dale so school children could attend.
The evening was such a succe.ss, said orgaiii/.er A1 Wit- 
combe, thal it will be back again.
“'There’s a lot of Tinglish people around here,” he noted, 
“sowcdecided to bring back tin English tradition.”
Start a fitness program for the fun of it.
Feel better, look better and have the time of your life 
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V - swim Bontams
move
ohead
SYCHRONIZED SWIMMER AynsSey Hague, 6, submerges during lesson at 
Panorama Leisure Centre.
HEAD UP Is the hardest part during synchronized 
swimming lesson.
Peninsula Bantam AA 
hockey team is battling for first 
place with Comox and Port 
Alberni with two wins each but 
Peninsula has the least losses at 
2-1-1.
Peninsula Signs recorded a 7- 
6 win against another strong 
team, Campbell River, in a 
Nov. 15 game up-Island.
“When we go on these road 
trips,’’ said coach Gary Berg- 
quist, “1 think it’s critical to 
take as many points as we can 
from Campbell River and Com­
ox to force them to come down 
here and play us.’’
High scorer Chris Johnsen 
had to leave the game in the se­
cond period due to an injury' 
after scoring a single. He re­
mained out for the rest of the 
weekend along with another 
star player Tyson Davis.
Shawn Bazin netted three 
points and Greg Wagnor two. 
Johnsen and Chris Grimmer 
each scored singles.
In play at Comox Nov. 16, 
Peninsula Signs drew the game 
when Comox scored with a two- 
man power-play advantage in 
the last 10 seconds.
The home team pulled their 
goalie for the final minute to 
provide an extra man and 
scored on the move.
From your favottite
- ■
25 cards with envelopes .. $$.98 
50 cards with envelopes . $18.98 
100 cards with envelopes. $34.98 
If you prefer to have your portraits 
professionally taken just phone the 
Sooter studio nearest you today. 
Camera fee $10.00 - 10 different poses 
to choo^ from. I^ces as above.
Old Buoys win championship
GHRISTH/IAS PORTRAITS




(from the same pose)
Plus 25 Christmas Cards & Envelopes
Good ’til Nov. 30/86
2384 BEACON AVE., 
SIDNEY B.C. 656-7441
ARE YOU HAPPY WITH 
YOUR PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE
Sidney Old Buoys are na­
tional champions.
In an exhaustive five-game 
schedule in three days competi­
tion, Sidney Old Buoys hockey 
team played its way to the finals 
of the Canadian Old Timers 
Hockey Association national 
cup tournament and won the 
Labattscup.
“We’re all really sore,” said 
spokesman Elburne Ottewell. 
“Old guys like us aren’t used to 
such a tough weekend.”
After a disappointing season 
start with the local team unable 
to attract enough players for an 
over-45 group, the team was 
boosted by the national victory.
Team member Ray Mott also 
won the COHA national 
players’ award for sportsman­
ship, based on a person’s com­
mittment to Old Timers hockey 
and overall contribution to the 
community. Mott coaches 
minor hockey and has served 
two terms on the Peninsula 
Recreation Commmission.
The competition, played in 
Vancouver this past weekend, 
began with round-robin com­
petition with two halves to the 
game.
The Old Buoys lost the first 
game 3-1 to the Lynwood Hotel 
Beavers because of their sloppy 
play and inability to capitalize 
on one-man advantages, said 
Ottewell. The single was scored 
by Bruce McKeown.
In the second game against 
South Delta Old Stylers, the Old 
Buoys snatched the win by 4-3. 
Ottewell said it was* a fast game 
and the local team took the ear­
ly lead with two goals scored by 
McKeown Dave Grant.
Although the Vancouver 
team netted three in the .second 
half. Old Buoys responded with 
two more to clinch the win and 
. advance to game three.
Settling down more, Sidney 
easily defeated White Rock Old 
Timers 6-3 with strong back 
checking and defense. Goalie 
Herb Dragert prevented the 
score from being higher as did 
defensemen Rick Adams and 
Ray Mott.
Old Buoys faced the Payless 
Gas Old Pumpers (Juan de 
Fuca) in the semi final and won 
3-1. McKeown opened the scor­
ing with a shot from 40 feet but 
Payless responded witha winner 
two minutes later.
Lawrie Dunn capitalized on 
an opportunity early in the se­
cond half then scored another 
with 30 seconds remaining in 
the game putting the puck into 
an empty net.
The final against Pine Falls 
Old Kings, a Manitoba team, 
was not overly challenging for
the Sidney players and they 
picked up the Labatts Lite na­
tional division cup with 5-1 vic­
tory. McKeown Ottewell each 
recorded two goals while Grant 
opened the scoreboard with his 
single in the first half.
“It was the best game for the 
Old Buoys,” said Ottewell.
m
When you think of darts, 
does a picture of a smokey bar 
come to mind? Because the 
game has a recreational ap­
pearance, the skill and com- 
petetive aspects of the sport 
tend to be overshadowed.
However, local darts players 
— particularly the women — 
are putting Peninsula teams on 
the Greater Victoria darts 
league map.
In the division B of the Vic­
toria Womens’ dart league, the 
Pet Rocks who play at the 
Stonehouse Pub are second in a
group of 10.
The Capital City Mens’ Dart 
Association is also making a 
good showing. The Unicorns 
playing at the Golden Bear are 
second in the C division, and in 
fifth place, the Pirates A are 
challenging Sooke for fourth 
place.
In the D division, the Bears 
and Pirates B are placed in the 
bottom half of the league as of 
Oct. 27.
Lisa Clarke of the Pet Rocks 




THE ALL NEW LINE OF
iC B‘t: c:IhHB nnJlk i d
DISHWASHERS.
BOAT FIRES
To control dampness many tx>at owners use additional heating 
appliances during the winter months. When plugging an A.C. 
system into a shore-power supply at a marina dock, care must 
bo exercised to ensure the connection is properly grounded 
and checked (or proper polarity,
Other safety precautions (or extension cords and heating ap­
pliances are:
NO OTHER , 
DISHWASHER 
CAN MATCH THEM 
FOR CLEAN!
If not, Pharmasavo in Sidney can provide 
you with fast oKlclent proscriplion 
servicoi along with a filendly qualified 
professional Pharmacist,
We aro a community drug store with the 
moat up lo dale pharmacy computer 
“PHARMAGCRIP”, Our computer 
provides in(ormalion to our Pharmacist 
about your rnodication hlrdory, ihrj drug 
and providoa you v;ilh wpllen pamphlet 
about the medicine you are proaorlbod.
At Pharmasavo wo care about your 
healthcare.
, Drop in and si'iaro a cof(oo wllh our 
BSK your . . , PhamiHCtsl, Bud Massauder, and nsk lor 
IDILIAI5RA AIRA\/l! <^J®'^onslfutl6n ol our compulor
lrrl#AKI¥lAaA,VIK svsiom. You’ll agree ihat Pharmasavo its
Pharmacist VOUR HEALTH care centre
9810 7th STREET 
SIDNEY
656"l 148
From a tradilior) of diihwashinii suporiority ' 
como Iho new KilchenAid dishwashers,,, 
truly tho tinost we have ever oficred. ,
Never again will you have to linse oil your 
(lislies before putting them into the dishw.ishcr, 
The new KilchenAid KD'21 Series combines 
powerful Wiish action with failure proof triple 
filtration of wash water and liard and soil 
waste disposal, for spotless dishwashing load 
alter load.
Come and see this amaring new generation 
ol dishwashers today, for the pjejmpjl dishes 








Dulit Ira di';shvjaf.t'ior& cornplotct willi ((iJu(c;h.uny(iabiu colour punuls
In. almond. Horvost Vt/hont, Whito & Onyx Black.
- Whan a wir© carries current, heat Is produced, Both the plug 
and the cord erm bocorno warm in nonnal use, It Is important to 
allow this heat to dissipate. Never run an oxtonsion cord under 
canvas, The canvas covering raises Ihcj tempornturo of the 
cord and can cause dolorloratlon and overheating.
- Overheating can also bo caused If a long extension cord Is nol 
fully uncoiled during use. If the cord Is colled, extra heating oc­
curs. to tho point where tho cord can got hot enough to molt 
the Insulation.
“ II a plug fopentodly becomes loose and falls out of a recop* 
labio, look at the blades to see If they aro worn. If they are, you 
need a now plug. If tho plug la not worn, try other plugs in tho 
receptacle, If they all are loose, you probably nood a now 
receptacle.
• If you have an appliance wllh a polarized plug (one blade wider 
than the other), make sure the oxtonsion cord Is polarized. If 
the oxionslon cord Is not polarized, tho slots wll be too small 1(3 
accept tho wider blade. If tho plug does not fit easily, reverao it, 
If it still doesn't fit, don't force It,, You could damage tho recep­
tacle. Or, you could force tho wider blade in just far enough lo
she
T H E C L E A N WIN N E R F R O M...
.SLEGG LLIFvIBER.
2030 i Ml a, II avi © w .A,v©. 656-112.5
MUMWillMI
be enorglzed, This could result In a ock hazard because part 
of the blade would bo exj>osod.
- Make our© you use tho proper size extension cord, To deter­
mine the correct alzo, chock the namoplato of tho appliance for 
the ampere rallng. (On e.vl(»nsion cords, tho rating is given on a 
small label wrapped around tho cord.) Make sure the rating on 
tho appliance Is not higher than the oxtenslon cord rating If it 
Is, the cord vvill t)0 ovorloadod.
' Ariullioi.mulhuJ i:i tu churuu Uw pioput UiU>yu tuid. An lb- 
gauge cord, (or oxamplo, la rated for 10 amps, a iG-ohugo (or 
13 amps, and a 14*guago lor 15 amps, The guago should bo 
marked on tho f;ord. i
■ ■ E.’A. Oanas-
Fire Provennon Dtlicor
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Local basketball nets win Russ Hay
Jason Morrow has a great 
future in basketball.
The new centre scored 31 of 
the 33 points for North Saanich 
bantam boys in the Nov. 12 
game against the Great White 
Knights played at S. J. Willis.
Granted he has a year’s ad­
vantage over his team mates, 
but throughout the game he 
consistently checked, gained 
possession and scored.
The only other basket was 
netted in the closing minutes by 
his brother Jeremy Morrow.
And although guard Dale 
Hauser didn’t make it on the 
scoreboard, he continually fed 
Morrow the ball in the key.
Under new coach Dean 
Christante, North Saanich led 
the game 18-17 at halftime. A 
shaky second half start coupled 
with numerous fouls for 
pushing, resulted in the White 
Knights taking the lead.
In the closing five minutes. 
North Saanich dominated the 
game with plenty of scoring op­
portunities which the Morrow
brothers capitalized on.
North Saanich now sits at 3-
1.
Also playing Nov. 12 were the 
Brentwood Firefighters coached 
by Vic Downard and sponsored 
by Central Saanich volunteer 
fire department and the Brent­
wood Lions coached by Marilyn 
Loveless and sponsored by the 
Central Saanich Lions club.
The Firefighters easily 
defeated the Western Com­
munity 8s 30-15 and the Lions 
won its game aeainst Monterey 
40-6.
Marilyn Loveless said of the 
Lions, “1 think this team is go­
ing to go on to Claremont and 






2480 Beacon Ave. 656-1512
It might have been enough 
that Harvey’s Rockets touch 
football team rallied from rock 
bottom last year and a slow 
season start this season lo 
qualify for the final in division 
C.
But losing the final to the 
James Bay Bombers 31-18, who 
they have defeated before, in 
play at the University of Vic­
toria stadium Nov. 16 is disap­
pointing for the much-improved 
team.
New quarterback Dan 
Gallagher was largely in­
strumental in the better stan­
dings the Rockets enjoyed this 
fall.
Rocket’s touchdowns were 
scored by offense players Gavin 
Bland and Ron Thynne and 
defensemen Cam Turner.
And player/coach Paul 
Noyce is confident the Rockets 










ON YOUR MARKS, GET SET . . . GO. Panorama swim 
club members are encouraged by the instrucors.
Volleyball camp 
on tap at Parkland
Ray Spencer is putting Sidney 
on the map as a provincial 
volleyball centre.
The long-time YWCA girls’ 
volleyball coach is assistant 
coach to Alan Abac for the 
B.C. womens’ team which will 
compete at the Canada Games 
held next February in Sydney, 
N.S.
Spencer has also been ap­
proved as head coach for the 
B.C. midget girls’ volleyball 
team which will be based at 
Parkland School.
“Parkland will be the train­
ing centre for the midgets and I 
expect 70 to 80 players will par­
ticipate in the Christmas selec­
tion camp and from that 18 will 
be chosen,” explained Spencer.
He feels midget volleyball is
important because junior level 
gives exposure to promising 
players.
“One of the philosophies is to 
develop players, and not just 
pick the top girls. If I see so­
meone with potential I will 
choose them and work with 
them.”
The local coach has been 
training with the B.C. womens’ 
team since summer and will be 
on tour with it at Christmas. 
And although they are playing 
university teams, a higher 
calibre, the competition is 
beneficial, he said.
Spencer’s ultimate goal is to 
become head coach of the B.C. 
team but for the moment he is 






Check winning team for each game listed. 
Deliver entry to any merchant listed. Con­
test is open to everyone except newspaper 
employees and immediate families. Good 
..■LuckS"
Every Monday morning we keep 
drawing entries till we get one 
with all the correct answers, 












FOR DAYS FROM NOV. 26-NOV. 30
Bring in any pair of 
your worn men's shoes 
and we'll give you 




Mon-Sat 8am-5:30 pm 
Friday 8am-6prri










NOV. 26 NY Islanders
NOV. 27 Winnipeg
NOV. 28 Boston












...__ ___ (Incaaoofatlo.couni as a win)..
S^^IEWSUBSCniBER YES L3 NO iJ
■aawknirt
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED 
BY ANY OF THE PARTICIPATING 
MERCHANTS OR THE REVIEW 
BEFORE CLOSING EACH SUNDAY
GOOD LUCK!
' . ...... .... ....
■; FLIIsiTv-MpTOBS..















832 Verdier Brentwood Bay
^ GLUE GUN
Electric gluo gun fastens 
--^almost any malorfat.
Hot gluo bonds In 

















7885 E, Saanich Rd. Saanichton
MEDIUM SIZE




2144 Ksollno X Rd. eS2.1494
VICTORIA AIRPORT
mm " fr ' " ' II—wmaima ' -
^ RESERVE NOWI









Good For One 
Admiasion
Expires Doo. 31/86
Call lor times 666-7271




Give us a call
656-1151
EVER SEE YOURSELF 
WITHOUT GLASSES?
For ail your contact 















Thursday Nov. 20 
0020firiv I.Bft 144Shre
0020 hrs 11.3 It 1745 hrft
Friday Nov. 21 
0100 hrs 2,1 ft 1445 hrs
1005 hrs 11.2 fl IBSOhrsSaturday Nov. n 
0145 hrit 2.611 1545 hrs
1040 hrs 11.211 1030 hrs
Sunday Nov, 23 
02,10 hrs 3.111 1«30hrs B.OfI
1115hfS 11.1 It .2030hrs 7.811
Monday Nov. 24
0.115 hrs 3,811 171»hrs tt.OfI
1145 hrs 11,1 11 2200hrs 7.411
. TuumJeiy Nuv. 26 
0455 hrs 4,811 1025 hrs i».7ll
1210 hrs 11.0 II 2310 hrs 7.3 fl 
wodnaaday Nov. 25 


















Even ttiaae hard tu buy for will appreclatci 
a heme video ChrlsImaB gift from ubI
117 Channel Cable Rofsoiy VCR with Dirocl Accoim RomoUi 
iConfrol • DPI' fDynnmIc Plefyre Fnhencer) elreulf • In- 
croaaed whilo level • 117 channel cable ready a iU 
ovunt/14 day programmable timer • 16 function wiroloaa 
remolo control • Ono*louch recording • Automallp piowor 
oil . C.CD (JlyiUil ftlJui *» W X M X D.4S0 x bb x S/6 ipiii (1 b 
15/16x33/4x14 3/4”)* 7.0kg, (17.2Ibf?,)
Iflj
MAKE IT YOUR WAY, MAKE IT A 
BUTLER BROTHERS DAY!
BuVcf
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TOWN OF SIDNEY 
NOTICE
Applications are invited from Sidney citizens interested in serving the 
community in the following volunteer capacities:—
Term of Office
Three (3) members of the Advisory Planning 
Commision
One (1) representative on the Peninsula 
Recreation Commission 
One (1) representative on the Peninsula 
Water Commission
2 years 1987/1988 
2 years 1987/1988- 
1 year 1987
Applications, stating the position applied for and including a resume as 
to qualifications, experience and other pertinent information, should be 
in the hands of the undersigned by 4 p.m. December 3rd, 1986.
Further information may be obtained from the Administrator.
G.S. LCX3AN, A.C.I.S., P.Adm., C.M.C.
Town Administrator 
Town of Sidney 





friendly, new waterfront pub 
,ind re.staurant! There s great 
food and a cosy .scat wtiiting 
for you. right in front of
the l)e.si view on 
tlie haiiiour. Come 
on over for .some 




Peninsula Peewee rep Eagles 
hockey team maintained its 
strong performance record with 
a win and tie in home games 
Nov. 15 and 16.
On Saturday, Philbrooks nar­
rowly lost to Oak Bay in the 
penalty count after a 1-1 tie. 
The referee decided in the Vic­
toria team’s favor because it 
had 11 minors to Philbrooks 14.
Philbrooks goalie Steve 
Passmore and Oak Bay’s David 
Crumby, with their consistent 
tending kept the score low.
The single for the local team 
was scored by Jamie McRae 
with the assist by Brett Wicker. 
Don Sutton netted one for Oak 
Bay assisted by Jeremy Preston 
and Kory Wadham.
In Sunday’s game, 
Philbrooks hammered Nanaimo 
8-1 with the away team scoring 
in the last five minutes.
Despite Nanaimo’s rough 
play — 18 penalties to
Philbrooks five — the local 
players recording three, two and 
three in the periods.
Greg Cribbs and Chris 
Cochrane racked up two goals 
with Cochrane also notching an 
assist. Singles were socred by 
Kevin Johnson, Mike Wagnor, 
Bretet Wicker (two assists) and 
Darren Cairsn (three assists). 
Alan Carley and Blaine Devry 
each recorded two assists.
To date the Philbrooks 
record stands at 9-7-1.
LEAGUE CHAMPS Sidney Hotel Hobbits shut out Cowichan Marmots 2-0 to top 
the field hockey league.
Hobbits end seoson on top
Sidney Hotel Hobbits finish­
ed the first half of the season at 
the top of the second division 
womes’ field hockey league.
Shelley Collis and Joan Carlow 
ensured the Hobbits lost only 
one game at the beginning of 
the season to finish first.
Last year, the Hobbits were 
scrambling from the bottom 
place in the league after the 
season start. And it finished the 
year fifth out of 10.
In play Nov. 15, the local 
team faced the Cowichan Mar­
mots beating them 2-0.
GIrh lose
However, goalie Nicky Lyn- 
dall’s consistent shut-out per­
formances together with the 
scoring abilities of Roxy Petts,
Collis scored both goals for 
the Sidney team. The first was 
netted five minutes into the first 
half to give the Hobbits a strong 
start. The second goal was 
scored in the opening minutes
of the second half. And again, 
Tyndall did not allow the 
visiting team any points op­
portunities.
“Normally we rally in the se­
cond half of the season after a 
slow start,’’ said spokesman 
Frances Cowley. “Now we’ve 
got to hang onto the lead.’’
The season breaks until the 
first week in February but the 
team will be practising regularly 
through the Christmas season to 
stay on top.
North Saanich Middle 
School’s mini girls lost to a 
powerful Victoria Real Estate 
team by a 20-8 score in basket­
ball action Nov. 14.
Strong North Saanich 
defence contained the high scor­
ing Victoria club, and controll­
ed the game by the fourth 
quarter. Scores for North 
Saanich were Karin King 2; 
Allison Benwell 2; Shelane 
Peace 2 and Kim Painter 2.
SPORjrs SHORTS
in the Review
BRIGADIERS END SEASON 
Playing at Windsor Park last 
Saturday, Brentwood Inn 
Brigadiers lost 5-0 to Oak Bay 
— a team it has beaten beforei ' 
Captain Terry Greene said 
they were without two of their 
best players. Pat Warrington, a 
high scorer, left the field injured., 
10 rriinutes into the game.
This is the first season for the 
newly formed team, Greene
said, so they have done pretty 
well.
Brigadiers now stand at 3-5-1.
instead it tied 3-3.
Team spokesman Steve Clif­
ford said “it should have been 
5-3, everyone was disappointed 
we didn’t win — but we v/ere 
playing with only II men 
because of so many injuries.’’
Clarage next go into the 
challenge cup play-offs and has 
a bye for the first game.
MIDGETS LOSE AT HOME 
Peninsula Midgets lost to 
Comox 4-1 and 9-6 playing at 
Panorama Leisure Centre Nov. 
15 and 16.
B.C.'s Colleges & Institutes
T
CAMOSUN COLLEGE CAREER PROGRAMS
YOU CAN TAKE AT HOME!
For the first time, students interested in Camosun’s Business 
Administration or Criminal Justice career programs can do 
an equivalent first year by home study through Open Learning 
Institute and transfer to on-campus studies at Camosun at any 
time.
T
BUSINESS ADWIINISTRATION: A IvYO-year 
diploma designed to train students in Business 
Management (Accounting, Finance, Marketing, 
etc.), Open Learning Institute can offer 12 to 15 
first-year courses which can be transferred to 
Camosun.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE: Preparing students as 
paraprofessipnals in the justice system (police of­
ficer, courf clerk, corrections officer, etc.), 
Camosun's two-year program has university 
transfer status. Ten first-year home study 
coLiTses are available through the Open Universi­
ty Consortium of British Columbia.
Why home study?
• Eliminate travel cosls/oave time
• allows you to remain employed while studying
» homo-study registration is continuous start when 
youwani
• specially designed distance learning modules
• personal telephone tutoring service 
» help with course selection
APPLY NOW!!










, GWG Rentals lost to 
Cowichan 6-3 Nov. 9 in Divi­
sion 2 A boys’soccer.
GWG took the early lead but 
Cowichan found the back of the 
net twice to take the lead into 
the second half.
Another concerted effort by 
the local team early on did not 
make an impression on the mid­
island team.
CLARAGE TIES 
Clarage Motors soccer team 
went into the game against Or- 
cas Nov. 9 hoping for a win, but
RINGETTE GAMES BEGIN
It’s hard to understand the 
game schedule but at least the 
Island ringette league has taken 
off.
On Nov. 5, the Trailblazers 
defeated the Bombers 2-1 with 
goals scored by Jenny and 
Tracy Barnsdale. The single 
goal for the Bombers was netted 
by Lisa Porter.
In the second game of the 
season played at Panorama 
Lei.sure Centre Nov. 9, team 
three lost its first game to team 
two. Because neither have spon­
sors, no name has been picked 
as yet, said spokesman Debra 
Casely.
So far there are four teams in 








Santa can call your favorite child this 
Christmas. Just complete the space below 
and mail with $6.50 to SANTA CALLS 
422-8155 Park Road, Richmond, B.C., V6Y 
3C9, before December 5 and Santa will 
make that memorable call to the child you 
Jove.' ■"
You can phone l-800-663'6597 or in 
greater Vancouver call 4B5-6'131, up until 
December 20.
CHILD'S NAME... . .. .
CHILD'S PHONE NUMBER.
AGE. M/F
AM-------PM—CALL(Checl( one) TOWN(D,C, only).
Somo rolovani infornwllon about Iho cliiki:,,
ChriHlnuiS gilt oxpocUttioii:.,.,
Your rokitionsfiip to diilO 
Enclotftd SG.50
Number
bifjnaturo...^............... ....... ......... ..............................
I Srnd lo Sunli Cilli, 47? ■ 8t5X Piik Ro»d, Richmond, B.C, VtY K9
^SniW iMIiliailMMM
Of charge my MaritorC.irfj VISA 
Fxpirydato
A project of Original 
Concepts International Ltd.
irthildmiri
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For 111® 
birds
Saanich Peninsula primary 
students are For the Birds — a 
unique approach to learning 
about art.
“Pieces of our art collection 
featuring images of birds will be 
taken around to Saanich district 
schools,” explains Art Gallery 
of Victoria employee Leslie 
Duthie.
The outreach program is 
slated to begin in area primary 
schools in the new year, she 
said. But local volunteers are 
needed now to help with the 
program.
“You don’t have to be an ar­
tist,” says Duthie. “You just 
have to be interested in art and 
interested in children.”
Volunteers will attend four or 
five training sessions at the art 
gallery, then go into Peninsula 
schools after Christmas.
There they will show various 
pieces of Canadian art and 
discuss the painters and the 
work with students in 
Kindergarten to Grade 3.
The children will also par­
ticipate through writing poetry 
and stories or drawing entailing 
the “birds” theme.
“The whole idea is to gel 
children used to looking at and 
appreciating art,” said Duthie.
Anyone interested in 
volunteering their lime, about 
two or three hours a week dur­
ing the school year, can contact 
Duthie at 384-4101.
food drive
To combat the increasing de­
mand to provide food for needy 
Peninsula residents, Sidney am­
bulance service is stepping up its 
food collection, says Rob Prit­
chard, media relations officer.
Throughout the year, 
crewmembers stood outside 
Safeway once a month collec­
ting money to buy discount 
food for the Lions/Review food 
bank.
From Nov. 22, the ambulance 
“Open for Life” drive will in­
crease its service to weekly food 
drjyes..
attract more eontribu-. 
tions, ambulance attendants 
will park their ambulance out­
side Safeway, Thrifty and Super 
Foods each Saturday from 10 
ami. to 4 p.m.
Pritchard said the drive -^- 
operated by the part-time crew 
on their own lime — is suc­
cessful, participants often col­
lecting upwards of $100 to pur­
chase food.
Darby T h o m p s o n , a 
volunteer with the food bank, 
said a separate Christmas 
hamper fund will be held, pro­
bably behind the Landmark 
building on Beacon Avenue lo 
provide c.xtra service at the holi­
day .season.
Last month, the food bank 
made up 93 hampers which .ser­
viced 279 people.
WPP
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A trembling voice on the telephone asks, “Please, what do 
you do about slugs?” This was one very upset woman, and as 
the story went on, 1 could understand why.
Her entire summer’s planting of annuals had either been 
severely damaged or destroyed. My heart ached for her as she 
asked if slugs died during the winter. I had to tell her that they 
seem impervious to cold, and when the spirit moves them, are 
quite capable of going skiing! She had used four full boxes of 
slug bait during this past summer, so my suggestion regarding 
slug bail fell on deaf ears.
But she brightened up a little when told thal the dregs of a 
bottle of beer appear to be fatally attractive to slugs, either 
poured into a saucer, or left in the bulge of a bottle laid flat 
on the ground. She recovered a bit more when told it is a 
sound idea to dig over your beds, not too deeply, then leaving 
the soil rough (unraked) so any exposed eggs (of both slugs 
and other pests) may be eaten by birds.
However, while doing this digging, keep your eyes open for 
sticky round masses of almost transparent greyish eggs. Don’t 
leave these for birds. Do your favorite rendition of the 
flamenco on top! They are slug eggs.
Another method of extermination at this time of year is to 
make the rounds of the garden picking up any pieces of wood, 
under which you may well find a couple of slugs. Kill these 
and stack the wood in a dry place or burn it. Pick up any pile 
of leaves, or other refuse which may have been overlooked 
during your fall clean-up, and put it in the compost heap or 
the garbage tin, destroying any slugs you meet during the en­
counter of course!
Early next spring is the lime to launch an all-out attack, 
since at this lime slugs are starving, and will eat almost 
anything, including lethal doses of slug bait. Later on these 
miserable things are less and less interested in bait, preferring 
your tender annuals instead.
A call from a newcomer to coastal B.C. gardening about 
when to prune roses. The answer is toward the beginning of 
March. Remove all long branches now, though, so they won’t 
waft about in the wind and damage bark or break off com­
pletely. Actually, we have had one rose bush pruned right 
back to the ground already. Our beloved dog attempted to 
scale the five-foot fence, and fell back smack on top of it. Ex­
it one rose bush! That dog doesn’t realize just how close to 
sudden death she has come several times in the past few mon­
ths, and not from falling off the fence either!
A nice hint came from V'alerie Gurton about dogs that dig 
up vegetable beds. She cured their pet by putting down a 
plastic children’s pool with several inches of water and a cou­
ple of toys in it. Her dog had .so much fun playing in the water 
it almost completely gave up digging. She felt dogs dig.not so 
much to bury bones, nor to dis-inter them, but out of com­
plete and utter boredom. Its a great idea, and well worth a 
try. ■■
Now to continue with Norton Tuftin’s plans for the perfect 
compost pile: You will need four stout posts about five feet 
tall, enough stucco wire to make a square or oblong . . . 
about 17 feet to make a four-foot square box (the extra foot 
to make sure you have enough to cover the outsides of those 
square posts). You will also require some staples, a shovel, a 
hammer, and a friend to hold things. ;
Bury each post at least a foot in the earth, cementing each 
in if you are looking for a more permanent structure. Staple 
one end of the wire to a post, trying your best to keep it level, 
but making sure thad the bottom of the wire is six inches ■ 
above the surrounding-Soil.'This is where the friend comes in, 
he°she holding the wire up, and keeping it straight, and mak­
ing sure that it remains six inches above the soil.
To start your subscription caii
656-1151
SIDNEY ASSOCIATION OF MERCHANTS 
PRESENTS A
Open to all residents of 









Best of the South Pacific!




•Retutn economy class air travel 
•Hotel accommodation in twin-bedded rooms except 
when home-hosted
•Handiing of two pieces ol luggage, not to exceed 44 lbs.
•All transfers as shown
•Sightseeing as described via motorcoach
•Canadian Tour Escort
•Local English speaking guides, throughout
•Porter service where availabie
•43 Meals as shown in the itinerary B-Breakfast; L-Lunch: 
D-Dinner (additionai meals will also be provided in-flight 
at appropriate times)
•Charges for planning and operations 
•Fun Sun Deluxe Flight Bag
1987
Departure Dates:
January 11, 18 & 25, February 





















2393 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY 
656-5561
You’re on top of the world with INTRA
Tour'Costs:
Costs shown below are per person, twin 







Christmas comes but once a 
buy your wife a micro here!
HomeJ.yl 
Appliances
Value you can depend on. 
Compact Microwave Oven 
Model AMP 21030 
NOW 
ONLY
Convenient Mid Size 
Microwave from Admiral 
• Model AMP 45030 
® 3 Stage cooking allows you 
perfect meal preparation always!
NOW
ONLY
Full Size Admiral Microwave 
« Model AMP 65030 
It’s completely automatic it 
knows just how to prepare your 










Featuring the ultimate in cook­
ing convenience.
Microwave /Convection Oven. 
Savour the best of both worlds 
with the ultimate,! in cooking 
conveltlonce. The speed of 
microwave cooking plus the 
browning, crisping and suprjrlor 




Entrios will bo |ud()©d on ThnrKflay,
, Docombor 10ih by an ouislclo panoi 
of Ihfoo judgos frcMTi iho Vlciorlo
rCi.ilvMl ly,
jiiClfltfR doclBlonB nro finni. 
JurJQlno will bo banod on oriQinaillv', 
nnd vl«iiftl nonmd CItmInn dntn 
DEC, tB, tOfifi, t-ntrv lorift avnilablo 
at any Siiinoy Associalion of Mof* 
chttniB mombar Oft at Iho Rovww 
Qffii'jo, or clip allnehfid onltv
ENTRY FORM -
I Drop otf at Tho Roviuw or CopyprInS (Sih
I mm ¥mm fjj
Bt'acohj I
BEAUTY - QUAUTV - VALUE Whom else but... ^ SSS)
ISLAND FURNITURE MART^^
2513 Beacom hmmw, SiiKsiei/, 656-3724 ■ ^ MON.-9AT,«) AM to 8 RM
I Name. I




Photo Reprints Available; Call the Review
656-1151
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Your fabulous week In 
Hawaii will Include:
» RetLarn airfare Victoria/Vancouver 
via Tinrie Air
Rettirra airfare Vancouver to Honolulu 
on Continental Airlines 
® Lei greeting on arrival 
® 7 nights accommodation at 
Marine Surf Hotel
® Dinner shov^ on 
Gatamaran Cruises 
® Society of Seven cocktail show 
at Outrigger Waikiki 







Proof that man was meant to fly.
Experience Maiden Pacific 
Holidays Hawaii. You’ll be greeted 
by the friendly staff at Continental 
Airlines in Vancouver. On board 
Continental’s wide-bodied DC10 
you’ll enjoy the "Pub in the Sky", a 
great place to stretch your legs and 
meet new friends. You will be taken 
care of by experienced attendants, 
with your choice of hot entrees, 
complete open beverage service, 
stereo headsets and a first rate 
movie.
in approximately SVz hours you’ll 
arrive in Honolulu,, Hawaii on the 
island of Oahu. Relax, you are now 
on Hawaiian Kine time, enjoy a 
week of beauty.
If you are the lucky winrier of this 
fantastic Maiden Pacific Holidays 
trip for two to Hawaii, your trip can 
be taken between April 1 and 
December 15, 1987 subject to 
availability. Draw will be made Dec. 
29th from all entries received.
MOO merchandisegiftcertificates
Each Monday a draw will be 
made from all entries received. If 
correct, that entrant will receive 
$100.00 in gift certificates which 
can be redeemed for goods or ser-
Last Week’s $500 winner: fVlrs.
vices at the specified participating 
merchant. Only original newspaper 
entry forms will qualify, 
photographic reproductions not ac­
ceptable.






Should the winning entry drawn 
be a Review subscriber, ’at' tirhe of 
draw, that entrant will qualify for 
$200.00 in bonus gift certificates 
for total winnings of $300.00 in the
everit the “w^ entry is not a 
subscriber, the $200.00 bonus wili 
be added to the next week's 
subscriber bonus. Call 656-1151 to 
start your subscription
A MICROWAVE OVEN
A second entry will be drawn 
December 29th and that lucky en­
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Find the business names below In the puzzle, the names may be horizon­
tal, vertical, diagonal, forwards or backwards. Circle the letters. The letters 
uncircled can be combined to form the mystery sentence. Enter this 
sentence In the space provided on the entry form below, with your name, 
address and phone number.
Entries may be dropped off at: Thrifty Foods, Radio Shack, Tanner’s 
Books, Island Furniture or The Review and should be received each Mon­
day, before 10 a.m. to qualify. Weekly and grand prize draws will be made 
from all entries received. Have fun. Enter often.
Sidney Tire 









Sidney Radio Shack 
Paullnes^^^^^^ ^ ^ 
Peninsula Luggage 
Tunes 'n Tees 
Hammer & Last 
































I MM«Mr HUM INAWl i » WIMI IMIM I
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM - WEEK 3
Mystery Sentence .....
I
• » • • t.« • • k « * •'» • • « ■ f «Name 
Address ..........
Phone,— 
Review Subscriber Yes LJ No
Drop entry ttl
• Thrifty r-oods, Sidney




























































& louloa Discount Wearhouse Styletone Cleaners Sidney Travel Andy’s Auto Adams Electronics Georqetles Tlie Collector S
taimugOTMaga
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COURTESY CAR BY APPOINTMENT
474-1211








































































































Moving & Storage 
Music 
Obituaries 
Paint & Painting 
Personals 
Pets & Livestock 
Plumbing & Heating 
Real Estate for Rent 
■ Real Estate for Sale 
Real Estate Wanted 
Reereation Vehicles 
Refrigeration & AiV Conditioning 
Secretarial Services 
Signs /
Small Engine Service 
Toys
Tree Services 
T.V. and Stereo 
Watch Repairs 
Weddings






Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
656-1151.
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full compile te and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd,, provided, 
however, that copyright In 
that part and that part only ol 
any such advertisement con­
sisting of illustrations, 
borders, signatures or siinilur 
components which is or are, 
supplied In finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd, 
operating as the Review by 
the advertiser and in­
corporated in said fidvortiso- 
'rnent shall remain in and 
belong to the advoitisor, 
WAF1NING
No rnoterinl covoted under 
the copyright outlined ibovo 
may bo ur»Gd wittiout the writ- 






Classifid Rato: Isl inserlion - 
'15c a word, rninirnuin ctiarge 
$2,00. 2rid rind subsoquoni 
Insertion 10c n word per in­
sertion, minimurn chnigo 
$1,35. Charge orders by 
phono add $ i .50 per ad 
Bnv number $2 OO per nrl
fiAVf llMf Ar*|,) MONf y I'lMioH Ml yciM 
f»rt iinrJ yrmf vt'iA m MAfil I, I K .At t( t
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
Annual 











ft 01 BUSINESS 1 0 CATERING 00 CATERING N0 BABYSITTING &i] SERVICES k SERVICE iL SERVICE
MASONRY
9760 4th St. Every Wednesday 9:00 
a.m. - 6:00 p.m. S2.00/hr. 656-4733,
45, 47
CREATIVE TEACHER/MOTHER will pro­
vide quality, caring doycoto in tlie Aid- 
rnore/Sidney area. 656-8817. 47/47
CREATIVE, QUAUTY DAYCARE in lov­
ing homo. Licensed. 656-1245. 47/47
CABINETMAKER, Windsor chairs, 
period reproductions, custom fur­






A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Comelion Hosiery is seeking indepcn- 
doni solos tcpresenfolives to moikel 
our luxurious lun resislont pantyhose 
directly to tf'e consumer. Groat 
business. Coll 721-2888 onylime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
numbei. 33/tf
ii^TURE PERSON to babysit two 









Anniversaries, or just Special Occasions
PIER ONE 
RESTAURANT Has
facilities to make 
it a party to remember.
Fully Licenced.
Call Evelyn or Rene 
for details.
References on Request 
2500 Beacon Ave.
656-1224
PLASTER, STUCCO, imitation brick and 
rock. Cleon, quolity work ot 
reosonoble prices. Phone Brion 479- 
0719. 40/0i
DAVID LEHTON MASONRY. Firoploces. 
chimneys, repoirs, brick, stone, mor- 
ble. Diamond sow culling. Estiinolcs. 
656-6959 . 43/50
MUSIC
PIANO LESSONS'. Register now lor 
outumn. Highly skilled experienced 
teacher hos o few openings. Clossicol 
ond/or populor. All ages ond all 
methods. R.C.M. or Suzuki. Mrs. 
Doney 656-4060. 45/47
MUSIC
WOMAN REQUIRED for weekly 
housecleaning in Ardmore. References 
requested. Phone 656-7730 . 46/47
OLDER PERSON for office, girl Friday. 
Port time to start typing on asset. 
Details and wages wanted. P.O. Box 









LESSONS, piano, ttieory, 
recorder, privote or group. Clossical 
and popular lessons, include eartrain­
ing, sight-reading, theory. Diaiva 
English. Guitar lessons, all styles. 15 
yrs. experience Toronto and Van­
couver, Lloyd English. 656-1315. 47/51
WORK
WANTED
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIAAMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates. 









MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates. 
652-4688. 33/tf
PAINTING
COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICES. 
New lawns, landscaping, clean-ups, 
hedge pruning, tree service, hauling. 
Sidney, Brentwood, Saanichton. 656- 
8730. 45/48
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For 
a quality job call Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $16.00. Outside or inside 
windows. 33/tf
PLANNING A XAAAS PARTY. Have 
Cater Pete do it for you. Reasonable- 
rates. Phone your Home Cater. 652- 
^347. 45/47
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 




• Slumps • Sewer Storm Drains 
* Septic Fields • Walerlines 
• Driveways 
LEWIS SEVIGNY 
2320 Amherst Ave. 
 656-3583
1
SQS WINDOW CLEANING 
656-3317 33/tf
HOUSECLEANING, getting you down! 
Let us look after your individual needs. 
Cali DIRTAWAY 652-0644. 35/53
CLEANUPS, HAULING, bsmts., attics, 
yards, ceilings, walls, windows, in­
doors/out, eavestroughs, painting or 
any job you don't find time to do. 652- 
0722. Reasonable rates. 36/48
DEEP COVE 
RESTORATIONS 
Specializing in waterproofing 





HANDYMAN HOME SERVICE, In- 
t e r ior/Exterior repairs and 
maintenance. Painting, fencing, 
eavestrough cleaning, yard cleaning 








6943 W. Saanich Rd. 
























•We load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm 














COLWCX)D PAINTING AND DECORA­
TING. Wallcoverings, sproy painting, 
brush ond roll. Our prices will please 
you. Call for free estimate any time. 
478-8030. 33/tl
HOME REPAIRS - large or small, quality 
. vvorkmqnship, best price around, lots 
of local references available: 10 years 
experience. 652-0509. • 40/53:
HANDY-MAN pointing, woodwork in­









oft Keating X Rd.
SPECIALIZING IN TREE SERVICE, hedge 




TREE FALLER, 10 yr. experience, fully 
equipped will take any chain saw 
work, no job too big or small. Free 
estimotes. Mike 656-2157. 45/48
PART TIME COMPANION or Flexible 
hours. Sensible, well educated humon 
being, fond of animals sense of 
humour, a medical backgiound, own 
car and excellent references fioni the 
Royal Trust etc, 598-2423. _ 45/47
FAST EFFICIENT SINGLE M^^ 
do housework, windov/s. Christmas 
doaning etc. 656-9462, 45/40
25 YRrOLD PRE-vir; si JdoVu (foriiale) 
seeks employment i elating to atiimols, 
specifically horses 10 yr. cxporlonco. 
655-1665. 47/47
SELECTIVE LOGGING SERVICES LTD. 
are in the process of harvesting 
mature and diseased timber in the Vic'' 
toria, Saanich areo. Present market 
condition makes this the time lo 
market your limber. Yes, wo replant 
with quality seedlings. For . free 
estimate pfione 754-6606 (24 hrs.) 33/tf
This Week’s Gardening Spepial Mi
fLffi Cl mt ■ B >■ A 00
®9.00
Horse Manure






DO S: i '
EXPERIENCED INTERIOR AND 
EXTERIOR pointer. Renovations also. 
For free estimates phone Tom. 6!^- 
7951. 41/53
RO-IN PAINTING 656-8911. 41/tf
SPRUCE UP FOR CHRISTMAS Painting 
expertly done. Free estimates: OAP_ 
discount. Honk 652-1724 or? 652-9033




RO-IN CONSTRUCTION now construc­
tion, renovations, repairs and addi­
tions. No job too small. Free 
osfirnolos. 656-8911. 4l/tf
the§|£yg£IU
FOUNDATIONS, framing, finishing, 
ronos. Coll Ron Bosley Contracting. 
652-2330. _ 45/03
GEnTraI carpentry
repairs, alterations, light construction, 
painting. 656-6905 , 47/47
EXPERIENCED MAN will do profes­
sional Installations and consultation 
woodstovos, firoplaco doors, ntolal 
chimneys aticl tepoirs, rooting gutters. 
Many skills and tools. Phono JoM ovon- 
Ings 652-1464 or call colloct 653-93B1,
46/53
EAVESTROUGH AND GUTTERS 
CLF.ANED. Gel il done now boloro ll\o 




COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICE, com- 
plolo basoinont dovolopnioni, 652- 
08.36, 45/47
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
The shortest distance between buyer and seller 
—Write ydur ad below • One word per space 
—Cost appears to right of last word 
—Mimimum charge $2.00 (20 words)














FOR MORF INFORMATION 
CUSTOM CLEANERS 
650.S753
NOW AVAIL, AT DAVES APPLIANCE 
CENTRE, 2491 Bevan, IV italos and r«ei’ 
vice. Also niittowuvof., 656-0612, 33/l( 
HOUSE CLEANING, lout, eifkidnl, 
ftlonrily lenmtt, Horlkatod tn llto buny 
homo, OIRf AWAY 652-0644 corn- 
pllmenlaty flower33,'53 
TUfORlNG, All acadentlt subjects oitd 
remedial otoeu, Cortlflcrl leacbots, 
652.0749. 36/11
SLIPCOVERS to-new your fiirniiutrj. 
Quality vrtifkmanfilrlp. Mi, Wbile, 479- 
0169, 45/40
HAVING A XMAS PARTY iiryite Smrto 
ailing, Ollif.o, scbool, baimr pqtlieti, 
HO-HO-HO Pi>one I'ete 652-4347 
rericonnble rule. -in'50
MAKE EXTRA MONEY let CbtiMmas 
, Cleon put youi gitttvgu t,u lia'.etnen), 
We pity rnr.b ler lieer hatllen nnri rnm: 
and pe|i bollleti Sidney l'e(>ei R Ilollle 
Extbangu lid,, 102'2| MrOnnalil Pnik 
Rtf, boltliKj BowcoK fiurking, n«>xl |e 
blrjI'Y/tiy 'Optm Men. tint, 10:00 a.iti 
5 UU p.m, Km.yi.Irng 'ihiuui* Inr 
nev/vpapcti mnl r-lemt 45/411
ANTIQUE RESIORATION by mu'teum 
linint'tl |jf(ih>t'.<,l/infil t/)S 60?;! 46'48
THF WDNDERf'UI WASHHOUSI' li'm.l 
taie lot wrvolefc^, Pirkirpi. mrd 
rfoliveiy rrn Mrindnyi. $6'Vjr lirle, 
$.t Aenler fli'tribled (I 3(1 m 5;,''in 






9B13 Third St., SIdnoy
656-2945
Any single item selling for $15. or less can be placed 
In Miscellaneous For Sale column free of charge for 
on© week. Maximum 11 words, SORRY NO PHONE 
ORDERS..........
MAIL OR DROP IN TO CLASSIFIED AD 
DEPARTMENT. THE REVIEW 9781-2ND ST., SIDNEY.
Please run my ad for.....,.. weeks under the -........... . ................
-------- ......... Classification. I enclose .........................
Name.......................................Address,,,,............. . Phone.....
OR PHONE 656-1151 - ADD $1.50 FOR CHARGE ACC
Sorry no phone In f’REE ADS accepted.
T.R.SKITT
ELECTRICIAN
'rlf) yoniti orporioncfi 
Reslclonliiil, Indusitinl 
Conirboicinl












SfiB Downoy rid.. R.ItTiTS^ ftiifly
656-3159
.............. ............ " ..... . .... ... r,,............................................................... ......................
20 7,0(1
. JT „ ' : 7.15 7? 2.30 23 7,45 74 7.50
2,75 76 ''2,60 77 3.05 7H ' ^ ''3.20
* ?0 ■■ . ,1,35 30 ' 3,56 .31 ' . 3.(15 32 3.50
il3 3.111) 34 , 4.10 rill 4„23 31) 4.40
37 4,55 311 30 4.65 41) ti.OO'
'iT , 3,13 47 , 4 ■ 1>,4m , .H: „ ■,>,50
45 ■ . 5.76 46 ri,6H 47 , 6,05 46 fl,20
4(1 11,35 50 ti.no 51 r.7 N lift■i(
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VAN HECKE FIREWCX3D seasoned fire
$110.00, seasoned older $100.00. All 
wds 128 CU. f*. 652-6063. 44/53
REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
FIREWOOD CUT to order phone 656-
■*213. 45/53
BONE DRY FIR, full cords, Vi cords, 'A 
cords, cut to order. Limited quantity. 
595-3202. 47/50
FIREWOOD, SEASONED ALDER $100. 
cord delivered, $60. u-pick-up 




WINKLER AAANITOBA STYLE FARMER 
sausage. Bake, fry, microwave. Best 
sausage anywhere. Order now for 
Christmas. Hank 652-1724. 47/52
BEAUTY
SALOMS
ALLURE STUDIO complete skin care 
services by licenced esthetician Nov. 
special 20 per cent off all make-up by. 




MOBILE HOOF TRIMMING 
Jake Bosgra 
^ 8926 Forest Park Drive 
Sidney, B.C. V8L4E9 
656-0507
24 Hr. Answering Service
MILKING ALPINE doe for sale, $150, 
one free breeding included. 656-4326.
44/47
DRY FIR and hemlock sawdust for sole 
656-5671. 45/49
RIDING LESSONS available on school­
ed horses or own horse. Central 
Saanich area. Indoor ring. 727-2147.
45/47
HAY no rain, well fertilized $3.00 bale. 
656-4862. 45/47
GOOD LOCAL HAY, 1st and 2nd cut. 
Cloverdale 594-4647 days, 591-9126 
evenings. 46/48
HALF THOROUGHBRED MARE, dapple 
gray 15.3 H.H. view at 1160 Wain Rd. 
655-1665. 47/49
3 ACRE FENCED pasture with barn for 
rent 656-4291. 47/47
1S0 L0ST&FOUND
LOST: Orange and white cat in vicinity 
of 3rd and Amelia wearing collar say­
ing "I need a home" Call 655-1196 or 
592-5611. 46/47
FOUND: halloween, female tabby cat, 
grey, orartge, Ardwell Ave. area. 656- 
4864. : ,'46/47
FOUND: Sot. Nov. 8 gray and black 
striped kitten with white flea collar. 
Marchdnf Rd. area. Brentwood Bay.; 
652-6084. 47/47
LOST: Tues. Nov. 11,; beige male cat 
near Sidney Travelodge. REWARD. 
Wearing ^pg's .collar with "Casey" on 
it; Pleasecdll collect. 254-6364. 47/47
FOUND:*kitten, white with gray mark­
ings, near the library in Brentwood 
Bay. 652-1203 evenings. 47/47
PERSONALS
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. Wo offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
day, 7 doys o week. ^ 33/tf
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all ages - serving the 
.Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney, 656- 
0134. 33/tf
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your life? Overeators Anonymous can 
help you. No dues, no weigh-ins. Call 
Sidney 656-4353, 33/tf
BASIC RHYTHM GUITARIST. (3 yr. ex­
perience) learning RfiR, R&B seeks 
adult, fomal-malo, bass guitar player 
with some interested in exchanging 
musical Ideas. Brian 656-2405, 45/47
YOUR INDIVIDUAL HOROSCOPE Com­
plete, 12 month forocost, 10 com­
puterized pages, $25.00 Send bir­
thplace, date, time, cheque or money 
order to ASTROCHART, Box 7452, 
Depot D, Victoria, B.C,, V9B 5B8, 47/50
BUSINESS
PERSONALS
LAWYER with own client 
base wlohoo to oublot of­
fice from Practicing 
Solicitor In Sidney. To 
share foint (ncllitles.
65B-41B2
DKESSMAKINO AND TAILORING, ex­
perienced piolesilonol. Trillium Cron- 
llofts. Joan Diakow, 656-3190. 33/11
RERixOLOOY irimriithhiiT'wlt^^ nr-: 




P.C.A, Chrlotmaa Craft Fair, 
Snnsoha Mall. Sidney, Soltir'- 
day, Novombor 2Qlh and Sun­
day, Novombor 30lb from 10:00 
a.m. • 4:00 p.m. Unbollovablo 
vaiiolyiof affordnbto craftal
SAANICH PENINSULA ARTS AND 
CRAFTS 4th annual christmos craft fair. 
Nov. 22 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Sidney-North 
Saonich library, Resthaven Dr., Sidney.
46/47
VICTORIA FLOWER ARRANGERS GUILD 
Christmas Show. "Holiday Magic" lx 
Fri. November 21st. 1986, 1-9 p.m. 
Saturday, November 22nd 1986 11-5 
p.m. First United Church Hall, 932 
Balmoral St., Victoria. Parking at rear 
on North Park St. Admission $1.00, Tea 
$1.50. 46/47
A MEMBER OF NATIONAL REAL ESTATE SERVICE REALTY LTD.
LISTINGS NEEDED!
Do You Want Action?
THE FRIENDLIEST LITTLE CASH BINGO 
on the Saanich Peninsula happens 
every Wednesday, 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. at 
the Seniors Centre beside the library 
on Clarke Rd in Brentwood Bay. 46/53
Call us now for free market evaluation of your 
home & find out about the EXTRA services we 
provide in marketing your home.
THE REV. ERNIE ROBINSON (former 
pastor of Glad Tidings Church/Vic- 
torlo, B.C.) will be at Sidney 
Pentecostal Assembly, 10364 
McDonold Park Rd., Sidney B.C., V8L 
3Z9 656-3712, on Friday, November 21, 
1986 through to and including Sunday, 
November 23, 1986. Tho services ore: 
Fridoy, November 21, 1986 commenc­
ing at 7:30 p.m. Saturday, November 
22, 1986 commencing at 9:00 a.m. in­
cluding a Mens' Fellowship broakfost. 
(please notify the church office by 
Wednesday, November 19, 1986 If you 
plon on attending the breakfast 
meeting.) Sunday, November 23, 1986 
commencing at 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 
p.m. Everyone Welcome! I 47/47









BARLEY GREENS HEALTH SEMINAR 
meeting dote Nov. 20th, 7:30 p.m. 
topics: Diet and Reflexology 656-9570 
656-6792. 47/47
TUIOLI GALLERY 2475 Beacon Ave. 
Christmas show, Sunday Nov. 30 1-4 
p.m. 47/47
SANCHA HALL Flea Market every Sun­
day. For tables and info. 656-4523.
41/tf
MUSIC FROM THE HEART The Peace 
Concert with Sri Chinmoy Nov. 20 8 
p.m. Victoria Memorial Arena FREE 




D'ANGELO PHOTOGRAPHY will 
photograph your new baby in hospital, 
at home or studio, no charge. Special 
packages available. Phone 656-3420 







Nicely finished 3 
Bedroom Rancher 
features a dining 
room and kitchen 
eating area. Great 
location for schools 
& shopping. No 
steps. Call me now 
to view this ex­
cellent value.
.sit;*
ANDY AND TRACY HILL are proud to 
announce the birth of their daughter 
Shawna Leigh on Nov. 4th 1986. First 
Granddaughter to Linda and Peter Col­
eman and Laurie and Gloria Hill. 




This large family home is just waiting for your 
family to enjoy the spaciousness and location in­




RIGBY Lillian E. (nee Morris) of Sidney, 
B.C., formerly of Toronto passed away 
peacefully on November 8, 1986 aged . 
63. Survived by her husband Fred, her 
sister Jean Jerry and her family in ; 
Toronto, and her brother Douglas Mor­
ris also: of Toronto. Also survived by; 
her sister-in-!aw Ann and her husband 
Denis Triggs of Toronto. Memoriol Ser­
vice was held. In lieu ofjflqwerS'.jdona- 
tions may be made to the' Cancer/ 
Society. ■■■’ ^ ■'"; ? ■ ’ '■ 47/47:'
DORIS HELEN SQUAREBRIGGS, (nee 
Ambrose), 66, 3115 Squalicum
Parkway, died November 6, 1986 in 
Bellingham, Washington. Mrs, 
Squarebriggs was born Sept. 15, 1920' 
in Calgory, Alberta. She moved to 
Whatcom County from Sidney, B.C. in 
1982. She was a member of the Bethel 
Fellowship Church, Sidney Handicraft 
Guild and an Avon representative. 
Survivors include her husband, James, 
of the family home: a son, Glen of 
Puyallup, four daughters, Elizabeth of 
Los Angeles, Jean of Sandusky, Ohio, 
Eveleen of Grandfatehrs Mountain, 
N.C.. and Hughina of San Leandro, 
Calif., a sister, Georgina Sutherland of 
SIdnoy, B.C., a sister LaVerne Purton 
predeceased her In 1957, 17 grand­
children, 19 great grondchildren and 
sovorol nieces and nephews, Funeral 
services wore hold at Jems & LeVock 
Chapel, Bellingham with the Rev. John 
Bush and tho Rev. Bruce Nelson of- 
flelaling, 47/47
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131
•PROPERTY MANAGEMENT •RENTALS •INSURANCE 
(“OFFICE HOURS- 
fcfiyUbiKi I iVlon.-Fri.gam-5pm
HuiTiPU usTiiio sERJicE. Saturday 9 am - 4 pm m




EXECUTIVE HOME ON 
SECLUDED 2 ACRES
This elegant home features ocean views from all levels and rooms. 
It offers: a circular staircase to the main living area — sunken liv- 
Ing/dining room; well-appointed kitchen: main bath complete with 
Jacuzzi: family/ entertainment room has wet bar, Over 4200 sq. ft, 
of finished quality living. Too many extras to list here. Call for ap­
pointment to viewl M.L 9837
PENNY BAKER - 656-8197
VENDOR HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED! 
OPEN HOUSE SUN. 2-4pm 
10109 BOWERBANK ROAD
This home has been priced so the family can move! it features 2 
bdrms, 2 blhrms, extra (RV) parking, large fenced yard, re-roofed 
In 1985, plus many lovely extras.















FIRST TAKE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
VIDEO l»r all occntlorift, Plonnlng n 
family munloa or Xmo» pritly? lol u» 
rnpliira Ihourr xpocitrl rnomonli on 
vkfop fopi). Now i» Iho llmo »o dig out 
»liof,o homo rnovliH botoio llujy oro 
lonf lorovor, Wo can Irnntfor your ullll 
plioloi, illdai, Umm or kupur 8 truri on­
to vidoo Inpo, 'flu* porfocl Xmni gIM 
lor your family, Du(il|cotionB and 








2489 Doacon Avo, 
SIdnoy, B.C,
656-5511
Largo family homo In Brentwood with solf- 
conlnlnod In-law suilo (mortgago tiolpor) also 
with a dynamic ocean view over Biontwood Bay, 
Separate garage, spacious sundock and 
greenhouse are only some of iho foalures of this 
fine homo. To view phono rlgfit now.
656-0747 or 61)6-8781 
ASK FOR JOB STARKE
SIDNEY AND N. SAANICH MEMORIAL 
PARK SOCIETY. PulilIt Inlointaflon 
mwritlnfj inncHtnlnq o<:qiii»l(lon lt>r 
rttkldttnU ol 41.1 nt(oi> adja(«nl 
Pniklrmtls School lo b« iudd, Ihuti*. 
Nov. 70 al 7i30 p.m. In Parkland# 









Information on homos for 
sale In your price range. No 
obllgnllon ... call;
MARY BROWN 652-0707 
ARBUTUS RLTY. 652-4480
.THINKING OF BUYING OR SElLiNQ? 
Don't Delay-phono irKlay 
Joo Starke G5f)-fl751 or 656-0747
LISTINGS WANTED
6 BEDROOMS, 3 bath#, 4 bdrm#, 4 nto. 
briih and unsultu u|>, Imeu '7 bfitni, 
(Iruvn, Vriullcd <<jdn( (clliny!', 
thorrnnnnfin wlnrirvvMf, d.'iulilK 
llluplartf and #kyllohl. ttnin.t:* budt 
1972 Lxinlluni r«»v«i\ur'. $1(9,90/1 Onm* 
h'r»(i#« Sunilny I .5 p.rn. 10.1,45 
M( Daiinld Po(k Rd, 655-.3709. 4//47







3 bedroom home locaterl 
home features, .< 
family room, dei 
to need for quief 
Call me today. Ti
Beacon Ave. Large 
.00m v/lth fireplace, 
^nuch more. Low price due 
ol lime offered for sale at 568,000.
STAIR FREE,
CARE FREE
Now you can enjoy one floor living in this cozy 2 bdrm mobile home 
located in one of the Saanich Peninsula's finest retirement com­
munities, Summergate Village. This roomy home features a Ige. 
wood stove that helps to keep fuel bills to a minimum, bright kit­
chen with lots of extra cupboard space and an easy to care for 
lawn. There is a large workshop or storage shed also included. 
Common facilities include a pool and large meeting/games room 
Offered for sale at $74,500. TI 73 •
RANCHER RELAXER
Delightful 3 bedroom home is located just minutes from town 
and is steps to the beach. Home is situated on a lovely, level V2 
acre lot and is fully landscaped. Imagine sitting underneath the 
heritage oak trees and looking out over the water. This no-step 
home is very well insulated with low heating costs and is an 
easy care home. Now offered for sale at $107,500. TI 78
ATTENTION 
MR. & MRS. EXECUTIVE
You will want to inspect this Contemporary 4 bdrm split level 
hepme. Attractive inside and out with roomy main floor living room 
with rock fireplace with heatiiator, versatile kitchen and main floor 
utilities. Already fully landscaped on a large corner lot in Dean 
Park. Offered tor sale at $136.000.
GOOD TASTE IS 
ALWAYS IN STYLE
& this home proves it. From the elegant living room with fireplace, 
gorgeous separate dining room & large kitchen to the roomy lower 
level v/ith a second family room with fireplace, useful laundry room 
and an enormous double garage with workshop. Call today tor your 






Then this home is RIGHT for you. 4 spacious bedrooms including a 
large master with walk-in closets and a 5 pee. ensuite. Large living 
room with woodstove and two family rooms, a dining room to seat 
20-plus and a well designed bright kitchen, this and more is 
located on a private acre in the Ardmore area. Offered tor sale 
below assessment at $184,000. Are you "Right” for this home? If 
the answer is yes then please phone to arrange your priyate show­
ing.
Thinking Real Estate?
Selling or Purchasing 
Why not give me a call and let’s 
discuss aii your Real Estate needs and 
together we can make it happen!
Ron Kubek
Block Bros. Realty 
“To Solve All Your Real Estate Problems”
NEW TO MARKET 
^19,800
Superior 4 bedroom home in a rnosl desirable area, 
1fi02 sq. ft., 2 full baths. Bright sunny kitchen. Cozy 
family room. Workshop. Sundeck. Show home condi­
tion Inside and out. For more information on this 
delightful property please call today,
JIM DIXON 656-0224





FOR SALE BY OWNER; Sldnay ntbn- 
Mva Ifiitiily hania, Ui:* ftmLili'ivn (.all
For Dopondablo Frionrily & 
Holphil RonI Eatnlo Sorvico 




Mapnid.: low liiallk with quivH (oriMly 
bomoK OO riil'do'ioc Clof.c> (o (•ifi r.-.n 
VtailftiKf"*. (iiuln;i, libhify Only
tall f'f49.( or o?)/, /()()/.
? nrnncMD.y otDtii iiCurr 
an olro. folly liyuoit lo). EMColloal l«i 
wldorly bafiori, Vory rici*.o In nif 
OfOooHlo# Cfill rillrir ,* (Lm, 65(', ,1/06
4/.'47„
SCAVItW LOT ,6 nc.. Harbour Vlow 
Torrncc!, Cnsl Sooko, SorvicocL 
dwarod, driyowny narl liousci 
foui'itiod lo. For qultk solo $14,<XX),
43/48
BY OWNFR 10 fddnoy ' 3 bdrrn. 
buooalow, quiot arori owrir ocoqo. 
Good voliio nl $74,fitW. :i9f..6i'/77, .16/.17
lAWDSFWD ABFa"'Mniv 3 HJrm r/io'
cbor &hak(i roof, eodar #ldin(). 
5«3fiarnl«i dioiog (dooi, 7 haili#, doubly 
Barnoa, Inrqo dock, lujooy ox|>a(,ur«. 
i,0odif,o(iBd, 656 0164 46/49
BY OWNER Kolld 4 tsdfoi latnily boiTu). 
North iiiiJoyy, nrrov# Ifooi wniorfrool 
fioi.lij. otdo pork Wood lltiexi uodtrr 
lw(. bull tM.-i.'!.,
$IVl,r#VI 6Vi,5’('.n ' ' 46:'4rv
,15 ACRE5 ON SALTSf'RiNO ISLAND
bawoi w/nUii nod r-b/'oa $13(1050 
65.',) 4'76,'.t rcllf'ri rn'i-olog#. Si'i iciu?. (n 
quirtn ooiy (ilonrc!, ,47./47
t
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N.S. renovations on tap for new year
1
Has North Saanich outgrown 
its 21-year-old municipal hall?
Poor ventilation, a need for 
more washrooms, outdated wir­
ing. and cramped conditions are 
some of the reasons renovations 
are needed, said a staff 
spokesman.
Preliminary plans for the ex­
pansion drawn by Victoria ar­
chitects Wagg and Hambleton 
were shown at the Oct. 27 com­
mittee of the whole meeting.
Hi REAL ESTATE 
. FOR SALE
The first section of the 
municipal building, which will 
be demolished, is an old house
Preliminary cost estimates are O’Genski adddd 
approximately $500,000.
Administrator Ron O’Genski 
said the plans were referred to 
the Advisory Planning Commit­
tee for recommendations ex­
pected prior to Dec. I.
At the Oct. 27 meeting, staff 
were instructed to look for an 
interim site during the construc­
tion period.
“Council is hoping to finance 
the project over five years,’’
that was renovated when North 
Saanich was first incorporated 
in 1965. The newer brick 
building will be included in the 





First Pacific Credit Union 
presented four scliolarships to 
its young members Nov. 15 at 
Gillain Manor.
FPCU is one of few credit 
unions in B.C. that offers 
scholarships to its members, ac­
cording to member Harold Par­
rott.
The four S750 scholarships
were awarded in memory of 
past disunguished members, 
M.l'. Connor, D.R. Cook, F.H. 
Humphries and R.N. Shanks.
Out of 84 applicants, the 
board chose Kerry Strom, Rae 
Ying, Lorraine Brooks and 
Marta Hlady for their motiva­




NEW ROYAL OAK, $78,900 3 bdrm. 
1250 sq. ft. rancher. Heatlator 
fireplace, double carport, 100x100 
fenced lot. Coll Builder 479-5375. 47/50
SWARTZ BAY area. 8.72 acres. Cot­
tage, logs, subdividable. Offers to 
$129,500. 656-5102 Sunday to Thurs.
44/47
3 BDRM HOUSE with cathedral en­
trance. Close to oil amenities in 
Sidney. 2 full baths, rec room, garage, 
sundeck, fireplace insert. D/W Dbl. 
driveway, garden. Asking $85,700 656- 
5130.47/47 
FOR SALE or exchange. Ardmore 3 
bdrm, I'A b aths, basement exchange 
for rancher, in or near Sidney. 6%- 
3149. 47/49




FOR SALE or rent. Unfurnished two B/R 
Condo. Adults, no pets. 656-4942.
47/48
SIDNEY, office space, 500 sq. ft. se­
cond floor. 656-2040. 46/49
TWO BDRM. HOME close to downtown 
Sidney. Adults only, no pets. $550.00. 
Phone 656-7141 days, 656-2358 even- 
ings. 46/tf
COMMERCIAL RENTAL 2428 Beacon 
Ave. (opposite Post Office) Approx. 
1000 sq. ft. at $7.00 sq. ft. plus taxes. 










2 BDRM. SUITE 
1 BDRM. SUITE
Rant Includes host, T.V., 
psrhlng. sauna, awlrlpooi^ 
blllards, and workshop. 10 
min. to SIdnoy, 20 min. to 
Victoria. 90 suite complex on 
4 acres. Extra parking 
available.
Mr. & Mrs. Reeves
BRENTW00P T0WEF!,AI>«TMENTS ,
FAMILY WANTING TO BUY a home in 
Sidney or area. Looking for 3 bdrm. 





2428 Beacon Ave. (opposite 
Post Office) Approx. 1000 sq. 
ft. at $7.00 sq. ft. plus taxes. 
Phone 656-7141 days: 656- 
2358 evenings.
SIDNEY, furnished room to rent 9601 
7th St. at Ocoori St. $185.00 per month, 
includes utililios, is across from pork.
__ _______     3^53
SIDNEY WAREHOUSE 2560 "sq7 fT. 
warehouse, washroom and office, roll­
up loading door, good parking and 
highway exposure 300-4811 office,
592-6161 homo.^_____ _
FURNISHED... \ BDRM. ”SUITeT ”All
utilities, coblo, TV, parking, mold sor­
vico. Entrance to Butchart Gordons. 
Maximum stay Moy $/87 $595.00 per 
month. 652-2234 or 652-1551. _ _43/t( 
FURNISHED BACHeIoR S wiltrali 
utllillns. Coblo T,V,, parking, mold ser­
vice. Dronlwood Bay maximum slay 
May .1 /07. $350.00 single person $30,00 
par month oxtro person 652-1,551 or 
652-2234, 43/tf
APT.,'’' AVAII,ABLE;/7or”'so'nlo 
Roosonablo ront. 656-3612 Norgordott 
Court. ^ 46/53
Quif ADULT BLOCK7'TTd7nr 
artd porklng Inch only F/S. drapes. No
R?™*! 9.,y .*■1
BRENTWOOD BAY- oxocutivo rnnehttr 
in Groig Estate#, noor Butchorl 
Gardens, 3 bedrooms, fully fin nished, 
ovalinblo Dec. Isl. , through March. 
Dolus lloxiblo, non-smokers, no pets, 
$700.00 plus utillfio# 652-0464 or 652- 
9433, 46/47
IMMACULATE SXS 3 Wrirtr 
pets, leoso $590 por montli. Phono 656-
^66. 656-4003,,........... ................. ...‘<67^”
SIDNEY 2 blocks from Beacon, i btirm, 
suite, P/S Inch phone 386 0041, 65<i-
^ 4777,........ ......... ........ ..... ...
SIDNEY, retail space, Approx. 000 sq 
fl, good location, ronsonoblo ront. 656-
3^40,......  ^6/«
THE LANDMARK two bdrm. penthouse,
7 major opplinneos, Soundproof con­
crete hldg. Adult’oriented, No pets 
Ideal for seniors. $975.656 S251, 47/50 
r BEDROOM UNFlIRNISfiD^^ W^^^^ 
$32.5 monlh siiltoblo lor one person. 
No pots, non-smoker, private on- 
luiiiiu. lleni Royal Dak. Quiiit area. 
727-6550.,'    47/4,7
BAZIN BAY AREA. Danutilui exocutivo 
home. 4 bdrmi., 2 bolhs, ret room, 
guiguiius cuunliy Idlvhcii. 652 6175.,
„..................................
auiilV N/S, MIO THIRTIES female to 
shore hoimri wllh snmrt, No pntn, $.100 
per month. 652 0270, 44.''47
at' bedroom"APARTMENT, $475 kv 
eludes heol. fiot writer, coble, parking, 
Newly rfecoroterf, new carpets, new 
dropei, Mnfur* odulti only, 65ii-8fl4,5.
44,'50
Residents of Lochside Drive 
who have been ordered to stop 
using their private wells and 
hook up to the public water 
system will not receive a connec­
tion discount.
At the North Saanich com­
mittee of the whole meeting 
Nov. 10, Mayor Lloyd Harrop’s 
motion to charge these residents 
$650 instead of the $1,000 failed 
with a 6-1 vote.
Under a local incentive pro­
gram, those residents who con­
tributed to the upkeep of the 
municipal property in front of 
their homes are eligible for the
$350 di.scount should hook-ups 
be required.
This discount rate was used 
for the Cromar and Wain Road 
watermain projects, said clerk 
Joan Schill.
Aid. Chris Lott said the 
special discount “does not seem 
fair lo those who have already 
paid for the connection volun­
tarily.’’
As it stands now, residents 
must pay the $1,000 and a $200 
meter line fee. However, it may 
be possible for the homeowners 
to apply for the $350 rebate 
after the hook-up.
COMMUNITY; CALENDAR:
LOST man's diomond ring. Safeway 
parking lot in Sidney. REWARD OF- 
FEREP! 655-1210, 47/47
STORAGE: locked and fenced. R.V. 
ond boat storage at Resthaven and 
Harbour Rd. Reasonable rates. Phone 
656-6129,656-5031. 47/47
MISSING: female silver tabby. Extra 
toes on front paws. Brefhour Park Way
meo. 656 B729.____ 47/47
for'SALE 9x15”cQrpot $50. 656-8729’
; 47/47
ONE BEDROOM basement suite In 
country setting. All utilities including 
cable and laundry. $395 Non-smokers 
please, 656-1396. 47/47
2l’" TOY SPRING HORSE, $15.00, radio
controlled toy Prosche $25, Both In
good condition. 652-3826.___  47/47
two' 9'xr2'“'"RUGs7 stove vWth 
rotissorle, one exerciser, rollaway 
bod, loveseat and stool, oosy chair, 
baby changer baby carsoat eloc- 
trohome stereo, sowing machino chost 
of drawers, queen size box spring, 
mattress, dresser sot, high choir, din­
ing table ond four chairs. Call 656-4612 
afior^p.m. __ _
3 BEDROOM dupToxlor ront' $525, 6%- 
0291, 47/47
PANDORA'S CLOSET Christmas and 
Crulsowoar Fashion Show in the plonn- 
Ing stages watch for further Info, or
call 6W-642_1. ........... ^ ;... ....... ....47/47
ELECTROHOME 25" colour romoto con­
trol T.V, In good working condition
$2M, 652-3375,^ . ....   ::47/.<7
OARAGE SALE Doan Park, Sun, Nov. 
2,3 (1971 Portland PI, 9 «,m, Pro 
Chrlslmo# sole, Lots of kids toys and 
household items, plus deplh soundor. 
No (Dorly birds pleasoi . ,
FOR SALE rabbits breuding slock, 
California whiles; New Zealand 
blocks, two cages, $75, 0,B,0. 656)-
... .  17.^7
FOUNbi on 3rd St. a polr of giatsos In 
blue case, Cpnlact Review 656-1151 to 
idonlify ond claim, 47/47
GARAGE SAlESa1,,Nov^"'32''iba,mr-'4 
p.m, 6932 Control Saanich Rd. 
sornolhing for everybody. No onriy
birds ploas«>, 47/47
The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will 
be given to local nonprofit clubs 
and organizations. Deadline for 
advertising upcoming events is 
Friday at 5 p.m.
♦ ♦ *
SILVER THREADS 
Seniors (55 or more) New to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
Silver Threads Centre offers 
classes, activities and warm 
welcome. Drop-in, 10030 
Resthaven Dr, 656-5537. .
EDIBLE PLANTS 
Ethnobotanist Nancy Turner 
speaks on native plant foods. 
Nov.25 7:30 pm Sidney Hotel An­
nex on Bevan.
BAZAAR
Bazaar and Tea, St. Pauls United 
Church, 5th & Malaview. Nov.22, 
2-4 pm.
PARK ACQUISITION 
Public meeting re Memorial Park 
Society acquiring 41 acres adja­
cent Parkland School. Nov.20, 
7:30 p.m at Parkland.
.'TOPS'" v , 
Take Off Pounds Sensibly now in 
Sidney. Monday mornings or 
evenings. Phone 656-7170 or 656-
' 4m.
- DISCOVERY CLUB 
ITC,Training' in public speaking, 
2nd and 4th Thursdays, 8 p.m. 
Shady Creek United Church Hall, 
East Saanich Rd. 652-3510 or 656- 
5898.
XMAS BAZAAR 
St. Stephens Anglican Churcli 
Hall, 1000 block Mount Newton 
Xroad, 11 to 4:30 Nov.29.
ENTREPENEURS 
Entrepencurs Unlimited Club 
meets first Monday of every 
month, the Job Club, 103, 9790 
2nd St., 7 p.m. 656-9570.
NEWCOMERS LUNCH 
Lunch for newcomers, first 
Thunsday every month, Ann 
Gardner, 656-7099.
OAPO
Sidney Br.25 .social meeting 
Nov.20,Senior Citizen’s Centre. 
Xmas Dinner. Dec. 11.656-3554.
PCA XMAS FAIR 
Craft fair Nov.29,30. 10-4,
Sanscha Hall.
rbWORKSHOPS 
Peninsula Players’ acting 
worksliops, Lions hall, 6994 II, 
Saanich Rd. Sundays, 2-4 p.m., 
Mondays 7-9 p.m.Children, 
Nov.23. 652-6105.
MEALS ON WHEELS 
Central Saanich Mcals-on-WhccIs 
needs volunteer drivers nn hour a 
week, 652-4045.
DANCE
Minor Hockey Association dance, 
Nov.22. 8-1 pm. San.scha Hall. 
Tickets 656-6553
ESPERANTO
Pcnin.sula F.spcraniisis nicci Mon- 
driy evcninfi.s. Heginncrs ivelcome, 
652-1082.
ARTS* CRAFTS 
Saanich Peninsula Arts & Crafi.s 
Christinas ^'air. Nov.22 lO -Lpm. 
Sidney l.ibniry,
BADMINTON
Friday night adult social bad­
minton, 8 p,in,, Brcniwootl Com­
munity nail.
DROP-IN BADMINTON 
Sanscha Hall, Wed. 1-3 pm. Birds 
supplied. All welcome. Phone 
Connie Kingerlee 656-1063.
POETRY READING 
Susan Musgrave at Camosun’s 
■ Fisher Building, 12:30 p.m. 
Nov.28 Room 214.
SPINNERS & WEAVERS 
Deep Cove Spinners and Weavers, 
fall session meetings every Tues., 
St. John’s United Church Hall, 
10990 West Saanich Road, 9:30 
a.m. 652-4201.
SENIORS
Central Saanich Senior Citizens’ 
Centre, 1229 Clarke Rd, offers 
variety of activities for -people 
over 55. Drop-in, 10-4 p.m. Bingo 
Wednesdays 1 and 7 p.m.
DROP-IN BINGO 
Sidney drop-in bingo 10:30 a.m.- 
10:30 p.m., 9842 3rd St.
CONTEXT GRADUATES 
Context graduates breakfast sup­
port group meets Tuesdays 7:30 
a.m. Smitty’s Restaurant, Sidney, 
656-2128,652-5723.
RINGETTE
Ongoing registration. Girls of all 
ages welcome. Debra Caseley 727-
,''■6558.." ■
HOBBY SHOW ^
Agricultural Society 14th Annual 
Hobby Show .and Craft Sale 
Nov.22 & 23, ■'Saanichton Fair" 
Grounds 10-5. 652-2250.
PYTHIANS
Knight’s of Pythias and 
Pythian Sisters of Sidney and 
Greater Victoria liold annual con­
vention of Divine Worship Nov. 
23, St. Pauls United Church, 
Mlaview & Fifth St., 11 am ser­
vice, 12:30 pm luncheon at hall.
STREETSMART KIDS 
Children age 6-8, Thursdays, 4- 









ALCOHOL & DRUGS 
Alcohol iuul Drug Awareness pro­
gram. five sessions for adolescents 
11-13, 14-16 starling Nov. 4. Aii 
oppoi'liinity for inctcased 
iiwareness through infonnniion 
and discussion with pccrsTiiuler a 
trained leader 656 0134.
GYM NIGHTS
Youih age I.VI8 invited to iiileiul 
gym niglK every Monday evening 
at Sidney BIcmeniary. Rcgisjcr at 
gym or PCA office 9751 Irtl St. 
656-01.34, ask for youth services, 
HANDICAPPED 
Handieapped decals application 
forms now available iii PC'A, 
These may then be sent (o Vicloria 
for decals necessary for parking in 
spaces allotted for handicappctl. 
383-4105,
BAZAAR
llo-spiial Auslliary Clirlsimas 
Bazaar Nov. 15 at Saaiiichton 
Fair building.
CRAITFAIR
PCA Christmas Craft Fair. Big­
gest, and best yet, Nov. 29 .V ip 
Sanscha Hall from 10 a m, to-t 
p.m.
.UVl
Al'& A SURF rH/NC«! JUST .SiT THAT^ 




Hobby Craft & Show 
Saanich Fairgrourids 
' in Saanichton
IS!OV„ 22 and 23rd 
10am"5p.m»
Donations or consignment items accepted at 
office Tuesdays and Fridays.
652-3314
or eves, at 652-0798, 652-1540
BRENTWOOD LAUNDROS4AT
' Jerra^ Has''_ ownership, of. Brenlwobd ' " |
Laundromat on W. Saanich'Rd. in Brentwood. The laun-y 




Yvonne Poulton and Wingards Xandria have opened Penin­
sula Pet Grooming On Keating X Roads, In Brentwood Bay. 






Jan Nelson relurfilng from n year abroad Iri Paris, has 
established an art gallery above the Toronto Dominion 
Bank on Beacon Ave, A painter for twenty years, Jan 
welcomes the public and other artists to atop by for cof­
fee and viowing.
NEWFACE8
Now Faces, Now Places Is a public sorvico of The 
Rovlew ArJvorllalrig Dopailmonl. H you aro opening a now 
businoes, oxpandlng your proaont buoinpss or having a 
cl'iango in manugornonl, contact The Review Advertis­
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NEARLY NEW York rowing 
$75. offers. Wanted: exercise
656-5157._______
15 GAL AQUARIUM, light outside 
filter system, heoter, gravel, plants, 




If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus S20.no gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. Ah' 
seven words are linked to the same theme — take the letters 









Drop your entry off at Tanners. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
GOLD NECKLACE with cross and dia­
mond $50., chrome brnx bike $50,, 10-
speed $50. 727-6734,____________47/48
FIBiRGLASS CANOPY for sale. Fits full 




GOOD CLEAN DRESSED bricks 250 full 
size 9x4'/i prairie engineering brick. 
Two barbecue mesh grills for open fire
cooking/heating. 652-9994.______
SE,^ONED FIREWOOD, $60.00, large 
pick-up truck, free bundle of kindling 
with each sale, free stacking for 
disabled and O. A.P. Phone 655-1632 or 
656-9186. Peninsula Midget Rep 
Hockey {16 yr. olds) Help Sponsor Local 
Youth Hockey Team on their quest to 







LH I am a Review paid subscriber 
Q I am not a Review subcriber. 
Q I wish to become a Review 
oaid subscriber.
PI6ase drop your entry off at
Nov. 5 winner was Jennie Cat- 
terall of Aston End, Brentwood! 
Bay. As a Review subscriber she 
qualifies for the $20 bonus. Cor­
rect answers: Heart, Reject, 
Surgeon, Patients, Pioneer, 
Bypass, Donor Barnard.
COLEAAA BOARD MANUFACTURING. 
2190 Weiler Ave., Sidney, B.C. Phone
after 6 p.m. 656-7552^___
2 rMPERIAL CXSHM 
RUGS, exceptional quaity and size, 
19'xl4.4 and 15.6'xl3.6', replacement 
value $11,640 osking $4500. 656-2994.
 45/48
F6li7aRE DI>^6nD ring, Vi carat 
clarity VVS2, estimated at $2500. 
Marie 656-^9194. _ _ _ 45/47
EXERCYCLE, typewriter, cedar chest, 
xmas decorations, crockpot, plants, 
microwave, silverware, crystal exten­
sions trunks, mower, desk, speakers, 
knicknaks pictures 656-7490. 45/48
Shortwave receiver, excellent con­
dition, good for ham operator or as 
Christmas gift for radio enthusiast 
$199. 652-0598.^/^7
CUSTOM AAADE quilted headboard 
teakv/ood with attached nite tables. 
Also good condition beige carpet
15'xl r. 652-4007.________________ 46/47
DUTCH LACE CURTAINS different pat­
terns. Different sizes. French door 
panels. Liny Rouwen 652-0865. 46/49
FOR SALE two girls' coaster bicycles. 
Excellent condition $50. each. Phone 
656-2749.  46/47
FOR SALE rocking chair, wood frame, 
recently upholstered seat and back, 
padded armrests $75. Phone 652-0737.
46/47




PLUMBINC3 & HEATING 
: New Construction and Repairs




RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE experienc­
ed help for all kinds of typing. Coll:
Helen 656-4915. _ ___ ____ 33/tf
COMPLETE TYPINGTERVICEsT BusTness 
or student. Pot 652-0476. 44/06




hopairs to Lawnmowors, 
Ctialnsaws,
• Husqvarna • Pioneer • Toro 
• Shindsiwa • Jacobaen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
10134 McDonald Pork Rond 
BtSO-TTId
72 BMW 2002, low mileoge. Pioneer 
am/fm, cibie fogs, webber carb. 
$5000. O.B.O. 479-0148. 45/tf
WRECKING 1970 TRAVELAU-’^i^S
engine. Turbo 400, transfer case and 
front end with locking hubs. All in 
good working order. 656-2157. 45/48
a TZi'TOYOTA CORONA; Excellent^condi- 
tibn $2700.00 or offers. 652-1305. 46/47 
1978 HONDA CIVIC. Excel lenrTondT
tion $1895.00 656-8068. 46/49
1978 TOYOTA CELICA 5Tpeed, one
owner, city driven, kept in top condi­
tion. Must be seen at 52-1287 Verdier 
Avo., Brentwood Bay. 652-4007. 46/47
74 CAPRICE CLASSlFaOS vFl^‘^F^p“
tions. Excellent condition. $1400. 655- 
1675. 46/48
1967 BEAUMONT 2 dr.'hardtop $2,200 
O.B.O., trades? 327-V8 2-speed 
automatic original crm/wht paint, no
_________
78 DODGE OMNI, 4 dr. automatic, ex­
cellent condition. $2450. 656-7981.
;_____ _ ____________ _ , _ 47/48
1968 'dodge MONACO'2' dr.^" v^^^^
radials, runs good $325 O.B.O, 655- 
1295. 47/40
TABLE WITH LEAF and three chairs $50 
O.B.O. reconditioned Cinderella sew­
ing machine $35. O.B.O. 656-8729.
47/47
ROLLAWAY BED rjnd mattress, fair 
condition, $35., bed chesterfield and 
chair, fair condition $35., brass 
fireplace screen, grate, accessories, 
$35., BSD 7'/4 circulor saw $25., three 
matching 3" covered foam mottresses, 
suitable for camper bed $45., 656-1319 
after 6 p.m.  47/47
D'RUAr~SET''’'(^pceT~^T257,~6i^^
rollaway cot, $10., typewriter $25. 652- 
5657. 47/47
ONE INGLIS superb harvest gold stove, 
excellent condition. $200.00. 652-1657.
v;. 44/47
EXERCISE BIKE, as new $75., 12 c.f. 
deep freeze $150., 4 sectional solid 
teak wall cabinets $1500. 656-4942.
___________________ ______ __ _ 47/48
5 DRAWER DRESSER $757, 'desk $75., 
sw'ag lamp $20. Good condition 656-
Sj^l^.______________________ 47/47
7‘/a FT. SCOTCH'pine Christmas tr'e'eT 
hinged branches, lights included. Rural 
deluxe food sheer, two Scotty downrig- 
gers. 656-4389. 47/48
CRIB MATTRESS, cha'^ge tableT doll 
house, dresser, springhorse, walnut 
coffee table, commodore 64, massage 
unit, Hamanex 35 mm slide projector 
and screen, metal door and window 
frome, CB radio, waikie talkies, vehi­
cle spotlight. 655-1390._____  47/50
^fA^VING^SAlE brandHill's^l
backpack $125., lorge plants, records, 
misc. furniture. Atari and accessories, 
plus games, quality ladies size 10-14 
clothing, wedding dress, sewing 
machine, weight bench and misc. 
household items. 655-1119. 47/48
BOWLING BALLS man's 16 lb. with 
cose, woman's 12 lb with case $10.
each. O.B.O. 656-5818. _________47/47
COLLECTORS, early 78's Andrews 
Sisters, Freddie Slack, Burl Ives, Stan 
Kenton, Bing Crosby, other vintage 
Christmas many others. $1.00 each.
O.B.O. 656-5818.__________  47/47
BOY'S BMX "Constrictor" bicycle. Less 
than 1 yr. old. White with black trim. 
Asking $80.00 652-4234 after 1 p.m.
___________________________ 47/48
BOYS LANGE SKATES, sizes, 12 and 1, 
$15,./pr, single spindle bed with box­
spring $95. dresser with mirror $145. 
boy's BMX bike $40. 656-6603. 47/47
SINGLE BED, Jenny Lind, with box spr­
ing $95, double dresser with mirror 
$85., secretary chest of drawers, $50., 
two pairs boys molded skates, sizes 12 
and 1 excellent condition $15. per pair, 
boy's BMX bike $40., single daybed 
with four pilllows $75. Offers con- 
sidered 656-6603, 656-7659. 46/47
WATERBED SUPER SINGLE'$125., dining
room and kitchen suites, de-humidifier 
$250., assorted furniture, open to of- 
fers. 656-7028. 47/47
B78-14 STUDDED SNOW TIRES $50. pr. 
8' aluminum canopy $250 O.B.O. 655- 
1295. 47/48
SINGER CONSOLE SEWING MACHINE, 
zigzag, fancy stitches. Manual. Nice 
Christmos gift. $200. 656-7640. 47/47
PANASONIC REEL TO REEL record 
player. Full stereo, 4 track with sound 
on sound. Speakers and many topes. 
$100.655-3277. 47/48
SATELLITE DISH 12 ft. screen type. Top 
of line Drake Earth station. Used two 




REFRIGERATOR AS NEW three years 
old Kelvinator 15-16 cubic feet almond 
left hand, large freezer compartment. 
656-6395 after 5:00 p.m. 47/47
MEDICINE CABINET $5, door with hai^
ware $10., lawnboy $75., wheelbarrow 
$10, carpet, underlay, light fixtures, 
T.V., radios, record player. 656-5922.
47/50
DINING ROOM TABLE and 5 chairs in 
good condition $175. 656-2466. 47/47
8 FT. STEP LADDER $15., men's brown 
leather dress jacket $40., briefcase 
$15., 9 drawer dresser with mirror, 
$20., 1951 B&W T.V. $10, electric
baseboard heater, $7., blow torch $5, 
two drapes 8'x7' $25., Indian sweater 
$20., 10 gal. plastic carboy $10., kit­
chen magician $5., 3 pee. luggage $5. 
6Mj.3209.
LADY KEN AORE dVshwasher, portable, 
butcher b- )ck top. $125. O.B.O. 652- 
5426.
FOR SALE car seat, change table, crib 
and misc. childrens items. 656-6201.
47/47
MOVII^ MUStTe^ bunk beds
$175., Captains maple bunkbed $225., 
oak wardrobe $400., display case 
$200.. Oak coat rack $200. brass un- 
brella stand $50., childrens wooden 
desk with chairs $55.. oak dresser
(veneer) $50. 656-4887._______
120 BASE ACCORDIAN HOHNER Sl ^s! . 
120 base ladies size compact accordion 
$250. 12 base accordion $95. 656-6195.
________________________
CHILDS COWICHAN INDIAN SWEATER, 
near new. size 8-10. $15. 656-5840.
________ _  47/47
9x12' AX'mFnSTER TYPE ^RPET? Gray 
background with underlay. $125.00. 
656-3298. _ _ _ 47/48
DOu'bLE'kEYBOAr'd organ ond bench. 
Background accompaniment. Good 





ANTIQUE AND COLLECTIBLE DEALER 
buys china, glassware, figurines, 
crystal, furniture, painting, silver, 
toys, dolls, jewellery, etc. plus the odd 
or unusual. 652-5040. 33/53
WANTED TO BUY antiques, paintings, 
sketches and collectables. 652-0444 









PING PONG table wanted. 652-0598.
46/47
WANTED: miditrack II or III with 
midimate and manual and Atari 130XE 
656-3691. 46/47
WANTED: to buy, portable hand held 
video gome. 656-2880. 47/47
WANTED: wide wheeled pull golf cart. 
656-5345 after 5 p.m. 47/47
2048 COURSER DR. Nov. 22-23, 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. dropes, household items, 
fishing tackle, tools, electric chain 
hoist. 47/47
FURNITURE, bikes, toys, etc. Sat. only 
9-5 p.m. Nov. 22, 9270 Lochside Drive. 
No Early Birds.47/47 
LADIES AUXILIARY ARMY Novy and Air 
Force Unit 302 Christmas Bazaar 10-2 
'p.m. Knights of Pythias Hall. Sot. Nov. 
22. 47/47
GARAGE~?ALE 10216 Resthaven Sat.
and Sun. Nov. 22 and 23 9-3 p.m* 
Household items, clothing, truck, 
canopy, 75x14 tires like new. 47/47
COME 




Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIOREAOY-MIX
(1971) LTD.













25 words for $119 will reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers in B.C. and the Yukon.
JOHN’S SAAALl, ENGINES Wo repair and 
overhaul comlolely all sinall ongino 




HOWE'S TREE SERVICE, gonoral falling, 
lopping, dangt?fuus Irco lernoval. Ful­
ly Insured. Wo'll go out on a limb for 
you. 470-2553. ' 07/41/20
SPECIALlilNG IN TREE WORK, liocfgo 
pruning, and Itauling. Sidnoy, Uronl- 
wood, Gaanlclilon. 656-(1730, 45.'411
1i
AUTOMOTIVE
\9V7 TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 750 cc A-1. 
Low miles, $1,000. O.B.O. 655-1174.
44/47
for"Sale7902TfoFda' V45 W^OOb km. 
novr tiros, roor shoos, runs excellent 
6.52-0.506 before 9 o.m. or botwoon 5 
and7p.rn. 47/48
19B3 SUZUKI RMSob dirt hiko, never 
raeerl, scarey fast $1650, Phone Brook 
656-8060 or 656-0910, 47/47
f RECREATIONAL  VEHICLEST9T5 DODGE CENTURION MlidI HOME19,5’ 3>way (ridge, stove, oven, 









10124C McDonald Park Rd. 
fllDNEY
12 MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
«
*




»ruNi! ups» otiAKt-r. • lunriicATinN
. t'leris. HATiPuit*-,
. si’cuetTYMumr B 
. euoeAta'i roNvruHKTiJ'i 




. urim. rMiMi.Aij,.uivivi. m• ' • • • • • • •,• » •  *
OOODVr.AR ALL WINTER RADIALS im 
rims OR7l!e<1.4. $60,fK), llie pair, Rarllati 
ki./.'.'xiu 5-Ju,. ih'. r'“'‘’ 'j (i.iii,
652'S693,,^;,,' /I ' ,47/'ll!
19T<il TRIUMPH arilFIRL f roih engino, 
Vtnvi n1 '2025 Ardvmll Oiler In $3'»00 
6551665. ■ ' ■
IW fORD. 1250, 4*4 4 S(vd., r"*'l*ai)lf 
truck wUft 4 " hll, 40" muilffers, lunivy 
duly Ivumriers S-lWtO, Ptinne lltoek 656 
09U1, 656-8060, 4/ -I/
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, lololly ^ 
rocondilloned, used only n few mon- 
Ihs, SSM 000, 386-6962 or ptuano 47a' 
0515 M/ll,
adventure ON HORSEBACk' guidml 
Irrill rides, Open year round. For resor- 
vnliorw phone Rockhavrtn Ranch, 470- 
3023, ■■ ■ 40/It
CLARK ENTERPRISES, dir,counI glrtsv. 
9750-41h St., Supttr hy Smrn. lempetrHt 
42'4x5H, 42'4x54, 46''rxn0, $22.50, 
28'/, *103, 2(r4xK)1'e, $'78,00, 4mm 
24x67'9, 22x67', $24,00, 32',x74, 
,34x75 $28,00: 3-1x611. 34.x76 $30.00. 
29'/ix94V4, $40,W), Thctriho units, pnlin 
doors and lolv itiorri, 656-6656 VISA 
and Mevioicrird. 37/0
BATHROOM GLASS SLIDING tUB 
DOORS, near new, valued ns-er .$‘7fKI,, 
half price $100. 656.21/1, ' 45/48
ARE YOU ON SEPTIC? To retnive a 
FREE H pruio pamphlet KNOW YOUR 
SEPTIC TANK FROM A TO t" Write to 
riox 26(,)3, Sidnr,-y, VIII, 4C1, - 45/48
RECEIVE A BEAUTIFUL ROSE find Inrr. 
ftar.liwt in yeui inalltioM', iiwnd only 
$I,CK) and n «,el( ar)dfiH*eil Htamped 
envelrjpw In Potf.iauni Eirdiglitv, fin* 
458 Sar,nlt(dan, II.C. VOS 1M0. 44'4/
kAU.UI(Vfc. WAINUI Ui.SK, iHT.u.iwn 
and 4'r.hrj|(*(. $6,CKX), value -uill $2500 
Wauled tinuiiler doi,k In Iradin 656 
2994, ■■ 4f)/48
SWIVEL RfKKER fhair areen rtmid 
condilion, cai tep./'iiiier, ad|U(.li»ble,, 
.Aiioeq, dual fiicyrle ttirriiKr fur H.V., 
prilr Eiatqnn Aunl beaim, 2 proiuj Im 
wldtn (i|Ui.fi,'l < m. ,65i5 13',) , ,)6 ,)/
AUTOMOTIVE____________
F3uv7ioa.se any truck or RV. 
Nolhing down OAC, LTl. 
9000 v/ilh r:onlrac;t, Wo deli­
ver Call Elob Langstalf or 
Tom Morgan collect 464- 
0271, loll* (roe 1-000-242-
0.:,!:,;. 5^711:
Buy/Ioann any gas/diesel 
piH'.k direci (tom volume 
laciory dealer. Nolhing 
down OAC. .Eo-iy monthly 
payments. Call Wally or Al 
McKc-n/ie toil It 00 l-BOO- 
242:FOnp, D:_L,,,5231.__,__...
Buy/loase ,iny gon/dlonol 
Irtif.k direci. Rangers (rom 
$158 MO. Nolhing down 
OAC. Wo deliver,. Call Cary 
or Mark (or Immcidlalo ap- 
(srovar loll Iron 1-800-'242- 
.. .... .......  '
Hrllir.h , car parltv, New ■ 
IJsntl ■ Rebuilt lor MG,; 
Triumph, Ausilin, Jenson, 
Aurilin llealy. Womb ley 
Motor Works, 1 lb/ lllchiuos 
hi,, V.int.oiivur, VCitl lU;/ or- 
phpmr
Need help in selling your 
recroation vehtrilo'. Call Gbl- 
mox Molorbonio Really toll- 
free from .inywhero in 11,Ci-noD-niwdHftCi, B.c.’s






I'.'irn per year in
doll.ar!!, GuaranleodI 
way nf In.-ising Marine 
go Conlamet!',. Menial 
r.rtmo • , tivrr Marine C 
Cnnl.piterfi p.ay $2,325 
year, 10 pay $4,550 









ytMt Lrutglh rd p, up
In 15 voar:s (live veai incre,, 
mf.inm) Miminurn inyer,l- 
nieni 'T'i, li'lO All atiove in 
i,.l,.5, tlnllars, /Vik ,'itKMit nur 
.'■.apitiir ajipreci.rlioii i.im- 
riram, 2/,3-i11fi, Y/ritn, 
ilii. Mim C'.()nl,uiii,,'i, bali.i;, 
ltd., «100 - 10551 r.hell. 
luirjgii VYay, Minhinwnd, 
nr; VfiX ?VJ\\ Telmr 04-
Nnedlficradiifsl (iKCeHoni In­
come polenlial lr.i,')ehing anti 
'selling needier,rails (or Ran- 
(1,1 ubtiJu^rad, Hnirrofionlii'
Pve'', er.pf./i.-illy npci.lful Pi
srnriilt'ir, wieemndies Y/rito; 
Panf(,i Gblcbr.rad. blallen 




The Grrrat E.scape! Salt- 
spring Island, B.C. Canad.a. 
Business opportunity. Re.s- 
tauranl, tiotol operation 
(business only). Super loca­
tion, coffoo shop, dining 
room, 86 plus seals, fully 
licensed wdh room rentals. 
Excellent yo,arly rovonuos. 
$120,000. Also - sn'iall rocort 
on boautilul SI, Mary Lake, 
Iwo-DR owner rosiclonco, 
(our rorita! cabins. Superb 
lakofroni view properly 1.63 
acres, 300 (1, (rout ago 
$149,500. Contact Ed Davis, 
Sailspring Lands 537-5515 
or personal office 537-2205, 
For (roe ontaloguo of Salt- 
spring and Gull Inland pro­
perties write Ed Davis, Box 
1200, G-nngo.n, D,C., VOS 
1J:0 .
Free ,,, CaliVancouvor 6(14- 
1211 or loll (roe 1-800-663. 
0330 (nr yoiir copy of "Oust- 
nona Booster" by Bill Gib­
son, Canada's tf1 bunlnoos 
spoi:)kor.,.,__._.............. /,
1/ unit motel. Excollent lo­
cation, Showing iremonfloiis 
incronnon, 20 acros prime 
dovelopmoril land. Owner 
has other Indorontn. Inquire 
Box 4UN, do UnkoB DiBirIct 
Now.Si Box 309, Burns Lnkn,
,„B,a,..vw_,.ii|o..     :
A lOHorl for Iho price of a 
houao, Dost deal In Iho 
Thompson OKnnngan, Eully 
egulppofl, Just off listing 
was $169,000, now $99,000, 
,i#:l)._ii70:797O,, 
Investor roiiulrod by heavy 
duly iTinrdianlcal norvico lo­
cated in Iniorlor, Gonlacl 
Box 500, 0/0 Tribune, tftfl 
N. Ini Avo,, Willlamr. Lake 
or call 392-0217.
lIDUCAT.IONAir_,'2... 
('■reo:" ttiltU"quid(r'l() slu'dy- 
al-tiomoi fxifrosiinruioooo 
Diploma coursof) lor nfn.'ill- 
gluiiH carouis; Acwuibtuig,
A IrTnndli inning; flnnkknnp 
Ing, flusinons, Gosmeiology, 
l•loc|ronil■;s, l.irrgal/Medical 
riocrelary, Mavclielmiy, Tnv 
' vel, ' Granlnn, (1 A) 1055 ),Vt“d '‘,r-('nt imnno
Vanr;0iiver,J .800-26111 121.'
loarni Earnl lacnnio Tax 
Courae or Basic Bnokkoop- 
ing C-oiirsa, by cofronpon- 
disia.ii, ITuo tilui.luu<.iH, lu.i 
nbligaflnn, Write UAR Coi* 
restiontlencn Scbnol, 2fV • 
1345 Pemhlnn Hvvy , Wln-
uii)uy,„Ma(i,,,R3t ...
EDUCATIONAL
Cook For A Caroor. Gradu­
ates of our Professional Cul­
inary Training Program are 
employed in the most pres­
tigious oslabllshmonts in 
B.C. Full-time, six month 
course starts January 19, 
1087. Government assist­
ance nvallablo. Write or cal! 
for brochure: Pierre Du- 
brulln Culinary School, 1522 
West Qtb Avenue, Vancou­




fhroo'"'f976 " i HC 25 " yard 
roar load gnrbnno packers, 
cfw 0 V5EI englno, alllnon 
fuilo Irons, $7f.i00. oa. 826- 
8342.
f^FSALErMISg ' 
uimd'potil ecuiiprhonf - lOO 
GPM (lllnr piirnp, 2 HP 
rnoior poriable .skimmer 
cleaner bnckllovv provonlor 
nblorlnatnr 400,000 DTU 
hoalor siariamlxor (oodor 
pronnuro reduolng valve, 
1,9,1 P..llRr.?!i pbrsno 2,’>6-4219. 
Meiil " Band Saws, special 
price $495. less molof, De­




HEALTH & BEAUTY BEAL ESTATE
Sore Fool? Experience 
"Walking on Air" with new 
"Alr-Flo Insolos". Sallslac- 
lion Guar,snleod. For Insolos 
send .$8.99 & shoo size, 
Sundial Sorvicos, fl4A-031 
Burns .SIroot, Ponliclon, 
B.C^VM 4X2,,__
FIELP wanted"’"'f'7'' 
Hiring Now! Construction 
(nil phases). Drivers, Mach­
inists, Mechanics, Weldors, 
Airlines, (up lo $32 60/hr). 
(308)302-3700. (Wo know 
who's hiring,) Trans Conlln- 





Llghllng Flxluros, Woslorn 
Can,Ida n larqosi dinplay;, 
Wlinlonaio and rnlail, Free 
Galaloguo.s available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Cnnlro, 4600 
Eanl Hanliiuis StronI, Bur­
naby, B,0, 'V/5G 2K5, Phono
1-29'); 0666,,....... ....... ........
Monireal MTril.'iry' Siirph'in. 
Wfirknhirls .$2,75, workpants 
$3,50, workbooLs $15, For 
catalogue, send $2 (roirn- 
tuirsed first order), Military 
.ruirnlus. Brix 243, ,61. Tirnu- 
then, Quebec, JOS tXO
■0 A rm*; Z.17 ■
lO'Tx’Yd' Groonlioufie iuti, 
1000W Molal Hnltdo $185, 
Plus 10,000 n-ardenlng pro­
ducts, Groat prices, Sond 
$2, (or Info-pack, We.stern 
Walor Farmn, 1244 Soymoiir 
fllirinl, Vancouver, B.C. 
v/on 3Mn /no4jr.82,ofn6
ITEA!LT»T>7lil|lAUIY'11.7,7'
Druijiotis ('aid Roliol ^(1)1 
nafural Bio-rnagnolic (lolo 
(hetapy, normali/oa Imuv 
i.ull;, without side effeH 
riKcellont for tself-iroalmnnl, 
Fren jlnlnila - R.G, L. Con- 
r.npln, Box 172. l-mo, Ont. 
MOW lEO ,
Overseas Positions. Hund- 
rods of top paying poiillions, 
Allrnctive bonoflls. All 00- 
cupatlnns. Froo dntniln 
Overseas Employment Bor- 
viens, Dept. CA, Box 460, 
Mount Royal, Quebec H3P 
3C7.' . _ ' , ' ^
f!l®E^i^s..,77'Z'..r77Z77' ;
Singien, Line, The’ scns'lbi'n 
altornativfi It/ singles bars 
and chiinco ohcounlctn, A 
(itnglon lolophone dub (or 
.selocllve, Unattached nC Mri 
of all nrnris. Singles Luto
'■ __ ,
Dales Gflioro, For ail figns 
.and unallachod. Thousands 
of mornhors anxious lo rnnol 
ynii. Prestige Acqiialnlanc- 
ns. Gall, Tod Froo l-fif/O- 
263-6673. Hours; 9 a.m, lo 7
pjn.;__............. ......... .......
Mooi tUpmKino* fftw, f‘br- 
soonl Acqiialnlanco Sorvicn, 
B.C. Regional Office, 141U 
West 12lh Avo,, Vancouvor, 
VOH 1M8, Slnco 1967, we 
havo inlfoducod fhounandri 
•.Flli ILJ’''...P! I0 8.;. 
YtHir'owfi (lornnnni niiirliual 
reading on tape hy mail. 
Forly yearn expeHunce Loc- 
furen, greups, Inrlivldoaln. 
Modllalion, past livo.s, trams 
modliim, Dot,ills, (leiiv Box 
404, Snchell, 0,0,, VON 3A() 
<'L,hbli.,(f'B<1)433^ ,
I aaVinn (01 (lanp.sln/IriAarin
(I'oiv) Gb, Liufope, Amoiica 
or worldwidey? Get 40 
((l’H'ilo.s/dolfiil,n airmailed 
Iren of r diargu. Universal 
Club f/,1), fin* 'rnrin, p t r.-im 
lulrg 20, Germ,any,
REAL ESTATG7.,,Z7''17!77
For Rpnl ♦ 36 /Vere Dairy 
Farm,, Glillliwack, L.iMjie uo 
‘it,-ill I'd.'dleg biitn, rtiilKmg 
pnrioitr, t>ay feodlng. corn' 
eol yard, tuinker silo, Fie*. 
Ible loieift House nnl In- 
diirlod. /95 U//;L,
Viocation and rotiromont 
borne sites In Canada’s five- 
star rated Rocky Mountain 
Rosorl, Golf, skiing, natural 
hoi pools, fishing, bunting, 
airport. Year end close out 
of crookddo oatntoo - l.ow 
prices starting al $19,500. - 
easy terms, Fairmont Hot 
r.prings ResorLs l-nOO-BGO- 
633,3,__._ _____   ,
SERVICES............ '..... ...... ....
r/n|or icnc, Pr,rson.i! Injury 
Claims? Carey Undo, Law­
yer, 14 years, 1050 Duran- 
foiHJ, V.sncouvnr, Phono col­
lect 0-684-7790 (or Free 
How to InforrTintton; ICBC 
Claims aotl Awards, "Wo 
work only (or you - never 
for ICBC, and you pay irs 
only after we colled" Aftll- 
l.itod Officos In Gnmpboll 
Rlvor, Kamloopn, Kelowna, 
Victoria, Nanaimo, Williams 
l.ako, Nelson, PrinceOoorge.
Major poraonal Injury 
dalrn.s, Joel A. Wooer, Law­
yer nxperlenced In lillgallon 
since 1966. Cnil colled 0- 
/36 fl2(J1. Free Initial con- 
sirllallon., Gonlltrgnnoy (oos 
available. 1632 Weal 7lh,
■YPP.1'9.MMSI./.,..:,.;:„.....„;L__ __ _
Mutual Funds, Rntos riogo- 
llablrr, RRSP'n. DIuoebIps, 
Gold fllockn... (reo broch- 
urofr cennullnllon. John Gor­
don/l.riwronce NIool - 37
year,') exporlonco, Richard" 
non Groonshlnlds. »/500-100() 
West Hastingn, Vancouver. 
VOE 2E6. (Op4)0(12-J_/51,^....
•TnAVEL_',.,‘,77:'.'.1Z,1Z„„,.
When In Vancouver, Bimv 
ahy, Richmond "The Mont 
(leaullful Bfoaklnsl In ‘Tlie 
Woild" In a mu.sllll Flugn 
Oiilch Pancakes, Only at 
Dutch PnnneKook Houses, 
heviu;
Reel
Vilirm • cotTiplole kiidien 
plu.s li.'irhnqiiO ■ rp-sl (Iro- 
place skiing, lilking, ‘dining,
li'Uiigr-, ii.iUititl Rim.ipfiiilk.
odorless holpools, Ask 
about 5n''/i diswnrtii - Inasen 
nveilsidn, Falrmnnl Hot 
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Young students leorn to be PALS
Innovative writing programs 
at Sidney and Mt. Newton 
schools are increasing young 
children’s literacy say staff at 
both schools.
Sidney Elementary designed a 
creative writing plan with a $500 
school effectiveness grant from 
the ministry of education.
The program, dubbed PALS
— Partners in Arts and Letters
— was based on the ideas of 
teacher Mary Skinner.
Every Wednesday the school 
devotes the afternoon to 
writing, editing and publishing 
works on a featured theme. This 
month the children are concen­
trating on the sea.
School walls are lined with 
paintings, poems and stories of 
dolphins, deep sea divers, and 
ships. By the main office, ap­
plications are being accepted for 
the position of captain’s mate 
which familiarizes children with 
employment qualifications.
Skinner said the project idea 
came to her from the Canadian 
artists’ group of seven, who all 
belonged to an arts and letters 
club.
Last year, Sidney Elementary 
ran the Read with Me program 
which encourages families to 
read with their children for at 
least 15 minutes every night.
The school concentrated on 
writing this year, because learn­
ing to write is a technical pro­
cess with definite steps to learn, 
said principal Graham Rice.
The next theme on tap is 
Christmas.
Mt. Newton has a similar
NOW OPEN
AT OUR NEW LOCATION
GRADE 4 SOCIALS CLASS 
totem poles and canoes as 
enrichment program.
learns how to carve Native 
part of their Native
program.
Principal Betty Clazie said 
the students have been par­
ticipating for the past year. The 
school also received $500 under 
the program effectiveness grant 
scheme to continue the work.
Clazie said staff felt it was 
important not only to en­
courage writing but also to con­
tinually improve the childrens’ 
writing skills.
“We are doing very well, but 
it’s not a one-year program, ll 
takes a long time to learn how 
to write and we encourage the 
students to use word pro­
cessors,’’ Clazie said.
She added that the program 
will probably last for at least 
another three years but she 




PENINSULA FEED & TACK
& BOTTLE EXCHANGE
2240 KEATING X ROAD
COMPLETE LINE 
OF TOP SHELF FEED
N,Saanich council briefs
O NTAX EXEMPT I 
REJECTION
Premier Bill Vander Zalm has 
written to council as the then 
finance minister informing 
members that ferry lands in 
North Saanich would continue 
to be tax free.
Mayor Lloyd Harrop said, “I
feel it is very unfair that we 
can’t get tax exemption for the 
32 acres.
“Last year the municipal por­
tion amounted to $151,000. I 
don’t feel North Saanich should 
subsidize the ferry system for 
the whole Island.’’
In his letter, Vander Zalm 
said removing the ferry lands 
from tax-free status would in­
crease the costs which wouldn’t 
benefit the Island’s economic 
development.
Council requested a meeting 
with new minister of finance 
Mel Couvelier who is also the 
MLA for the area.
GARDNER’S POND 
North Saanich council agreed 
to allow a select committee 
study the 18-acre Gardner’s 
pond off Tatlow Road.
The whole property would 
cost the municipality $164,000.
The area has been subdivided 
into two portions —- the first 12 
acres includes the pond while 
the remaining six is the highland 
above zoned for development.
Advisory Planning Commis­
sion chairman Rod Clack has 
said a development permit 
restriction would give council 
protecting control over the 
pond.
DOUG CAMPBELL
The Victoria saies management takes 
pride in congratulating Doug Campbell 
for his sales achievements in the 
month of October. The Gold Plaque 
Award was established to recognize 
superior sales achievements in a 
single month.
Buying or Selling 
Cali Doug 
at 656-5584 
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
SIDNEY OFFICE
OPEN SPECIAL NOV. 29 TO DEC. 5th ONLY 
20" OFF ANY BAG OF TOP SHELF FEED 
PLUS ANOTHER 20' OFF WHEN YOU BRING IN THIS AD
NEW! PENINSULA 
PET GROOMING 
10% OFF for OPENING
COMPLETE LINE OF 
MR. GROOM PRODUCTS
BARKER DOG FOOD 
$13.25 20 kg Bag
CAT BOX LITTER 
$4.50 10 kg Bag
NEW & USED TACK —- PET FOOD 
HAY —ALFALFA
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 8:30 am to 6:00 pm 652-0311
C A story in last week’s 
Review incorrectly stated 
that a workshop dealing 
with learning disabilities 
would be held Friday, Nov. 
13.
There are, in fact, two 
similar workshops. One was 
held Nov. 13 at Saanichton 
EI e tn e n I a r y School. 
However, the session 
featuring Victoria physician 
Frank J. Spellacy is spon­
sored by Parkland Secon­
dary School and will be held 
toniglu (Wednesday, Nov. 
















•CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
•D.F. CHICKEN V/INGS 






• EGG FOOYONG 
•CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
•CHICKEN FRIED RICE 
•BEEF CHOP SUEY 










.812 Vordlor Brontwood Bay
Forage quality is important to every 
dairy, beef and sheep producer.
Fraser Valley and Vancouver Island 
farmers are invited to see how their 
forage stacks up in a competition being 
held in conjunction with the 1987 Dairy 
Producers’Short Course.
Three classeslo enter:
Hay (locally-grown), Com SH»g©, Grass Sll®g®
Judging is on the basis of feed and analysis and visual characteristics, so submit 
two separate samples per entry (get details from your district agriculturist)
Between'
November 17 - November 128 
deliver samples to your Bocel B.C.
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries district office.
17720 - 57th Avenue 
Cloverdale 
576-2911
33780 Laurel Street 
Abbotsford 
852-5211
8635 Young Road South 
Chilliwack 
795-8395
Bldg. 20 (Research Station) 
8801 E. Saanich Road, Sidnoy 
656-0941
238 Government Street 
Duncan 
746-6183









PIER ONE RESTAURANT 
MINI PIZZA 3®®|
MR. BUSINESSMAN:
II your Biislfios* Phono Numbor Is now or has boon reconlly chnnfl* 
od, plo«80 call u« and wo’ll run It (lOo of charflo (or a period of throo 
months. This sotvico llmlfod lo tho Rovlow's Trading aroa.
SENIORS MEAL
14 pm-9 pm
7 daye a wook 





DAfLV LUf4CH SPECIALS 
FISH & CHIPS From 11:00 A.M. 
HOURS:
O A.M.-OP.M. Mor»..ThUfO. 
(JA.M..8P.M.Frl.&Snl 




(ui) Eye of Iho Noodle Fabrics. ...................
(n?)’FIrsFTahoVIfloo
Producllons........ .............
u' ii Jan Nelson Gallery Inc,........
t»ii ) Oliver's Pet Supplies.........
101) PeninsulaQalloiV....... .
((j/i Ponlneula Pol Grooming,.,.,
KciiJ’SrjoUlr.a,,.,.,..,.. . . . . . . . .
(HD Sidney Dog Grooming.......


















OPEN 7 AM - 7 PM Eufiry Day
652«11921ROrtnlwonct Shopplnue.mfiff*
THIS MONTH’S SPECIAL 
riOMnOFonoNE 
I * CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
■ b.P. CHICKEN WINOfi 
* SWEET a, SOUR PRAWNS 
> BONELESS PORK 






Alio Full CcKiiAO DInnor 
A Luneftoon Menu
(UlirnirilAR Feiad eti rwunitiv M#hu)
W lilHNlU
UKRANIAN DINNER $CI()5 Alt YOU CAN FAT W
7120 Wofil iJojifilch Rond*
QQVSSIfl
652*9022




TAKt OUTS bbti-SbUIFT ;
SIh & Bbacor Sldneyl
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PRESTO-LOGS





























Mountain $ ‘I ^ ® 5 
Oak I ^ pkg.
DUROID
SHIMGLES






100 sq.ft, per roll 















PLASTie SHOWER BASE I DELUXE 
SURRPUND I
MASSAGER
30 X 30 




















40 gal. Electric 
ONLY
INTERiOR EXTERIOR FLAT LATEX
White and pastel coSours 
Easy water ciean-up, 
fast drying. "'*^' '^11




White 1.* GOO ,i















INTERIOR EGGSHELL SHEEN LATEX
Excellent washability






2’x4’LAY-IN I WOOD FIBRE PLANK
CEILING PANELS CEILING TILE
SONOFLE'X
Took. Onk Finish 
ONLY
Pino, Elm, Oak 











Great for doors, trim, 
kitchens and bathrooms.
White and paste! colours. ^ ^






nitiu '■ n RUBBERMAID „
r-ADRAr-ir I I NORTHLAND I FURNACE
I GARBAGE I FIRELOGS | AIR FILTERS






HOMECARE STAIN ; ;
Yearend Clearance of good quality 
Interior-exterior stain 
Available in walnut 
and natural cedar.
Reg. 15.99
BRUSHES a 
ROLLERS
ALLSTOCK!
k
SALE
POLYFILLA
1 kg Box
OOFF
IL
